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Summary 
In static as well as dynamic design it is important to allow for the fact that uncertainties 
can exist in the properties of the designed system and in the applied loading. 
Traditionally this has been faced through the use of factors of safety, which are 
developed and refined on the basis of experience and historical evidence. For systems 
where efficient design is of the utmost importance (for example the minimum weight 
design of an aircraft structure) it is possible that the traditional factors of safety may be 
overly conservative, so that optimal efficiency cannot be achieved. Furthermore, 
historical factors of safety are unlikely to be appropriate for new design concepts or new 
composite materials. The properties of composites, in fact, present a scattering much 
higher than metals, mainly due to manufacturing and assembling process. It follows that 
there is a need for a method (or methods) that can be applied objectively to a new 
design to yield information on the safety and reliability of the system without reliance 
on established factors of safety. The principal aim of the present work is to investigate 
capabilities offered by a probabilistic approach in the evaluation of vibroacoustic 
behaviour of aerospace composite damped panels. This is done interfacing probabilistic 
techniques with a numerical analysis of sound transmission loss. The numerical 
analysis, performed with a discrete coordinate approach, has been validated comparing 
simulation results with experimental ones measured in a dedicated facility, recently 
design and assembled, with the contribution of the author, at Department of Aerospace 
Engineering of the University of Naples “Federico II”. 
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Introduction 
The higher specific strength and stiffness of reinforced composites versus metals as well 

as other attributes such as tailorability to load directionality, acoustic damping, and high 

fatigue endurance are attractive to manufacturers.  

In the aerospace industry, the weight savings combined with improved structural 

efficiency are directly translated into increased payload, reduced acquisition and 

operating costs, and increased performance. 

A pound of weight saved on a commercial aircraft is estimated from FAA to be worth 

$100 to $300 over the service life of the aircraft. This has led to large sections of 

transport airframes, entire empennages, and major portions of wing structure being 

made from composites. Composites on the new Boeing 787 Dreamliner will account for 

50% of the aircraft's structural weight. By contrast, the Boeing 777 is 12% composites 

and 50% aluminium, and composites make up about 25% of the total airframe on the 

Airbus A380. The lower weight will allow the 787 to be 20% more fuel efficient than 

similarly sized airplanes. 

Then, advanced composite materials offer measurable improvements in weight savings, 

maintainability, durability, and reliability.  

Unfortunately, there are a number of performance factors that have limited their 

success. 

A weak point of the design with composites, that will be analyzed in the present work is 

their poor acoustic performance. The elastic behaviour of a single ply of plywood, in 

fact, is different along and across the fibre direction. The bending stiffness of the ply 

changes gradually from the softest direction to the stiffest direction. Therefore, the 

bending wave phase velocity changes with direction. As a result, instead of a single 

critical frequency, there is a continuous range of critical frequencies, a critical region. 

Due to the high stiffness to weight ratio, this region is at lower frequencies than for 

metallic panels and, given the thickness used for aircraft skin panels, it occurs just 

where human hearing mechanism is more sensitive. 

Nevertheless, unlike conventional metallic built-up structures, fibre-reinforced 

laminated structures are often constructed using adhesive joints with which there are 

fewer additional sources of energy dissipation associated than, for example, with bolted 
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or riveted joints. Thus, even if the intrinsic damping of composites is higher than 

metals, the overall damping performance of composite structures is generally lower.  

This aspects are especially up-to-date because of the increasing importance of passenger 

comfort, related to the wider use of large, long-distance cruise aircraft. Nowadays 

comfort, that is connected to noise and vibration levels but also to air quality aspects, is 

one of the key factor that can ensure the success of a commercial airplane. 

Thus far, composite design and treatment of unique performance factors have been 

handled in a traditional metals approach in the aircraft industry. This approach is 

characteristically deterministic in nature.  

Composite properties suffer of high scattering, mainly related to composites 

manufacturing and assembling process. Using a deterministic approach, that seeks out 

and defines a worst case or an extreme value to meet, in the design of composite 

structures, can lead to the need to oversize structures and damping-soundproofing 

treatments in order to be able to satisfy required performances, penalizing in this way 

weight saving issues that drive the use of composite materials. 

Probabilistic methods offer a different technology that can be used as a design tool, or, 

in a more conservative manner, as a risk analysis. The application of probabilistic 

methods opens up technical information not available in traditional approaches. 

Probabilistic methods represent a technology that cannot be implemented without 

careful development. It is, however, a technology that is easily controllable. It may be 

used as an assessment of deterministic designs; it may be used to establish realistic 

criteria for deterministic designs; or it may be implemented as a preferred design 

approach. If used as the preferred design approach, probabilistic methods utilize a 

reliability target in lieu of factors-of-safety. Component dimensions, environmental 

factors, material properties, and external loads are design variables. They may be 

characterized with statistical models. The probabilistic approach utilizes the statistical 

characterization and attempts to provide a desired reliability in the design. The 

deterministic approach introduces conservatism by specifying a factor of safety to cover 

unknowns. The factor of safety is traditionally 1.5. The probabilistic approach depends 

on the statistical characterization of a variable to determine its magnitude and 

frequency. The amount of data (how well the variable is defined) influences its extreme 

values. 
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Application of a factor-of-safety to cover unknowns has a history of success. The 

danger in this approach is that the factor of safety may be too large, or in some cases, 

too small. 

Advanced composite materials were introduced in the early 1960's and since that time 

have undergone significant development. Some obstacles appeared insurmountable, 

including susceptibility of material strength degradation to elevated temperature, 

absorbed moisture, impact damage, and hidden flaws or damage. The approach to 

accommodate these material strength reduction factors has been to develop worst case 

manufacturing and operational scenarios and assume their existence for the life of the 

part. These factors, which are in reality variables, are thereby treated as constants. 

Composite part design is governed by compounded conservatism illustrated by the 

following criteria: 

• Worst case loading x safety factor (1.5) 

• Worst case temperature 

• Worst case moisture 

• Worst case damage, undetected 

• Material allowables derived from conservative statistical criteria 

The effect of combining these conservative structural criteria is to produce inefficient 

products. Probabilistic methods offer an alternative to compound conservation. They 

quantify the degree of safety and permit the designer to discover the risk drivers. 

In order to conduct a probabilistic design, the following parameters should be 

characterized as random variables: 

1. Material mechanical properties 

2. External loads anticipated during the life of the article 

3. Manufacturing processes and their effects 

4. Environmental effects 

5. Environmental history during operational usage 

6. Flaw and/or damage locations, severity, probability of occurrence and effect on 

strength 

7. Predictive Accuracy 
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Adopting specific structural criteria should not be done without a reason. The current 

criteria has its origins in metals technology. The goal of probabilistic design is to make 

reliability the foundation of composite design criteria.  

The principal aim of the present work is to investigate capabilities offered by a 

probabilistic approach in the evaluation of vibroacoustic behaviour of aerospace 

composite panels. This is done interfacing well assessed probabilistic techniques with a 

numerical analysis of sound transmission loss. The numerical analysis, performed with 

a discrete coordinate approach, has been validated comparing numerical results with 

experimental ones measured in a dedicated facility, recently design and assembled, with 

the contribution of the author, at Department of Aerospace Engineering of the 

University of Naples “Federico II”. 

In Chapter 1 the fundamentals of the sound and the definition of the quantities used in 

the noise control field are defined and briefly accounted. 

Chapter 2 deals with sound transmission loss prediction techniques, whose 

mathematical expressions are derived for infinite as well for finite panels. The discrete 

coordinate approach, applied for the calculation carried out in the following chapters, is 

presented together with a discussion about sound absorption and damping mechanisms. 

Chapter 3 discusses the standards in force for transmission loss measurements and 

shows the different phases of design and validation of the Small Acoustic Research 

Facility (SMARF). Furthermore, the test procedure and results achieved from a test 

campaign on metallic and composite panels are presented. Some of the composite panel 

tested have a layer of a viscoelastic material co-cured. The effectiveness of such 

configuration, that seems to be a viable solution in increasing the damping of composite 

structures with little reduction in stiffness and strength to increase the damping, is 

argued. 

Chapter 4 examines the theories on which the numerical models developed are founded. 

The mesh sizing problem for isotropic and orthotropic flat panels is tackled, in the latter 

case following a spectral method to calculate the dispersion properties of the structural 

waves. The FE approaches for embedded damping treatments are briefly outlined and 

reviewed. The problem of the structural-acoustic coupling is presented highlighting the 

governing equations for separate structural and fluid domain and for the coupled one. 

Finally, transmission loss results obtained from numerical simulations are showed. 
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Chapter 5 is devoted to the discussion of concepts of uncertainty and variability. A 

review of possibilistic and probabilistic approaches is given. Benefits and drawbacks of 

sampling methods, such as Monte Carlo and variance reduction techniques, Response 

Surface Approximation method and Limit State Approximation methods are explained, 

together with a definition of the algorithms that implement these methods. At the end of 

the Chapter, an introduction to the reliability based optimization procedure is provided. 

Chapter 6 covers the results of probabilistic finite elements applications performed 

using commercial codes, as NESSUS and OPTIMUS and an in-house developed code.  

The reasons for development of this code are pointed out together with encountered 

difficulties and limits in applying available codes to vibroacoustic typical test cases.  

The conclusions drawn from this research are given in the devoted section. 
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1 Physical Principles of Sound  
The speculation that sound is a wave phenomenon grew out of observations of water 

waves. The rudimentary notion of a wave is an oscillatory disturbance that moves away 

from some source and transports no discernible amount of matter over large distances of 

propagation. The possibility that sound exhibits analogous behaviour was emphasized, 

for example, by the Greek philosopher Chrysippus (c. 240 B.C.), by the Roman 

architect and engineer Vetruvius (c. 25 B.C.), and by the Roman philosopher Boethius 

(A.D. 480-524). The wave interpretation was also consistent with Aristotle's (384-322 

B.C.) statement to the effect that air motion is generated by a source, "thrusting forward 

in like manner the adjoining air, to that the sound travels unaltered in quality as far as 

the disturbance of the air manages to reach". 

A pertinent experimental result, inferred with reasonable conclusiveness by the early 

seventeenth century, with antecedents dating back to Pythagoras (c. 550 B.C.) and 

perhaps further, is that the air motion generated by a vibrating body sounding a single 

musical note is also vibratory and of the same frequency as the body. The history of this 

is intertwined with the development of the laws for the natural frequencies of vibrating 

strings and of the physical interpretation of musical consonances. Principal roles were 

played by Marin Mersenne (1588-1648), a French natural philosopher often referred to 

as the "father of acoustics," and by Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), whose Mathematical 

Discourses Concerning Two New Sciences (1638) contained the most lucid statement 

and discussion given up until then of the frequency equivalence. 

Mersenne's description in his Harmonic Universelle (1636) of the first absolute 

determination of the frequency of an audible tone (at 84 Hz) implies that he already 

demonstrated that the absolute-frequency ratio of two vibrating strings, radiating a 

musical tone and its octave, is as 1 : 2. The perceived harmony (consonance) of two 

such notes would be explained if the ratio of the air oscillation frequencies is also 1 : 2, 

which in turn is consistent with the source-air-motion-frequency-equivalence 

hypothesis. 

The analogy with water waves was strengthened by the belief that air motion 

associated with musical sounds is oscillatory and by the observation that sound travels 

with a finite speed. Another matter of common knowledge was that sound bends around 

corners, which suggested diffraction, a phenomenon often observed in water waves. 
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Also, Robert Boyle's (1640) classic experiment on the sound radiation by a ticking 

watch in a partially evacuated glass vessel provided evidence that air is necessary, either 

for the production or transmission of sound. 

The wave viewpoint was not unanimous, however. Gassendi (a contemporary of 

Mersenne and Galileo), for example, argued that sound is due to a stream of "atoms" 

emitted by the sounding body; velocity of sound is the speed of atoms; frequency is 

number emitted per unit time. 

The apparent conflict between ray and wave theories played a major role in the 

history of the sister science optics, but the theory of sound developed almost from its 

beginning as a wave theory. When ray concepts were used to explain acoustic 

phenomena, as was done, for example, by Reynolds and Rayleigh, in the nineteenth 

century, they were regarded, either implicitly or explicitly, as mathematical 

approximations to a then well-developed wave theory; the successful incorporation of 

geometrical optics into a more comprehensive wave theory had demonstrated that viable 

approximate models of complicated wave phenomena could be expressed in terms of 

ray concepts. (This recognition has strongly influenced modern developments in 

architectural acoustics, underwater acoustics, and noise control.) 

The mathematical theory of sound propagation began with Isaac Newton (1642-

1727), whose Principia (1686) included a mechanical interpretation of sound as being 

"pressure" pulses transmitted through neighbouring fluid particles. Accompanying 

diagrams (Figure 1.1) illustrated the diverging of wave fronts after passage through a 

slit. The source is in A, the hole is described by points B and C, the points de, fg, etc. 

describe the “tops of several waves, divides from each other by as many intermediate 

valleys or hollows”. 

 
Figure 1.1- Sketch in Newton’s Principia of the passage of waves through a hole  
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The mathematical analysis was limited to waves of constant frequency, employed a 

number of circuitous devices and approximations, and suffered from an incomplete 

definition of terminology and concepts. It was universally acknowledged by his 

successors as difficult to decipher, but, once deciphered, it is recognizable as a 

development consistent with more modern treatments, even if Newton's result was 

underestimating actual speed of sound of about 16%.  

Substantial progress toward the development of a viable theory of sound propagation 

resting on firmer mathematical and physical concepts was made during the eighteenth 

century by Euler (1707-1783), Lagrange (1736-1813), and d'Alembert (1717-1783). 

During this era, continuum physics, or field theory, began to receive a definite 

mathematical structure. The wave equation emerged in a number of contexts, including 

the propagation of sound in air. The theory ultimately proposed for sound in the 

eighteenth century was incomplete from many standpoints, but modern theories of 

today can be regarded for the most part as refinements of that developed by Euler and 

his contemporaries. 

1.1 Sound Waves 
Sound waves are compressional oscillatory disturbances that propagate in a fluid. 

The waves involve molecules of the fluid moving back and forth in the direction of 

propagation (with no net flow), accompanied by changes in the pressure, density and 

temperature. The sound pressure, that is, the difference between the instantaneous value 

of the total pressure and the static pressure, is the quantity that can be heard. It is also 

much easier to measure the sound pressure than the other quantities. It has to be noted 

that sound waves are longitudinal waves, unlike bending waves on a beam or waves on 

a stretched string, which are transversal waves in which the particles move back and 

forth in a direction perpendicular to the direction of propagation. 

The pressure changes associated with a sound wave can be very small if compared 

with ambient pressure: the human hear can perceive as sound pressure variation in the 

range (20 μPa, 104 Pa), whereas the ambient pressure at sea level is about 1 atm=1.013 

105 Pa. 

A mathematical description of the wave motion in a fluid can be obtained by 

combining equations that express the facts that: 

• mass is conserved 
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• the local longitudinal force caused by a difference in the local pressure is 

balanced by the inertia of the medium 

• sound is very nearly an adiabatic phenomenon, that is, there is no flow of 

heat.  

The observation that most acoustic phenomena involve perturbations that are several 

orders of magnitude smaller than the equilibrium values of the medium makes it 

possible to simplify the mathematical description by neglecting higher-order terms.  

Thus, it is useful to describe pressure, density and particle velocity as constituted by 

an “ambient” term, denoted by a subscript “0” plus and additional one related to the 

fluctuation around the ambient value, denoted by a superscript “ f ”. 

The pressure, density and particle velocity at a point in the fluid can then be 

expressed as: 

0
fp p p= +  

0
fρ ρ ρ= +            (1.1) 

fv v=  

where v0=0 because there is no ambient fluid flow. 

The equation of continuity or conservation of the mass is: 

( ) 0v
t
ρ ρ∂
+∇ ⋅ =

∂
           (1.2) 

that, in the linearized form, appears to be  

0 0
f

fv
t
ρ ρ∂

+ ∇ =
∂

           (1.3) 

The Euler’s equation of motion (conservation of motion quantity) is: 

0Dv Dp where v
Dt Dt t

ρ ∂
+∇ = = + ⋅∇

∂
        (1.4) 

this equation, after the linearization becomes: 

0 0
f

fv p
t

ρ ∂
+∇ =

∂
          (1.5) 

The equation of state, under the assumption that the sound propagation is an 

adiabatic process, is: 

.p constγρ − =            (1.6) 

The linearization of the equation of state leads to the relation: 
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0

f f fpp cγ ρ ρ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
≈ =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

          (1.7) 

where c is the speed of sound in the elastic medium. Differentiating the previous 

equation it results that: 
2 2

2
2 2

f fp c
t t

ρ∂ ∂
=

∂ ∂
           (1.8) 

The combination of these three equation linearized gives the wave equation that is 

the basic partial differential equation governing the spatial and time dependence of the 

acoustic field. 
2

2
2 2

1 0pp
c t

∂
∇ − =

∂
          (1.9) 

It has to be noted that for sake of simplicity in the previous equation it has been 

dropped the superscript “ f ” in the notation, so that p is the fluctuating component of the 

pressure (and v will be the acoustic particle velocity). 

1.1.1 Plane sound waves 
A disturbance at great distance from the source is approximated as a plane wave. 

This approximation is founded on the fact that, when considering a limited area at a 

distance far from a source of sound in free space, the curvature of the spherical 

wavefronts is negligible and the waves can be regarded as locally plane. Each acoustic 

variable has constant amplitude and phase on any plane perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation. 

There is no y or z dependence, so that 0
y z
∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂
 and the equation (1.9) can be 

expressed in one-dimensional form as: 
2 2

2 2 2

1 0p p
x c t

∂ ∂
− =

∂ ∂
        (1.10) 

The general solution of the previous equation is: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2,p x t f ct x f ct x= − + +        (1.11) 

The first term of expression (1.11) represents a wave that propagates undistorted and 

unattenuated in the x-direction with constant speed, c, whereas the second term 

represents a similar wave travelling in the opposite direction. 
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The special case of a harmonic plane progressive wave is of great importance. 

Harmonic waves are generated by sinusoidal sources, for example a loudspeaker driven 

with a pure tone. A harmonic plane wave propagating in the x-direction can be written 

as: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 1, sin sinp x t p ct x p t kx
c
ω ϕ ω ϕ⎡ ⎤= − + = − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

     (1.12) 

where ω=2πf is the angular (or circular) frequency, [rad/s], k, defined as k= ω/c, is 

the propagation constant or acoustic wavenumber, [m-1]. The quantity p1 is known as 

the amplitude of the wave, and φ is a phase angle. At any position in this sound field the 

sound pressure varies sinusoidally with the angular frequency ω, and at any fixed time 

the sound pressure varies sinusoidally with x. The spatial period is given by: 

2 2c c
f k

π πλ
ω

= = =         (1.13) 

λ is the wavelength and can be thought as the distance between two peaks in the 

propagating sound wave. 

Sounds are often studied in the frequency domain. This leads to the introduction of 

the complex exponential representation, where the sound pressure is written as a 

complex function of the position multiplied with a complex exponential. The former 

function takes account of the amplitude and phase, and the latter describes the time 

dependence.  

Thus, at any given position the sound pressure can be written as a complex function: 
( )j tj t j j tp Ae A e e A e ω ϕω ϕ ω += = =)        (1.14) 

(where φ is the phase of the complex amplitude A), and the real, physical sound 

pressure is the real part of the complex pressure: 

{ } ( ){ } ( )Re Re cosj tp p A e A tω ϕ ω ϕ+= = = +)       (1.15) 

Since the entire sound field varies as e jωt, the operator ∂/∂t can be replaced by jω 

(because the derivative of e jωt with respect to time is jωe jωt), and the operator ∂2/∂t2 can 

be replaced by -ω2.  

It follows that Euler’s equation of motion (1.5) can now be rewritten as: 

0 0j v pωρ +∇ =) )          (1.16) 

and the wave equation can be expressed in the simplified form: 
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2 2 0p k p∇ + =) )          (1.17) 

which is known as the Helmholtz equation. 

Written with complex notation the equation for a plane wave that propagates in the x-

direction becomes: 
( )j t kx

ip p e ω −=)          (1.18) 

Equation (1.16) shows that the particle velocity is proportional to the gradient of the 

pressure. It follows that the particle velocity in a plane propagating wave can be 

expressed in the form: 

( ) ( )

0 0 0 0

1 j t kx j t kxi
i

pp k pu p e e
j x c c

ω ω

ωρ ωρ ρ ρ
− −∂

= − = = =
∂

) )
)      (1.19) 

where u is the x-component of the particle velocity. 

From the previous relation descends that the sound pressure and the particle velocity 

are in phase in a plane propagating wave.  

The ratio of the sound pressure to the particle velocity is called characteristic 

impedance of the medium: 

o
pZ c
u

ρ= =
))
)          (1.20) 

1.1.2 Spherical sound waves 
The wave equation can be expressed in other coordinate systems than the Cartesian. 

If sound is generated by a source in an environment without reflections (which is 

usually referred to as a free field), it will generally be more useful to express the wave 

equation in a spherical coordinate system (r, θ, φ). The resulting equation is more 

complicated than equation (1.9). However, if the source under study is spherically 

symmetric there can be no angular dependence, and the equation becomes quite simple: 
2 2

2 2 2

2 1 0p p p
r r r c t

∂ ∂ ∂
+ − =

∂ ∂ ∂
        (1.21) 

that, if rewritten in the form: 

( ) ( )22

2 2 2

1 0
rp

rp
r c t

∂∂
− =

∂ ∂
        (1.22) 

is identical to the one-dimensional wave equation (1.10) with rp instead of p. It 

follows that the general solution of the (1.21) is: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2,rp r t f ct r f ct r= − + +        (1.23) 
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that is equivalent to the following: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2
1,p r t f ct r f ct r
r

= − + +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦        (1.24) 

The first term is a wave that travels outwards, away from the source. It is worth to 

notice that the shape of the wave is preserved. However, the sound pressure is seen to 

decrease in inverse proportion to the distance. This is called the “inverse distance law” 

and express the fact that in a free field the pressure level halves if doubling the distance 

from the sound source. The second term represents a converging wave, that is, a 

spherical wave travelling inwards. In principle such a wave could be generated by a 

reflecting spherical surface centred at the source, but that is a rare phenomenon and the 

second term is usually neglected. 

An harmonic spherical wave is a solution to the Helmholtz equation: 

( )
2

2
2 0rp k rp

r
∂

+ =
∂

) )         (1.25) 

Expressed in the complex notation the diverging wave can be written as: 
( )j t krep A
r

ω −

=)          (1.26) 

1.2 Acoustic measurements 
The most important measure of sound amplitude is the effective sound pressure prms, 

defined as: 

( )
1
22

0

1lim
T

rms T
p p t dt

T→∞

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠∫        (1.27) 

where rms stands for root mean square and is a measure of the energy in the acoustic 

wave. 

For a pure tone (sine wave) over a period 2T π ω= , it results 2rmsp p=  where p 

is called peak pressure value. 

The human ear can perceive sounds over a very large range of sound pressure. 

Therefore, sound pressure is commonly expressed in a logarithmic scale, rather than a 

linear scale, using dB as unit. The reference used, p0 is 20 μPa RMS, that corresponds to 

the threshold of the human hearing at 1 kHz. 

The definition of Sound Pressure Level (SPL) is then: 
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       (1.28) 

A doubling of the sound amplitude corresponds to an increase of 6 dB of the SPL.  

Beyond sound pressure, there are some other quantities that characterize a sound 

field: sources of sound emit sound power, and sound fields are also energy fields in 

which potential and kinetic energies are generated, transmitted and dissipated.  

It is apparent that the radiated sound power is a negligible part of the energy 

conversion of almost any source. However, energy considerations are nevertheless of 

great practical importance in acoustics. The usefulness is due to the fact that a statistical 

approach, where the energy of the sound field is considered, turns out to give very 

useful approximations in room acoustics and in noise control. This approach, known as 

Statistical Energy Analysis, SEA, predicts the flow of energy between the various 

components of a multi-assembly system and have found large application for 

vibroacoustic problems in the high frequency range. 

1.2.1 The energy in a sound field 

It can be shown that the instantaneous potential energy density in a sound field (the 

potential sound energy per unit volume) is given by the expression: 

( ) ( )2

2
02pot

p t
w t

cρ
=          (1.29) 

This quantity describes the energy stored per unit volume of the medium because of 

the compression or rarefaction; the phenomenon is analogous to the potential energy 

stored in a compressed or elongated spring, and the derivation is similar. 

The instantaneous kinetic energy density in a sound field (the kinetic energy per unit 

volume) is: 

( ) ( )2
0

1
2kinw t v tρ=         (1.30) 

This quantity describes the energy per unit volume represented by the mass of the 

particles of the medium moving with the velocity v. This corresponds to the kinetic 

energy of a moving mass, and the derivation is similar. 

The instantaneous sound intensity I(t) is the product of the instantaneous sound 

pressure and the instantaneous particle velocity 

( ) ( ) ( )I t p t v t= ⋅         (1.31) 
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This quantity, which is a vector, expresses the magnitude and direction of the 

instantaneous flow of sound energy per unit area, or the work done by the sound wave 

per unit area of an imaginary surface perpendicular to the vector. 

In practice the time-averaged energy densities: 
2

2
02
rms

pot
pw

cρ
=          (1.32) 

and 

2
0

1
2kin rmsw vρ=          (1.33) 

are more important than the instantaneous quantities, and so the time-averaged sound 

intensity (which is usually referred to just as the ‘sound intensity’): 

( ) ( ) ( )I t p t v t= ⋅         (1.34) 

 

Figure 1.2 – Sound Intensity physical interpretation 

It can be shown that the integral of the normal component of the sound intensity over 

a closed surface S is zero: 

0
S

I dS⋅ =∫   (1.35) 

in any sound field unless there is generation or dissipation of sound power within the 

surface S. If the surface encloses a source, the integral equals the radiated sound power 

of the source, WS, irrespective of the presence of other sources of noise outside the 

surface: 

SS
I dS W⋅ =∫   (1.36) 

If complex notation is used, the sound intensity can be written as: 

{ }*ReI p v= ⋅) )   (1.37) 

where the apex “*” indicates the complex conjugate.  

From the previous equation and using the (1.19), it descends that for a plane 

propagating wave, the sound intensity can be expressed as: 
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1 Re
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rmsp ppI p
c c cρ ρ ρ

⎧ ⎫
= ⋅ = =⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭

))
)   (1.38) 

However, it should be emphasised that in the general case the relation (1.38) is not 

valid, and one will have to measure both the sound pressure and the particle velocity 

simultaneously and time integrate the instantaneous product in order to measure the 

sound intensity. 

Equation (1.36) implies that one can determine the sound power radiated by a source 

by integrating the normal component of the sound intensity over a surface that encloses 

the source.  

That is the sound intensity method of measuring sound power that will be introduced 

later as measurement technique that can be used in transmission loss facilities to 

determine power radiated by a vibrating surface. 

1.3 Octave frequency bands 
The human hearing mechanism is more sensitive to frequency ratios rather than 

actual frequencies. The frequency of a sound determines its pitch as perceived by a 

listener, and a frequency ratio of two is a perceived pitch change of one octave, no 

matter what the actual frequencies are. For instance if a sound of 100 Hz frequency is 

raised to 200 Hz, its pitch will rise one octave, and a sound of 1000 Hz, when raised to 

2000 Hz, will also rise one octave in pitch. This fact is so precisely true over a wide 

frequency range that it is convenient to define the octave as a frequency ratio of two, 

even though the octave itself is really a subjective measure of a sound pitch change.  

This phenomenon can be summarized by saying that the pitch perception of the ear is 

proportional to the logarithm of frequency rather than to frequency itself. Therefore, it 

makes sense to express the frequency axis of acoustic spectra on a log frequency axis. 

The octave is such an important frequency interval to the ear that so-called octave band 

analysis has been defined as a standard for acoustic analysis. Its bandwidth follows 

reasonably well with the critical bandwidth of the human ear throughout the audible 

frequency range. Each octave band has a bandwidth equal to about 70% of it centre 

frequency.  

This type of spectrum is called constant percentage bandwidth because each 

frequency band has a width that is a constant percentage of its centre frequency. In other 

words, the analysis bands become wider in proportion to their centre frequencies. It can 
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be argued that the frequency resolution in octave band analysis is too poor to be of 

much use, especially in analyzing structure borne sound, but it is possible to define 

constant percentage band analysis with frequency bands of narrower width. A common 

example of this is the one-third-octave spectrum, whose filter bandwidths are about 

27% of their centre frequencies. Three one-third octave bands span one octave, so the 

resolution of such a spectrum is three times better than the octave band spectrum. The 

Figure 1.3 shows a typical one-third octave band spectrum where the ANSI S1.6 

standard centre frequencies are used.  
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Figure 1.3 - One-third octave spectrum 

1.4 Sound Levels perception  

From SPL definition, as already observed, it descend that a doubling of the sound 

amplitude corresponds to an increase of 6 dB of the SPL. 

However, this will not result in a doubling of the perceived level of sound. Although 

obviously related to the SPL of the sound, in fact, the perception of loudness is also 

highly dependent on the frequency.  

The Loudness is expressed in Phon or in Sone, Sone is the linear unit derived from 

Phon: ( )40 /102 PS −= . An increase by 10 Phon (or a doubling in Sone) is experienced as a 

doubling in loudness. 

Several tests, using pure tones which were adjusted in amplitude such that they were 

perceived at he same loudness as a 1 kHz tone, lead to the concept of Equal Loudness 

Contours. These curves, originally introduced by Fletcher and Munson in 1933, have 

been standardized in ISO 226-1961, based on the work of Robinson and Dadson (1956). 

Recently, new equal-loudness contours, standardized in ISO 226-2003 and illustrated in 

the following Figure 1.4, have been derived in order to take into account discrepancies 

between classic iso-loudness contours and data obtained in later studies. In the low 
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frequency range, these differences are nearly as high as 15 dB. Such marked deviations 

are not only of theoretical importance, they also have practical implications.  

These equal loudness curves, in fact, led to the development of the well-known 

acoustic weighting curves (A, B, C and D), see Figure 1.5. For example, the current A-

weighting for the sound level meter is based on the equal-loudness contour at 40 phons 

 
Figure 1.4 – Equal loudness contours from ISO 226-2003 

 

 
Figure 1.5 - Acoustic weighting curves 

The idea behind these weighting curves is that by applying these weightings on the 

signals before calculating the SPL level, one would compensate for the frequency-

dependency of the hearing sensitivity, yielding a sound pressure level that is more 

closely related to the perceived Loudness. As the shape of Equal Loudness Contours 

changes with the loudness level, a number of filters are used, each covering a certain 

range of sound level. For instance A-weighting (dBA) is used to compensate at low SPL 

levels (40 dB), B for middle SPL levels (70 dB) and C-weighting for high level SPL 
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levels (100 dB). D-weighting has been designed and standardized for aircraft noise 

measurements that are characterized to have very high SPL values. 

Although proven to be successful in a large range of applications, the estimation of 

Loudness based on the acoustic weighting of SPL levels has a number of severe 

limitations. Firstly, it is based on curves that were obtained in experiments using pure 

tones. These results can not be used to estimate the loudness of, for instance, broad-

band noise, or of sound consisting of both tonal and broad-band noise components. 

Furthermore, they do not take into account the effects of spectral masking. 

1.5 White and Pink noise 
White noise is analogous to white light in that the energy of both is distributed 

uniformly throughout the spectrum. In other words, white noise energy exhibits a flat 

distribution of energy with frequency, see curve “A” in Figure 1.6. 

White light sent through a prism is broken down into a range of colours. The red 

colour is associated with the longer wavelengths of light, that is, light in the lower 

frequency region. Pink noise is noise having higher energy in the low frequencies. In 

fact, pink noise has come to be identified specifically as noise exhibiting high energy in 

the low-frequency region, with a specific downward slope of 3 dB per octave (curve 

“C” in Figure 1.6). 

 
Figure 1.6 – Behaviour with frequency of different types of Random Noise  

These two colourful terms arose because there are two types of spectrum analyzers in 

common use. One is the constant bandwidth analyzer, which has a pass band of fixed 

width as it is tuned throughout the spectrum. If white noise with its flat spectrum were 

measured with a constant-bandwidth analyzer, another flat spectrum would result 

because the fixed bandwidth would measure a constant energy throughout the band. 
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Another very popular and convenient spectrum analyzer is the constant percentage 

bandwidth analyzer. In this instrument the bandwidth changes with frequency. An 

example of this is the one-third octave analyzer, At 100 Hz the bandwidth of the one-

third octave analyzer is only 23 Hz but at 10 kHz the bandwidth is 2,300 Hz. Obviously, 

it intercepts much greater noise energy in a one-third octave band centred at 10 kHz 

than one centred at 100 Hz. 

Measuring white noise with a constant-percentage analyzer would give an upward-

sloping result with a slope of 3 dB/octave, as shown in the curve “B” in Figure 1.6. 

In audio-frequency measurements, the desired characteristic of many instruments, 

rooms, etc. is a flat response throughout the frequency range. Assume that the system to 

be measured has a characteristic almost flat with frequency. If this system is excited 

with white noise and measured with the very convenient constant-percentage analyzer, 

the result would have an upward slope of 3 dB/octave. It would be far more desirable if 

the measured result would be close to flat so that deviations from flatness would be very 

apparent. This can be accomplished by using a noise with a downward slope of 3 

dB/octave. Such a noise is the pink noise. A close-to-flat system (amplifier, room) 

excited with this pink noise would yield a close-to-flat response, which would make 

deviations from flatness very easy to be appreciated. 

1.6 Sound fields 
Measured sound pressure in a given field point depends, other than from sound 

power of the generating source and from distance between source and point itself, from 

environmental conditions. 

In fact, the sound power is the cause of the acoustic phenomenon, whereas sound 

pressure is its effect. The part of the propagation medium in which there are effect of 

one or more acoustic sources is called sound field. 

On the base of source and propagation medium characteristics, it is possible to have 

different sound fields. A first distinction is between free and reverberant field. 

In a free field environment, the sound produced by the source can propagate without 

obstacles. The mean-square sound pressure level varies inversely as the square of the 

distance from the source. The general rule of thumb is that, under ideal conditions (no 

reflecting surfaces or other background sound or interference), a sound level drops 6 dB 

for every doubling of the distance from the source.  
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The free field is an active field because all energy radiated by the source can make 

work by inducing oscillation in medium particles. In an active field, in fact, particle 

velocity and sound pressure are in phase and all the acoustic energy is transmitted away 

from the source. For laboratory measurements purposes, the free field is usually 

approximated in so called anechoic chambers that are special acoustic chambers whose 

walls are treated with sound absorbing materials, such that walls reflections are 

negligible. 

In a reverberant, also called diffuse, field, the sound pressure in a generic position is 

due to a number of reflections on obstacles and walls of the wave generated from the 

source. At any given point in the diffuse field, sound will arrive from all angles in a 

uniform manner. 

In a reverberant field can be distinguished three main areas: direct, mixed and 

downright diffuse field. 

In the direct field, that is the part closer to the source, sound pressure behaviour is 

quite similar to that of free field and inverse law rules. 

In a properly diffuse field, primary sound waves radiated from the source are 

reflected and refracted from obstacles. Thus, in a generic field position, sound pressure 

depends by the interactions undergone from the waves. The mixed field is the transition 

zone between direct and diffuse field. 

The diffuse field is approximated in acoustic reverberant chambers where all the 

walls are reflecting the sound waves without absorption. The sound pressure level at 

any point will be an average value due to the reflections. 
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2 Transmission Loss 

Much of the interest in the study of transmission loss through panels began in the 

early 1900’s. The first theoretical formulation to determine the sound transmission loss 

of a partition between two rooms was presented in the 1920’s by Davis and 

Buckingham that defined transmission loss as the log10 of the ratio of transmitted to 

incident pressure waves on a surface. 

Several more studies were conducted over the next twenty five years which further 

developed the transmission loss theory. These studies included theories of infinite panel 

dimensions which eliminated the accounting of the boundary constraints. The most 

referred to prediction model for thin infinite panels was presented by Cremer in 1942. 

This theory included the effect of bending stiffness and the sound incidence angle θ. 

Further investigation during this time lead to the development of theories for the 

transmission of sound through partitions which  incorporated the now well known mass 

law term of the panel. This accounting of the mass effect of the panel was developed by 

Beranek (1949). 

London advanced the theory one step further by including the mechanical impedance 

of the panel (London, 1950). This is one of the first accounts of incorporating the 

vibration of the panel in predicting the transmission loss. Since then, there has been 

more development in the details of transmission loss theory. In early sixties Smith Jr. 

and Maidanik studied respectively the sound radiation of structural modes and the 

acoustic behaviour of ribbed panels from a statistical point of view, and Lyon evaluated 

the Noise Reduction produced by a rigid enclosure with an elastic wall in a broad 

frequency range, highlighting the sound transmission relation with panel’s and cavity’s 

modes. 

In 1966, White and Powell presented a mode-coupling model for resonant 

transmission of a finite rectangular panel. According to Bhattacharya and Guy (1971), 

the most essential limitation of the infinite panel model was that freely propagating 

flexural waves can not exist in a finite plate. The wavenumbers of the plate are defined 

by the dimensions and the boundary conditions of the panel. Therefore, the position of 

the coincidence frequency is independent of the sound incidence angle. Ordubadi and 

Lyon in 1979 discussed the effect of orthotropy on sound transmission of laminated 
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panels, starting from the observation of experimental results where the sound insulation 

drop typical of homogeneous panes at the coincidence frequency was not present. A 

well established formulation for prediction of the noise transmission characteristics of 

isotropic and orthotropic rectangular panels can be found in the work of Roussos (1985)  

More recently, the effects of cavity modes have also been incorporated into the 

science of predicting sound transmission (Oldham et al., 1991). In this paper the authors 

suggested that the fundamental mode of a panel is the only mode that would effectively 

radiate noise. 

With the advent of digital computers, which are capable of multiple computations, 

the ability to simulate acoustic behaviour through mathematical analysis has become 

more successful and subsequently more useful. Methods like mode simulation analysis, 

statistical energy analysis, finite element analysis and boundary element analysis have 

become some of the more popular techniques used in recent years (Crocker, 1994).  

As it can be seen, studies regarding the prediction of panel’s transmission loss, power 

radiated from vibrating structures and radiation efficiency cover more than 80 years and 

were not developed in an homogeneous manner, even because performed in almost 

independent way in different countries and with substantially different approaches.  

To have a complete overview of laboratory measurement methods of airborne sound 

insulation is also tricky, if considering that the first tentative standardization, the ASTM 

E-90, goes back to 1950, even if, as London wrote in his work dated 1951, 

“standardization efforts along these lines go back to the late 1930’s”.  

More recent is the introduction of sound intensity measurement technique, although 

the first work to be referred to was made by Waterhouse in 1955. In the middle of the 

80’s, in fact, the Waterhouse correction was suggested to be used to modify the results 

obtained by the intensity method closer to the results obtained by the pressure method 

settled in the ASTM E-90.  

Thus, try to reconstruct the chronological evolution of such research field is not a 

simple matter.  

An organic and well organized resume can be found in the work of Hongisto (2000). 

The author coped with the topic discussing the evolution of measurements techniques 

and prediction methods. The experimental part was treated analyzing contributions from 

literature to pressure and intensity based techniques, also highlighting their limitations 
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and drawbacks (flanking transmission, sound leakage). The prediction part was 

organized separating the problem of sound insulation of single panels from double 

panels and sandwich structures. 

Integrating Hongisto’s references with a further cataloguing that differentiates 

deterministic and energy methods, it can be obtained the time scale illustrated in the 

following Table 2.1. 

Years 1925-1934 1935-1944 1945-1954 1955-1964 1965-1974 1975-1984 1985-1994 

Pressure Meth. Davis (1925)  ASTM E-90 
(1950)     

Intensity Meth.    Waterhouse 
(1955)  Gade (1982)  

Single Panel   Cremer (1942)   Ordubadi and 
Lyon (1979)  

Double Panel   London (1950)  White and 
Powell (1966)   

Sandwich Panel    Kurtze and 
Watters (1959)   Moore and 

Lyon (1991) 
Deterministic 

Meth.     Zienkiewicz 
(1967) 

Everstine 
(1981) Roussos (1985)

Energy Meth.    Maidanik 
(1962)   Leppington et 

alii (1986) 

Table 2.1 – TL measurements and prediction from an historical prospective 

Of course the latter papers cited for each topic mean only that at that time, the 

specific technique reached, in the opinion of the author of the present work, a plenty 

development. In the last 15 years the topic of the radiated/transmitted sound has been 

object of further studies, some of them dealing with prediction methods, for example the 

discrete coordinate approach (Cunefare and Alley, 1994) applied in the following 

chapters, some others centred on innovative measurements techniques based on 

microphones arrays such as acoustic holography (Hald, 2000) and beamforming 

(Christensen and Hald, 2004). 

A topic related with the sound insulation that will be discussed hereby is the 

evaluation of the effects of innovative damping treatments for composite panels, for 

example Chandra et alii (1999) and Crocker (2006).  

Other interesting works, whose results have been applied in the present work deal 

with structural waves propagation, coped with spectral approaches (Shorter 2004), or 

with waveguides FE models (Mace 2005). 

2.1 Transmission Loss prediction 

The propagation of sound begins with the vibration of a fluid. The vibration of the 

fluid produces pressure waves. When a propagating pressure wave is interrupted by an 
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infinite barrier, the incident pressure wave is dispersed into two new waves. The infinite 

barrier is used because it eliminates the need to account for diffraction of the sound 

around the edges of the barrier. Some of the wave is reflected back toward the source 

and some of the wave is allowed to pass through the barrier. The part of the wave that is 

reflected back is referred to as the reflected pressure wave and the part of the wave that 

is allowed to pass through the barrier is called the transmitted pressure wave.  

These three basic pressure terms are used to discuss the effects of barriers and 

enclosures. 

Figure 2.1 is a representation of incident and transmitted pressure on a surface. This 

representation is only for normal incidence even though a noise source can produce 

random incidence on a surface.  

 
Figure 2.1 - Pressure Waves Normally Incident on a Panel 

The equation for pressure waves on a surface is complex and varies over frequency 

and position. It is further complicated by the effects of the multiple degrees of incidence 

on the surface. Since computations were done by hand, the early models that were 

developed are quite simplistic and do not incorporate boundary conditions, nor the 

effects of random incidence of noise on a surface or its directivity. 

Sound Transmission Loss, TL, is generally used to describe the amount of sound 

reduction, in dB units, that a partition imparts to the transmitted acoustic wave.  

It is possible to define the TL as 
2

2
110log 10log 10log ii

t t

p
TL

pτ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞Π⎛ ⎞= = = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟Π⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
        (2.1) 

where τ is the sound transmission coefficient, Пi and Пt are respectively the sound 

power incident and transmitted through the partition (pi and pt are the correspondent 

pressure values). 
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The sound reduction of a solid partition is frequency-selective as can be seen from 

the diagram in Figure 2.2. At low frequencies the stiffness of the material is the main 

controlling factor. Just above this point, various resonances cause major variation in 

sound transmission.  

 
Figure 2.2 - TL behaviour with frequency 

At about an octave above the lowest resonance, the mass of the wall takes over and 

dominates the sound reduction performance. Here the sound transmission loss depends 

on the surface density of the panel. It increases by 6 dB per doubling of mass. 

High frequencies cause bending or ripple waves through a wall. Unlike compression 

waves, the velocity cb of bending waves increases with frequency and, for an 

homogeneous wall is given by the relation.  

2

4b
Dc
h

ω
ρ

=            (2.2) 

Where ω=2πf is the angular frequency, ρ and h are respectively the density and the 

thickness of the wall, supposed homogeneous, and D is its flexural stiffness: 

( )
3

212 1
EhD

ν
=

−
            (2.3) 

With E Young modulus and ν Poisson coefficient. 

The wavelength of the bending wave is different from that of the incident sound 

wave which created it except at one frequency. This is the critical or coincidence 

frequency fcrit at which the bending wave speed in the material equals the speed of 

sound in the air, c0.  

0

2crit
c hf

D
ρ

π
=            (2.4) 
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At this frequency the waves coincide, and reinforce each other, in phase. This greatly 

reduces the sound reduction performance of the panel around the critical frequency. 

Every wall has a critical or coincidence frequency at which point the transmission loss 

reduces considerably. In the following Figure 2.3, the coincidence frequency, fcrit, for 

radiation into air from plates of various materials as a function of plate thickness is 

illustrated. A first order approximation of the critical frequency of an aluminium panel 

can be obtained dividing 12000 by the panel thickness in millimetres. 

 
Figure 2.3 - Coincidence frequency as a function of plate thickness, h 

Many text books such as Kinsler et al. (1982), Fahy (1985), Beranek et al. (1992) 

provide apparently simple mathematical models to approximate transmission loss. 

These models are for the ideal cases of infinite panel dimensions and do not include 

boundary conditions. 

To explain the infinite panel, theories on transmission loss begin with the 

mathematical expressions to describe the incident, reflected and transmitted pressures. It 

is important to discern the incident side and the transmitted side of a barrier.  

In the Figure 2.1 the effects of a barrier on an incident pressure wave at normal 

incidence are illustrated. The mathematical expressions for the different pressure 

components, under the hypothesis of progressive plane wave incident on the wall, are: 

( ) ( )1, j t K x
i ip x t P e ω −=           (2.5) 

( ) ( )1, j t K x
r rp x t P e ω +=           (2.6) 

( ) ( )2, j t K x
t tp x t P e ω −=           (2.7) 

Where the wavenumbers K1 and K2 are defined as 1
1

K
c
ω

=  and 2
2

K
c
ω

=  
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The equilibrium of the pressures and the normal velocities on the wall, under the 

hypothesis of neglecting the mass of the wall itself, can be formulated as: 

( ) ( ) ( )0, 0, 0,i r tp t p t p t+ =          (2.8) 

( ) ( ) ( )0, 0, 0,i r tu t u t u t+ =           (2.9) 

Where the normal velocity u of the pressure wave is defined as  

x

pu
Z

= ±  with x x xZ cρ=  acoustic impedance of the fluid and the sign that depends 

on the direction of propagation of the wave. 

Therefore the continuity of normal velocity can be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( )
1 1 1 1 2 2

0, 0, 0,i r tp t p t p t
c c cρ ρ ρ

− =        (2.10) 

It is then possible to solve the following system of linear equations in the unknown 

Pt  and Pr: 

t r iP P P− =          (2.11) 

2 2 1 1 1 1

t irP PP
c c cρ ρ ρ
+ =         (2.12) 

The system above admits the following solutions: 

2 2 1 1

1 1 2 2

c cR
c c

ρ ρ
ρ ρ

−
=

+
         (2.13) 

2 2

1 1 2 2

2 cT
c c
ρ

ρ ρ
=

+
         (2.14) 

Where they have been defined the pressure reflection coefficient r iR P P=  and the 

pressure transmission coefficient t iT P P= . 

It has to be noted that if 1 1 2 2c cρ ρ= , then R=0 and T=1, i.e. the wall is acoustically 

transparent. 

2.1.1 Mass Law for Normal incidence 
If the hypothesis of neglecting wall mass is removed, it can be considered a wall with 

a finite thickness h and surface density ρs=ρh. In this latter case the wall is characterized 

by its mass whereas its stiffness and damping properties are not considered. This 

assumption is representative of the case where inertial forces are much higher than 

elastic forces acting on the panel. 
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The force equilibrium on the wall can be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( )0, 0, 0,i r t
up t p t p t h
t

ρ ∂
+ = +

∂
       (2.15) 

if the velocity is expressed in harmonic form as  

( ) ( ), j t Kxu x t U e ω −=         (2.16) 

The above equation leads to the linear equation: 

i r t s tP P P j Uωρ+ = +         (2.17) 

The transmitted normal velocity, if the medium on both sides of the wall is the same 

and its impedance is equal to 0cρ , can be expressed as: 

0

t
t

PU
cρ

=          (2.18) 

That, if substituted in the equation (2.17) gives the relation: 

0

1 s
i r t

jP P P
c

ωρ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
+ = +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
        (2.19) 

That, if solved as system together with the equation of equilibrium of the normal 

velocities on the wall, (2.9), leads to following the relation: 

0

1

1
2

t

si

PT jP
c

ωρ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟= =
⎜ ⎟+⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

        (2.20) 

The transmitted acoustic intensity is: 
2

2 2

0 0

0

1 1 1
2 2 1

2

t i
T

s

P P
I jc c

c
ωρρ ρ
ρ

= =
+

       (2.21) 

If normal incidence is considered, then is possible to define the power transmitted 

through the wall Пt as: 
2

2

0

0

1 1
2 1

2

i
t

s

A P
jc

c
ωρρ
ρ

=Π
+

        (2.22) 
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From the previous equation it derives that the sound transmission coefficient, τ, can 

be defined as: 

( )

2

2

22

0
0

1 1

1 12 2

tt

sii s

P
jP

c c

τ ω ωρ ωρ
ρ ρ

Π= = = =
Π ⎛ ⎞+ + ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

      (2.23) 

It is possible to express the sound Transmission Loss, TL, as 

( ) ( )

2

0 0

110log 10log 10log 1 20log
2 2

s si

t

TL
c c

ωρ ωρω
τ ω ρ ρ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞Π ⎜ ⎟= = = + =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟Π⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
   (2.24) 

The sound transmission loss under the hypotheses made depends only by the surface 

density of the partition. It has a linear behaviour in a log scale and its value increases of 

6 dB per octave. Furthermore, from the previous expression it descends that doubling 

the mass of the partition at fixed frequency causes a 6 dB increase of the TL. 

In ambient conditions, ρ0=1.18 Kg/m3 and c=343 m/s, it results: 

( ) ( ) ( )
0 0

2 220log 20log 20log 20log 42.3
2 2

s
s s

fTL f f f
c c

π ρ πρ ρ
ρ ρ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= = + = −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
   (2.25) 

2.1.2 Mass Law for Oblique incidence 

If the acoustic wave impinges the wall with an angle θ≠90°, then the sound 

transmission coefficient depends from θ: 

( ) 2

0

1,

1 cos
2

s

c

τ ω θ
ωρθ
ρ

=
⎛ ⎞

+ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

       (2.26) 

From this relation it descends that the transmission loss too depends from the angle 

of incidence: 

( )
0

, 20log cos
2

sTL
c

ωρω θ θ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
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⎝ ⎠
       (2.27) 

2.1.3 Mass Law for Random incidence 

If it is considered not a single wave incident on the partition but a number of waves 

having different angles of incidence, an average sound transmission coefficient can be 

expressed as: 
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( ) ( )
'

' 0

2 , sin 2
1 cos 2

d
θ

τ ω τ ω θ θ θ
θ

=
− ∫       (2.28) 

The integration is usually performed for angles θ  included in the interval [0°, 78°]. 

 
Figure 2.4 – Oblique VS. Diffuse incidence on a  surface 

In this case, integrating the previous equation, the following average sound 

transmission coefficient is achieved: 

( )
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     (2.29) 

From where it can be derived for the transmission loss for random incidence: 
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      (2.30) 

2.1.4 Infinite panel Transmission Loss model 
If the hypothesis of neglecting the stiffness of the partition with respect to inertial 

forces is removed, the fundamental equilibrium equation, for a symmetrically layered 

composite partition, is the dynamic bending equation (see Appendix A): 
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( )
4 4 4 4 4 2

11 16 12 66 26 224 3 2 2 3 4 24 2 2 4 s
w w w w w wD D D D D D

x x y x y x y y t
ρ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

+ + + + + + =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , ,i r tp x y t p x y t p x y t= + −       (2.31) 

Where w(x,y,t) are the panel’s displacements in the normal direction, Dij are the 

anisotropic plate stiffness values that relate the internal bending and twisting moments 

of the plate to the twists and curvatures they induce and ρs=ρh is the surface density of 

the panel of thickness h. 

For an isotropic plate, it results: 

( )
3

11 22 212 1
EhD D

ν
= =

−
; 12 11D Dν= ; 

3

66 12
GhD =      (2.32) 

And, because twisting behaviour is uncoupled from bending behaviour: 

16 26 0D D= =          (2.33) 

For an orthotropic plate, it results 

11 22D D≠  but again 16 26 0D D= =        (2.34) 

If boundary conditions are not considered, the displacements of the panel can be 

expressed as: 

( ) ( ), , x yj t k x k yw x y t We ω⎡ ⎤− +⎣ ⎦=         (2.35) 

Where sin cosx i ik
c
ω θ φ=  and sin siny i ik

c
ω θ φ= .  

Angles θ and φ respectively are co-elevation and azimuth angle formed by the 

incident wave with the panel’s normal, are the wave numbers in both directions x and y. 

 
Figure 2.5 – Geometry on the incident side of the plate 

By substituting the previous relation in the equation of motion of the panel (2.31), 

this assumes the form: 
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( )4 3 2 2 3 4 2
11 16 12 66 26 224 2 2 4x x y x y x y y sD K D K K D D K K D K K D K Wρ ω⎡ ⎤+ + + + + + =⎣ ⎦

  i r tP P P= + −        (2.36) 

Considering that the displacement W can be expressed in terms of normal component 

of the the vibration velocity Vn, thus of the transmitted pressure Pt, as: 

0

1n tV PW
j j cω ω ρ

= =         (2.37) 

And indicating as: 

( )4 3 2 2
11 16 12 66cos 4 cos sin 2 2 cos sini i i i iD D D D Dφ φ φ φ φ= + + + +%

 3 4
26 224 cos sin sini i iD Dφ φ φ+ +       (2.38) 

The previous equation (2.36) becomes 
4

4 2
4

0

sin t
i s i r t

PD P P P
c j c
ω θ ρ ω

ωρ
⎛ ⎞

+ = + −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
%       (2.39) 

From where it results: 
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1 sins
i t i r

j j D P P P
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ρ ω ω θ
ρ ωρ

⎛ ⎞
+ − = +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
%       (2.40) 

That, if solved in system with equation (2.9) in terms of the ratio between incident 

and transmitted pressure leads to the relation: 
4

4
4

0 0

1 2 sin
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i s
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t

P j j D
P c c c

ρ ω ω θ
ρ ωρ

⎛ ⎞
= + −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
%       (2.41) 

It can be noted that if incident wave is normal to the panel so that θi=0, the previous 

relation gives again the mass law. 

In order to achieve the field incidence sound transmission coefficient, the incident 

and transmitted intensities are each integrated over a hemispherical solid angle defined 

by θi and φi. 

( )
( )lim
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2

0 0
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0 0

, , cos sin

cos sin
i i
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τ θ φ θ θ θ φ
τ

θ θ θ φ
= =

= =

=
∫ ∫

∫ ∫
      (2.42) 

Where θlim is commonly equated to 78° for diffuse incidence transmission. 

2.1.5 Coincidence Effect 
From the equation (2.41) it appears that exists a frequency for which the inertial 

forces are in equilibrium with elastic forces: 
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4
4

4
0 0

1 sins
iD

c c c
ρ ω ω θ
ρ ωρ

= %         (2.43) 

If the acoustic media in which the panel is collocated have equal impedance, at this 

frequency it results: 

( ) 1cfτ =  and ( ) 0cTL f =         (2.44) 

The panel is transparent to the acoustic radiation, i.e. all the incident sound is 

transmitted through the panel. 

This effect is known as coincidence effect and the frequency at which it arises is 

called coincidence frequency: 
2

22 sin
s

c
i

cf
D
ρ

π θ
=

%
        (2.45) 

From the point of view of its physical meaning, the coincidence effect is a spatial 

resonance that occurs when the trace on the panel of the acoustic wavelength is equal to 

the free bending wavelength of the panel. If the incident sound wave is normal to the 

panel (θi=0), there is no coincidence effect.  

The critical frequency, fcrit, is defined as the lowest possible value of the coincidence 

frequency.  

In presence of damping, the Transmission Loss will not be zero: for a metallic panel 

a drop of 10-15 dB from the mass law level is quite usual. 

2.1.6 Finite panel Transmission Loss model 
Infinite panel theory is applicable when panel’s dimensions are much bigger than its 

bending wavelength λb. This latter depends from stiffness characteristic of the structure 

as well as from the frequency of the incident acoustic wave.  

2 b
b

cλ π
ω

=          (2.46) 

Being the bending velocity cb given by the relation: 

2
b

s

Dc ω
ρ

=
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         (2.47) 

The bending wavelength is: 

4
12b

s

Dλ π
ρω

=
%

        (2.48) 
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If the frequency of the acoustic wave impinging the panel decreases, the bending 

wavelength increases and the hypothesis of the infinite panel theory is not verified 

anymore. Boundary conditions effects are not negligible and it is important to evaluate 

consequences of the finite dimension of the panel on its acoustic behaviour. 

For this reasons, the acoustic behaviour of panels in the low frequency region is 

usually modelled considering the panel simply supported along its edges and collocated 

in an infinite baffle. 

Under the hypothesis of the classic thin panel theory, the equation of motion 

governing the bending vibrations of a symmetric anisotropic composite plate is the: 

( )
4 4 4 4 4

11 16 12 66 26 224 3 2 2 3 44 2 2 4w w w w wD D D D D D
x x y x y x y y

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + + + + +

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
2

2 , , , , , ,D s i r t
w wC p x y t p x y t p x y t
t t

ρ∂ ∂
+ + = + −

∂ ∂
    (2.49)

This equation differs from the (2.31) for the presence of the damping term that was 

neglected in the infinite panel theory discussion. CD, in fact, is the so called viscous 

damping coefficient. 

For the sake of simplicity, the following results will be deduced for an homogeneous 

panel, knowing that noise transmission calculations can be performed in the same 

manner for composite panels. 

The cited dynamic equilibrium equation for an homogeneous panel is in the form: 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

4
2 , , , , , ,D s i r t

w wD w C p x y t p x y t p x y t
t t

ρ∂ ∂
∇ + + = + −

∂ ∂
    (2.50) 

Where: 
4 4 4

4
4 2 2 42

x x y y
∂ ∂ ∂

∇ = + +
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 

The three pressure terms involved in the previous equation can be rewritten as the 

sum of the blocked pressure (the pressure that occurs on the incident side when the plate 

is considered as infinitely rigid) and the reradiated pressure (the pressure due to the 

plate vibration). The reradiated pressure is an unknown function of the plate 

displacement w, that make very complicated the solution of the previous equation. If 

reradiated pressure contribution in the equation of motion of the plate is neglected, as it 
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will be done herein, the error is acceptable, less than 1 dB according to infinite panel 

theory, except at frequencies close to panel’s first proper frequencies. 

2.1.6.1 Incident Power Expression 
The known term of the equation of motion of the panel can then be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , , , , 2 , ,i r t b ip x y t p x y t p x y t p x y t p x y t+ − ≅ =     (2.51)

If the incident pressure is assumed to be a plane wave impinging on the panel, at z=0, 

with constant amplitude Pi and with an oblique angle (θi, φi), then it can be expressed as: 

( ) ( ), , x yj t K x K y
i ip x y t P e ω − −=         (2.52) 

Starting from the expression of incident pressure, incident intensity and power can to 

be calculated. 

The acoustic intensity is defined as the average rate of flow of energy through a 

given area: 

ForceI Velocity pv
Area

= =  

For a plane wave, pressure and velocity are in phase, then the intensity can be 

expressed as: 
2 2

0 02
rmsP PI
c cρ ρ

= =          (2.53) 

Where Prms is the “effective” value of the pressure and is given by the relation: 

2

0

1 T

rmsP p dt
T

= ∫         (2.54) 

If the pressure has harmonic dependence, then it results 2rmsP P=  

Considering that the incident intensity on the plate can be calculated as the amount of 

intensity that is normal to the plate, it leads to the following relation: 
2

0

cos
2

i
i i

PI
c

θ
ρ

=          (2.55) 

The acoustic power Πi incident on the plate is given by the incident intensity 

multiplied by the area it acts on, that is, the area of the plate. Thus, Πi is given by: 
2

0

cos
2

i
i i

P ab
c

θ
ρ

Π =          (2.56) 
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Again, if a diffuse incidence is considered, the rms value of the incident pressure 

pdiff_rms can be calculated as the result of sound waves propagating from all the 

directions, each having intensity Ii. 

_

2
0 0

4

4
diff rms i iP I c d I c

ψ π

ρ ψ π ρ
=

= =∫        (2.57) 

The total incident sound power per unit area is found by integration over all angles of 

incidence covering a half sphere in front of the surface, see Figure 2.6.  

 
Figure 2.6 – Definition of incident angles in a diffuse sound field 

2 2
2 2 _ _

0 0
0 02

cos sin
4diff

diff rms diff rms
i

p p
I I d d d

c c
π π

ψ π

ψ θ θ θ φ
ρ ρ=

= = =∫ ∫ ∫     (2.58) 

It is worth to notice that the incident acoustic intensity in the hypothesis of diffuse 

fields is four times less than in the case of a plane wave with normal incidence. 

2.1.6.2 Radiated Power Expression 

The determination of the pressure field radiated by a vibrating plate can be started 

from the well known Helmholtz-Kirchhoff theorem that states that the solution of the 

homogeneous wave equation, (1.9), reported here: 
2

2
2 2

1 0pp
c t

∂
∇ − =

∂
        (2.59) 

in a generic field position Q can be expressed in terms of p and p
n
∂
∂

 on a arbitrary 

closed surface S that encloses Q. 

By applying the Green theorem, it is possible to write: 

( ) ( ) ( )1
4

jkR jkR
s

s
S

P q e eP q P q dS
n R n Rπ

− −⎡ ⎤∂ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂
= − −⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

∫      (2.60) 

Where R=Q-Qs with Qs belonging to the surface S. 
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The expression: 

( )
jkR

s
eG Q Q

R

−⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

        (2.61) 

introduces the so called first-type or full space Green’s function and represents the 

pressure field in x generated by a point source in Qs. 

In the case of the panel collocated in an infinite baffle, S can be thought as 

constituted by the panel surface Σ and a spherical cap centred in Q (Figure 2.7). 

 
Figure 2.7 – Integration surface 

On the spherical cap, if R tends toward infinite, it can be applied Sommerfeld 

radiation condition: 

lim 0
R

PR jkP
n→∞

∂⎛ ⎞− =⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠
        (2.62) 

that express the behaviour of a spherical wave to be locally plane when the radius 

approaches at infinity. 

It descends that the pressure field radiated by a vibrating surface Σ can be expressed 

in terms of the boundary conditions on the surface as: 

( ) ( ) ( )1
4

jkR jkR
s

s

P Q e eP Q P Q d
n R n Rπ

− −

Σ

⎡ ⎤∂ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞∂
= − Σ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

∫      (2.63) 

The term P
n

∂
∂

 can be related to the panel normal velocities and displacements by the 

equation: 

( ) ( ) ( )2
0 0, ,s

n s s s s

P Q
j V x y W x y

n
ωρ ω ρ

∂
= − =

∂
      (2.64) 

where xs and ys are the coordinate of Qs on the surface Σ. 

The pressure term, instead, can not be related to panel’s displacement neither can be 

measured. 
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It is then possible to apply the so called image method by choosing an opportune 

Green function that is constituted by the superposition of two monopole source, one in 

the position of the solution point Q and the other one, Q’ in opposite position with 

respect to the panel. By following this method, it can be written the half space Green’s 

function: 

( ) ( ) ( ), 2
jkR jkR

H s s s
e eG Q Q Q Q G Q Q

R R

− −

− = + =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦      (2.65) 

It can be noted that: 

( )cos cos 0HG G G
n R R

θ π θ∂ ∂ ∂
= + − =

∂ ∂ ∂
      (2.66) 

 
Figure 2.8 – Image method 

By substituting in the equation (2.63) it can achieved the Rayleigh integral that 

expresses the radiated pressure in terms of the panel’s displacements: 

( ) ( )
2

0 ,
4

jkR

s s
eP Q W x y d

R
ω ρ
π

−

Σ

= Σ∫        (2.67) 

The steady state solution for the plate vibration displacement is the only part of 

solution that influences plate noise transmission. Being the forcing pressure harmonic, 

the displacement will be harmonic too. 

( ), , ( , ) j tw x y t W x y e ω=         (2.68) 

Substituting the expression found for pressure and displacement into the equation of 

motion and dividing by ejωt, the equation (2.50) becomes: 

( )4 2 2 exp sin cos sinD s i i i iD W j C W W P jk x yω ω ρ θ φ φ∇ + − = − +⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦     (2.69) 

If the plate is assumed to be finite, rectangular, with dimensions a and b, the solution 

of previous equation can be achieved by using the method of eigenfunctions, also called 

modal approach. Homogeneously solving the cited equation and applying simple 
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support boundary conditions along the edges, as it has been showed in the Appendix A, 

leads to the relation: 

1 1

( , ) sin sinmn
m n

m x n yW x y W
a b
π π∞ ∞

= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

∑∑       (2.70) 

In similar manner, expressing the spatial part of the forcing pressure as and infinite 

series of eigenfunctions allows to write the following relation: 

( )
1 1

2 exp sin cos sin sin sini i i i mn
m n

m x n yP jk x y P
a b
π πθ φ φ

∞ ∞

= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞− + =⎡ ⎤ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
∑∑    (2.71) 

Where Pmn, the generalized pressure is given by: 

( )
0 0

, sin sin
a b

mn b
m x n yP p x y dxdy

a b
π π⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∫ ∫   

( )
0 0

2 exp sin cos sin sin sin
a b

i i i i
m x n yP jk x y dxdy

a b
π πθ φ φ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − +⎡ ⎤ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∫ ∫    (2.72) 

The integral can be solved in closed form to obtain the generalized forcing pressure 

for each mode, : 

2mn i m nP PI I=          (2.73) 

Where: 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
sin cos

2 2

sgn sin cos sin cos
2

1 1
sin cos

sin cos

i i

i i i i

m jkam

i i
i i

j se m ka

I m e
se m ka

m ka

θ φ

θ φ π θ φ

π
π θ φ

π θ φ

−

⎧ − =⎪
⎪= ⎨ ⎡ ⎤− −⎣ ⎦⎪ ≠⎪ −⎩

    (2.74) 

 

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
sin sin

2 2

sgn sin sin sin sin
2

1 1
sin sin

sin sin

i i

i i i i

m jkbn

i i
i i

j se n kb

I n e
se n kb

n kb

θ φ

θ φ π θ φ

π
π θ φ

π θ φ

−

⎧ − =⎪
⎪= ⎨ ⎡ ⎤− −⎣ ⎦⎪ ≠⎪ −⎩

    (2.75) 

The generalized displacement Wmn can now be achieved by substituting expression 

found in the equation of motion of the panel: 

By dividing the expression found for Pmn by the generalized mass, that for a simply 

supported panel is 4mn s abγ ρ= , it results 
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8 i m nmn
mn

mn s

PI IPP
abγ ρ

= =     (2.76) 

Thus, the generalized displacement can be written as: 

2 2

8 i m n
mn

s mn D s

PI I
W

j Cρ ω ω ω ρ
=

⎡ ⎤− +⎣ ⎦
        (2.77) 

Where  
24 2 2

2
2 2mn

s

D m n
a b

πω
ρ

⎛ ⎞
= +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
         (2.78) 

2.2 TL calculations in discrete coordinates 
As seen in the previous paragraphs, the TL of flat homogeneous and orthotropic 

panels, simply supported along the edges can be analytically calculate. For more 

complex structures including curvatures, different boundary conditions and damping 

treatments, it is useful to use capabilities offered by discrete coordinates. With a discrete 

coordinates approach, in fact, it is possible to perform calculations of some quantities 

necessary for TL prediction using a FE model of the structure to be investigated. 

2.2.1 Radiated Power in discrete coordinates 
The Rayleigh integral, whose derivation has been discussed in the previous 

paragraphs, expresses the sound pressure radiated from a vibrating surface Σ in a field 

point Q belonging to an hemisphere, as function of the surface normal displacements, w: 

( ) ( )
2

0, ,
2

jkR

S
ep Q w Q d

R
ω ρω ω
π

−

Σ

= Σ∫         (2.79) 

The power radiated from a vibrating surface is defined as: 

1( ) Real ( , ) ( , )
2rad p Q v Q dSω ω ω∗

Σ

⎧ ⎫
Π = ⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
∫        (2.80) 

thus, by substituting the (2.79) in the (2.80) it is obtained: 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

*01 Re , ,
2 2

jkR

rad s
e w Q d v Q d

R
ω ρω ω ω
π

−

Σ Σ

⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪Π = Σ Σ⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟
⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭

∫ ∫      (2.81) 

being the complex conjugate of the normal velocity ( ) ( )* *, ,v Q j w Qω ω ω= , the 

power Πrad can then be written as: 
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( ) ( ) ( )
3

*01 Re , ,
2 2

jkR

rad s
j e w Q d w Q d

R
ω ρω ω ω
π

−

Σ Σ

⎧ ⎫⎛ ⎞⎪ ⎪Π = Σ Σ⎨ ⎬⎜ ⎟
⎪ ⎪⎝ ⎠⎩ ⎭

∫ ∫      (2.82) 

multiplying and dividing for the wavenumber k, the (2.82) is: 

( ) ( ) ( )
4

*0 Re , ,
4

jkR

rad s
ej w Q w Q d d

c kR
ω ρω ω ω
π

−

Σ Σ

⎧ ⎫
Π = Σ Σ⎨ ⎬

⎩ ⎭
∫ ∫      (2.83) 

by applying the Euler’s formula for complex analysis: 

( ) ( )cos sinjkRe kR j kR− = −  

and being 2 1j = − , the equation (2.83) becomes: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
4

*0
cos sin

Re , ,
4rad s

j kR kR
w Q w Q d d

c kR
ω ρω ω ω
π Σ Σ

⎧ ⎫+⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦Π = Σ Σ⎨ ⎬
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭
∫ ∫     (2.84) 

when taking the real part, the radiated power can be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
4

*0 sin
, ,

4rad s

kR
w Q w Q d d

c kR
ω ρω ω ω
π Σ Σ

Π = Σ Σ∫ ∫       (2.85) 

From the previous equations, it has to be noted that: 

• in equation (2.83), the radiation function 

( ) ( )expjkR
s

s

jk Q QeR
kR k Q Q

ω
− − −

= =
−

       (2.86) 

is symmetrical, ( ) ( ), , , ,s sR Q Q R Q Qω ω= ; 

• the singularity in (2.85) is of the first order, 
0

sin
lim 1

s

s

Q Q
s

k Q Q
k Q Q− →

−
=

−
 

Thus, the power radiated can be expressed in its final formulation as: 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

*
4

0

*

sin
, ,

4 , ,

s

rad

s

kR
w Q w Q d d if P Q

kR
c w Q w Q d d if P Q

ω ω
ω ρω
π ω ω

Σ Σ

Σ Σ

⎧
Σ Σ ≠⎪⎪Π = ⎨

⎪ Σ Σ ≡
⎪⎩

∫ ∫

∫ ∫
     (2.87) 

The previous relation can be specialized for discrete coordinates, in the following 

manner: 

{ } [ ][ ][ ]{ }
4

0 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  
4

H
rad W A R A W

c
ω ρω ω ω ω
π

Π =       (2.88) 

where: W is the displacement vector; R is the radiation resistance matrix; A is the 

nodal equivalent areas matrix.  
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Using modal coordinates, W can be expressed as: 

{ } [ ][ ][ ] { } ( ) ( ) ( )TW H Fω ω ω= Φ Φ         (2.89) 

where [H(ω)] is the panel’s transfer matrix and [Φ] is the normal component of the 

modal displacement matrix that can be obtained, as it has been done in the present work, 

from finite element modal analysis. 

The generic term of the transfer matrix for an undamped panel is in the form:  

( ) 2

1
i

i i

H
m k

ω
ω

=
− +

         (2.90) 

The damping can be introduced in the equation of motion using a complex stiffness 

term, ( ) ( ) ( )( )1cK K jω ω η ω= ⋅ + . Among the several models using the complex 

modulus approach, the simplest is the so-called frequency-independent hysteretic 

damping model (e.g., Nashif), in which the modulus and loss factor of the material are 

assumed to be constant with frequency.  

If the equation (2.90) is rewritten in terms of complex stiffness, the following 

expression is obtained: 

( ) ( )( )2

1
1i

i i

H
m k j

ω
ω η ω

=
− + +

        (2.91) 

If a viscous damping model is introduced, where the damping is proportional to the 

velocity of motion and varies linearly with frequency, the transfer matrix terms are in 

the form: 

( ) ( )2

1
i

i i

H
m j k

ω
ω η ω ω

=
− + +

        (2.92) 

According to Mace, it is possible to write a general modal frequency operator that 

includes any structural modal damping model and evidences the generalised mass, mi: 

( ) ( )2 2

1 1
i

i i i i

H
m j

ω
ω ω ω ω

=
− + Δ

        (2.93) 

Here the generalized stiffness ki is expressed as function of mi and ωi, the natural 

circular frequency for the i-th mode. 

By substituting the expression (2.89) in the (2.88) it can be achieved: 

[ ][ ][ ] { }{ } [ ] [ ][ ][ ] { }{ }
4

0 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  
4

HT T
rad H F H F

c
ω ρω ω ω ω ω
π

Π = Φ Φ Λ Φ Φ     (2.94) 

where it has been defined the radiation matrix Λ:  
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[ ] [ ][ ][ ]( )A R AωΛ =          (2.95) 

The equation (2.94) can be further manipulated considering that the transfer matrix H 

is diagonal, thus ( ) ( )*HH Hω ω≡ . 

{ } [ ][ ] [ ]{ }[ ] [ ][ ][ ] { }{ }
4

*0 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  
4

T TH
rad F H H F

c
ω ρω ω ω ω ω
π

Π = Φ Φ Λ Φ Φ     (2.96) 

The central product can be defined as a modal radiation resistance matrix: 

[ ] [ ] [ ][ ]
4

0( )
4

T
radR A

c
ω ρω
π

= Φ Φ         (2.97) 

that, substituted in the (2.96) gives the following expression of the radiated power in 

discrete coordinates : 

{ } [ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] { }* ( )  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )TH
rad radF H R H Fω ω ω ω ω ωΠ = Φ Φ      (2.98) 

2.2.2 Incident Power in discrete coordinates 
Being the sound power impinging on the panel, under the hypothesis of normal 

incidence, given by the following relation: 

{ }[ ]{ }( )1 ( ) Re ( ) ( )  
2inc P A Vω ω ωΠ =        (2.99) 

where V(ω) is the particle velocity. 

Once the A matrix and the pressure acting on each node are known, it is possible to 

calculate the force vector F(ω) that, in the present work has been calculated via a FE 

analysis of the panel under study when under the action of a distributed pressure load.  

( ){ } [ ] ( ){ }F A Pω ω=        (2.100) 

given the previous relation, the following expression can be written for the incident 

power in discrete coordinates. 

{ } { }( )1 ( ) Re ( ) ( )  
2

H
inc j F Wω ω ω ωΠ =      (2.101) 

In the hypothesis of a generic plane wave impinging on the panel with an angle θi, 

the incident pressure has the expression given in equation (2.56), 
2

0

cos
2

i
i i

P ab
c

θ
ρ

Π = . 

Thus, it is possible, on the base of the results achieved from a modal analysis of the 

finite element model of a generic plane structure, to calculate the transmission loss by 

opportunely combining expressions (2.98) and (2.101). 
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( )
{ } { }( )

{ } [ ][ ] [ ][ ][ ] { }*

1 Re ( ) ( )( ) 2TL =10log   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

H

inc
TH

rad rad

j F W

F H R H F

ω ω ωωω
ω ω ω ω ω ω

Π
=

Π Φ Φ
(2.102) 

2.3 Sound absorption  

Another very important parameter to deal with when performing acoustic predictions 

and measurements is the absorption coefficient α, defined as the ratio of the non-

reflected sound energy to the incident sound energy on a surface. It can take values 

between 0 and 1, and α=1 means that all incident sound energy is absorbed in the 

surface. An example of a surface with absorption coefficient α=1 is an open window. 

2.3.1 Equivalent absorption area 
The product of area and absorption coefficient of a surface material is the equivalent 

absorption area of that surface, i.e. the area of open windows giving the same amount of 

sound absorption as the actual surface. The equivalent absorption area of a room is: 

1 1 2 2 ...i i m
i

A S S S Sα α α α= = + + =∑       (2.103) 

where S is the total surface area of the room and mα  is the mean absorption 

coefficient. The unit of A in the International System of Units (S.I.) is m2. In general, 

the equivalent absorption area may also include sound absorption due to the air and due 

to persons or other objects in the room. 

2.3.2 Energy balance in a room 
The total acoustic energy in a room is the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy, 

or twice the potential energy, since the time average of the two parts must be equal (see 

equation (1.32)). The total energy E is the energy density multiplied by the room 

volume V: 

( )
2

_
2

0

diff rms
pot kin

p
E w w V V

cρ
= + =       (2.104) 

The energy absorbed in the room is the incident sound power per unit area, given by 

the equation (2.58), multiplied by the total surface area and the mean absorption 

coefficient, i.e. the equivalent absorption area. 
2

_

04
diff rms

abs inc m

p
W I S A

c
α

ρ
= =       (2.105) 
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If Ws is the sound power of a source in the room, the energy balance equation of the 

room is: 

s abs
dEW W
dt

− =         (2.106) 

By substituting in the previous equation the expressions found for E and Wabs, it can 

be achieved the relation: 

( )
2

_ 2
_2

0 04
diff rms

s diff rms

p V dW A p
c c dtρ ρ

− =       (2.107) 

With a constant sound source a steady state situation is reached after some time, and 

the right side of the equation is zero. So, the absorbed power equals the power emitted 

from the source, and the steady state sound pressure in the room is: 

0
4 s

steady
Wp c
A

ρ=        (2.108) 

From this equation it derives that the absorption area in a room has a direct influence 

on the sound pressure in the room. 

2.3.3 Reverberation Time. Sabine’s formula 
If the sound source is turned off after the sound pressure has reached the stationary 

value, the first term in the energy balance equation (2.107) is zero, and the rms sound 

pressure is now a function of time: 

( )
2

_ 2
_2

0 0

0
4
diff rms

diff rms

p V dA p
c c dtρ ρ

+ =       (2.109) 

The solution of this equation, indicating pdiff_rms as p% , can be written in the form: 

( )2 2 4
cA t
V

steadyp t p e
−

=%        (2.110) 

where 2
steadyp  is the mean square sound pressure in the steady state and t=0 is the time 

when the source is turned off. It is seen that the mean square sound pressure, and hence 

the sound energy, follows an exponential decay function. On a logarithmic scale the 

decay is linear, and this is called the decay curve, see Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 – Decay of sound in a room if the source is switched off at t=1 s. The 
upper curve is in a linear scale [p2], whereas the lower is in a log scale [dB] 

The reverberation time T60 is defined as the time it takes for the sound energy in the 

room to decay to one millionth of the initial value, i.e. a 60 dB decay of the sound 

pressure level. Hence, for t=T60 it results: 

( ) 60
2

2 2 4
610

cA Tsteady V
steady

p
p t p e

−
= =%       (2.111) 

From the previous equation it can be obtained the expression of the reverberation 

time: 

( )60
4 55.266ln 10 V VT
cA cA

= =       (2.112) 

This is Sabine’s formula named after Wallace C. Sabine, who introduced the 

reverberation time concept around 1896. He was the first to demonstrate that T60 is 

inversely proportional to the equivalent absorption area A. 

For this reason the mean absorption coefficient αm introduced in the equation (2.103) 

is also known as Sabine’s absorption coefficient: 

1
m i i

i

AS
S S

α α= =∑        (2.113) 

Hence the Sabine absorption coefficient of an absorbent can be determined by 

comparing the reverberation times of a room before and after the absorbent is 

introduced into the room. 

If T1 and T2 are respectively the reverberation times of the chamber before and after 

the installation of the test specimen, then the absorption area AS of the specimen is: 

2 1

55.3 1 1
s

VA
c T T

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
       (2.114) 

For a plane absorber, the absorption coefficient α is then calculated as: 
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sA
S

α =         (2.115) 

where S is the surface area of the absorber. 

Another descriptor frequently used, for the pressure decay is the so called decay rate, 

d [dB/s], that can be obtained from the reverberation time by using the relation:  

60

60d
T

=         (2.116) 

The essential requirement of the procedure is to ensure that the sound field in the 

reverberant room is as close as possible to Sabine's diffuse field model: 

1. the local average energy density in the room is uniform,  

2. energy is uniformly incident onto a surface from all directions,  

3. the total sound absorption in the room is the sum of the absorptions of 

individual surfaces. 

It is worth to notice that the last hypothesis implies that the incident energy per unit 

area over time is the same for all surfaces in the room. For this to hold it is necessary 

that no one part of the room has predominant absorptions. 

Other absorption coefficient equations have been developed, the most notable from 

C.F. Eyring and R.F. Norris. Their derivation is based on the mean free path and the 

attenuation of reflections. The total energy attenuation is ( )1 Nt
Eα− , where N is the 

number of reflections per second and Eα  is the average absorption coefficient for the 

Eyring-Norris derivation. Therefore, 
0.002681 Vd S

E eα = −        (2.117) 

This equation is consistent with the Sabine equation for small values of αE. For large 

values of αE, the Eyring-Norris equation yields a slightly smaller value for the 

absorption coefficient than the Sabine equation. When the sound field in the room is 

less diffuse, the Eyring-Norris formula predicts the absorption coefficient of the 

material more accurately than the Sabine equation. Thus, the Eyring-Norris equation is 

used commonly for architectural acoustics. 

However, for absorption testing in reverberation chambers, where the sound field is 

very nearly diffuse, the Sabine equation is accurate and computationally 

straightforward. 
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2.4 Damping  
In the previous paragraph different damping models have been introduced without 

going in detail about damping definitions and mechanisms. On the other hand, the 

importance of damping when discussing structure borne sound phenomena is 

undisputed.  

Furthermore, aerospace structures, and sensitive equipment mounted on those 

structures, are often required to function through a wide range of dynamic loads. When 

structural resonances are excited, excessive levels of noise or vibration may be 

produced that can lead to structural failure such as acoustic fatigue. Additionally, 

excessive vibration may lead to the malfunction of equipment having, for example, 

electronic or optical components. Controlling vibration, other than reduce the level of 

sound transmitted through a structure, can reduce the likelihood of structural failure and 

increase the reliability of sensitive equipment. 

The main sources of damping of structural response, before any attempt is made to 

increase it by artificial means, are structural, where energy is dissipated within the 

structure in the form of heat, and acoustic, where energy is radiated from the structure 

as sound. For typical aircraft structures, structural damping is dominant. 

2.4.1 Structural damping  

For traditional metallic structures, slip of mechanical joints and internal hysteresis of 

materials contribute to structural damping. The internal hysteretic damping of structural 

materials normally used in aircraft is small compared with that attributable to slipping 

of joints. At small amplitudes of vibration slip does not occur and any damping can only 

arise from material hysteresis. As the amplitude of vibration increases slip begins to 

occur near rivets and bolts and damping increases more. 

When using fibre-reinforced composite materials, joints are usually bonded so that 

slippage does not occur at the joints and material damping is important for the reduction 

of dynamic response. The main sources of material damping in a composite arise from 

microplastic or viscoelastic phenomena associated with the matrix and relative slipping 

at the interface between the matrix and the reinforcement (Saravanos and Chamis, 1991, 

Chandra et alii, 1999). 

The following factors influence the material damping in composites: 
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• The properties and relative proportions of the matrix and reinforcement 

materials within the composite. 

• The size of the inclusions (e.g. long or short fibres, and fibre diameter). 

• The orientation of the reinforcing material to the axis of loading. 

• The surface treatment of the reinforcement. 

2.4.2 Acoustic damping  

The dominant source of acoustic damping derives from the radiation of sound energy 

into the fluid adjacent to the vibrating structure. The damping arises from the acoustic 

pressure that is in counter phase with and proportional to the plate velocity.  

Within a panel array, the magnitude of the acoustic damping is dependent on the 

phase relationship between the motion of adjacent panels. Maximum acoustic damping 

occurs when adjacent panels are vibrating in-phase. 

2.4.3 Damping treatments 

When a damping layer is attached to a vibrating structure, it dissipates energy by 

direct and shear strains. When a solid beam or plate is bending, the direct strain 

increases linearly with distance from the neutral axis. Unconstrained damping layers, 

also known as free layer, which dissipate energy mainly by direct strain are attached to 

the remote surfaces, see Figure 2.10. For a complete survey of the damping treatments, 

see, for example the books of Nashif or Jones. 

 
Figure 2.10 –Free layer damping treatment 

The damping mechanism for constrained or embedded treatments, is substantially 

different. When the stiffness layers (constraining layer or skin) deform under transverse 

loads, the damping layers sandwiched between the stiffness layers experience shearing 

deformation (Figure 2.11).  
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The damping in these structures is mainly due to, and depends on, this shearing 

motion of the damping layers. On the other hand, the shear stress is the largest at the 

neutral axis and zero on the free surfaces. Therefore, layers embedded in the middle of 

the stacking sequence of a composite material maximize the dissipation of energy by 

shear stress 

 
Figure 2.11 –Constraining/Embedded layer damping treatment 

Furthermore, when viscoelastic layers are embedded in composite structures, their 

damping performance can be tailored to work in a given frequency range.  

This can be done by using in the design phase a compliant layering approach, i.e. 

optimizing the lamination sequences such that the stiffness ratio between the damping 

and the adjacent composite layers maximize the damping for a given vibration mode of 

structure (Rao et alii, 1996). 

Since the late 1950's many papers have been published on the vibration of sandwich 

structures. The Ross-Ungar-Kerwin model is one of the first theories which was 

developed for the damping in sandwich structures. In 1959 Kurtze evaluated that if one 

could construct plates which favour the propagation of shear rather than bending waves, 

such plates would have good sound insulation properties, provided the velocity of 

propagation of shear waves is appreciably less than the speed of the sound in air. He 

suggested that a plate consisting of a soft but incompressible core sandwiched between 

two metal skins could have the desirable properties of a large bending stiffness and a 

small shear stiffness. Since then, many models describing the dynamic behaviour of 

sandwich structures with single and multiple damping layers have been presented in the 

literature. These models are applicable for elastic and isotropic face plates and 

constraining layers. Gibson and Plunkett in 1977 have reviewed experimental and 
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analytical studies to characterize the dynamic properties of fibre-reinforced composite 

materials.  

Instead of only considering the damping in the core, Ungar and Kerwin in 1962 

proposed the so-called modal strain energy (MSE) model in order to include the 

damping capacities of all the elements. In this model the damping of the material can be 

characterized by the ratio of the energy dissipated in each element to the energy stored 

in the material. Based on the MSE method, Johnson and Kienholz in 1982 produced a 

method to predict damping in structures with constrained viscoelastic layers by using 

finite element analysis.  

Moreover, special attention has to be paid to the choice of the viscoelastic material, 

in dependence of the operative temperature and frequency ranges. 

Viscoelastic materials behaviour is usually described in terms of a complex modulus 

of elasticity, accounting for the elastic behaviour as well for the viscous one.  

( )1 2 1 1cE E jE E jη= + = +        (2.118) 

The real part of this complex term is the storage modulus, E1 that defines the 

stiffness. The imaginary component is called loss modulus, E2 and defines the energy 

dissipative ability of the material. The loss factor is here introduced as 2 1E Eη = . 

Both E1 and E2 depend strongly from frequency and temperature, the latter is showed 

in the Figure 2.12.  

Viscoelastic materials, in fact, exist in various unique states or “phases” over the 

broad temperature and frequency ranges in which they are used. These regions are 

typically referred to as the Glassy, Transition and Rubbery regions. 

In the glassy region the polymer chains are rigidly ordered and crystalline in nature, 

possessing glass-like behaviour. Stiffness, E1, is at its highest for the material in this 

region, and damping levels are typically low. 

The glass transition temperature, Tg, of a material refers to the elbow of the storage 

modulus curve at the edge of the glassy region as it enters into the transition region. Tg 

also defines the peak of the loss modulus, E2, curve. The transition region is so named 

because the material is transitioning from the glassy to the rubbery region. In this region 

the viscoelastic material goes through its most rapid rate of change in stiffness and 

possesses its highest level of damping performance. This is due to the fact that the long 

molecular chains of the polymer are in a semi-rigid and semiflow state, and are able to 
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rub against adjacent chains. These frictional effects result in the mechanical damping 

characteristic of viscoelastic materials. 

In the rubbery region, the material reaches a lower plateau in stiffness. Damping is at 

a lower, but reasonable level. A material selected to exist in this region is ideally suited 

for such devices as isolators or tuned mass dampers because the modulus varies only 

slightly with changes in frequency and temperature. 

 
Figure 2.12 – Variation of Complex Modulus with Temperature for a Typical 

Viscoelastic Material 
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3 TL experimental measurements 
As already stated, the sound transmission loss (TL) is a measure of the transmission 

coefficient, that is the fraction of the sound energy incident on a structure that is 

transmitted through it. Laboratory measurements of the sound Transmission Loss of a 

specimen can be conducted in dedicated facilities, usually constituted by a pair of 

reverberation chambers (sound pressure method) or by a reverberant source chamber 

coupled to an anechoic receiving chamber (sound intensity method). Generally the 

frequency range of interest is given by 1/3 octave bands centred between 100 Hz and 

5000 Hz. This frequency range may be extended downward to the 63 Hz octave band in 

large chambers and upwards to the 10000 Hz octave band. 

Measurements units used for Transmission Loss are decibels (dB) in octave or 1/3 

octave bands. Also TL may be expressed in terms of the single number ratings STC, 

OITC or Rw. Sound Transmission Coefficient, dimensionless.  

3.1 TL measurements methods 
A sound wave incident on a test partition separating two adjacent rooms partly 

reflects back to the source room, partly dissipates as heat within the material of the 

partition, partly propagates to other connecting structures, and partly transmits into the 

receiving room. 

 
 

Figure 3.1 – Airborne sound transmission from source room to receiving room 

With the assumption, on which pressure method is founded, of diffuse sound fields in 

both rooms, it is possible to derive a simple relation between the transmission loss and 

the sound pressure levels in the two rooms. The rooms are called the source room and 

the receiving room, respectively. In the first room, with strong reverberant 

characteristics, is a sound source that generates a diffuse sound field measured by the 

average sound pressure ip< > .  
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In the hypothesis of perfectly diffuse sound field, the intensity per unit area incident 

on the partition is: 
2

0 04
i

i
pI

cρ
< >

=             (3.1) 

The sound power incident on the partition causes it to vibrate and create a sound field 

in the second room, the receiving room. The rate of transfer of sound energy, i.e. the 

sound power transmitted through the partition separating the two rooms is: 
2
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ρ
< >

Π =             (3.2) 

where τ is the transmission coefficient of the partition of area S. 

The rate of energy loss in the receiving room is given by: 

2
2V

d w dV
dt ∫             (3.3) 

where w2 is the energy density in the receiving room with volume V2 and is function 

of position in the room. In the steady state these two rates will be equal giving rise to 

the equation: 
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=
∂ ∫            (3.4) 

If in the receiving room an exponential decay of energy with time constant d is 

assumed, then the right side of equation (3.4) becomes 
2

2V
d w dV∫ . 

With the further assumption that the integral can be replaced by 
2

2
2

0 0

tV p
cρ

< > , where it 

has been introduced the temporal and spatial average of the transmitted pressure, 

tp< > , the (3.4) can be rewritten as: 
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Setting:  
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4dVA
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=             (3.6) 

it results: 
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            (3.7) 

thus, taking logarithms, the equation for TL measurements with sound pressure 

method is obtained: 

10
110log 10logsource receiving

STL Lp Lp
Aτ

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

        (3.8) 

Special care has to be taken in order to ensure that the only significant sound 

transmission path between the rooms is by the way of test partition. The pressure 

methods, in fact, presupposes that all sound energy is transmitted via the test specimen. 

In practice, the specimen is never the only path, via which sound enters the receiving 

room. A certain part of the total sound energy measured in the receiving room is always 

radiated by other room surfaces. This is called flanking transmission. 

When using the sound intensity technique, the source chamber has to be reverberant, 

whereas requirements of receiving room are less stringent.  

The incident intensity on the partition can be obtained from the (3.1) whereas the 

direct measurement of sound intensity on the receiving side of the partition provides 

enough information to calculate transmission loss without any consideration of the 

properties of the receiving room, other than the requirement that the reverberant field 

level there does not invalidate the measurements. 

Being the sound intensity a vector quantity defined as the product of sound pressure 

and particle velocity in the case of sound intensity measurements these two quantities 

have to be acquired. There are intensity probes where the particle velocity is determined 

directly using an ultrasonic particle velocity transducer (p-u probes), however, the two 

microphone technique (p-p) is the most usual method to determine the one dimensional 

particle velocity ux. When using p-p probes, the time-averaged particle velocity in 

direction x is determined by the time-averaged pressure gradient between two 

microphones using Euler's equation: 

( )
0

1
x B Au p p dt

rρ
= − −

Δ ∫   (3.9) 

where Δr is the distance between the microphones A and B, and pA and pB are the 

pressures sensed by the microphones A and B, respectively. Thus, the phase information 

contained in the pressure signals is fully utilized in the two-microphone intensity 
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technique. To calculate the intensity, the pressure is determined by the average of the 

two microphone signals by (pA+pB /2). 

The distance between the microphones is usually set at Δr = 6 ... 50 mm, depending 

on the frequency range of interest. The main assumption of the two-microphone method 

is that the inherent phase difference between the microphones is negligible. This is 

realized by selecting two microphones from the production batch, which have as similar 

a phase response as possible (phase matched microphones). 

3.1.1 Reverberation chambers 
Reverberation chambers are intended to produce a diffuse sound field. Their design 

and construction can be optimized to best achieve a diffuse field. Intuitively, its surfaces 

should be highly reflective, i.e. very hard. Concrete and steel panel are most commonly 

used for the chamber surfaces. Also, the chamber shape should not be a simple shape, 

not a cube, sphere or cylinder. Simple shaped rooms have dominant room modes that 

make the sound field highly dependent on position in the room. Rectangular rooms are 

common. Optimal dimension ratios for rectangular rooms are given in the Annex D of 

the standard ISO 3741, that gives guidelines for reverberation chambers design. 

Also, rooms with dimensions that are large compared to the longest wavelength of 

interest are more diffuse than small rooms. 

The diffusion of a room increases when the room dimensions are carefully chosen to 

separate room modes and equalize the frequency response of the room. Diffusion 

increases as the frequency spacing between room modes decreases and the bandwidth of 

room modes increases. With regard to frequency spacing, 20 room modes per one-third 

octave band is a suggested lower limit for a “diffuse” field (Schultz, 1971). 

This relation can be translate in the expression: 
34V λ≥           (3.10) 

Where the room volume V determines the maximum wavelength λ, or the minimum 

frequency, for which the sound field can be thought to be diffuse. 

The volume of the rooms is then the most important factor to determine the 

frequency range of use of a facility.  

To have 20 room modes in the 100 Hz band, where the lowest frequency is 89 Hz, a 

room must have a volume greater than 230 m3.  
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3.1.2 Schroeder Frequency 
M.R. Schroeder found an empirical relation between the volume and decay rate, d, of 

a room to determine a cut-off frequency that marks the transition from individual, well 

separated resonances to many overlapping normal modes. Above this frequency a 

diffuse field could be expected, the statistical parameters of frequency response curves 

for all acoustic enclosures are either identical or depend at most from reverberation 

time, T60. 

He showed that for a given room frequency response, when the average frequency 

spacing between natural modes is less than about one third the bandwidth of a mode, the 

sound field is diffuse. Below a certain frequency, referred to as the Schroeder frequency 

of a room, the spacing between natural modes is more than one-third of the bandwidth 

of a mode. 

The Schroeder frequency can be expressed as: 

60602000 2000S
Tf

Vd V
= =         (3.11) 

The previous equation descends from equating the half-power bandwidth B of the 

resonances: 
6
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= = =          (3.12) 

with three times the average asymptotic spacing Δf between resonance frequencies: 
3

24
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Vfπ

Δ =           (3.13) 

In fact, it results: 
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The factor 2000, which contains the velocity of sound c in m/s, guarantees that, on 

average, at least three resonances fall within the half-power bandwidth of one resonance 

at frequencies above fS. 

This factor, that is unit dependent, can be eliminated by using a cross-over 

wavelength λS instead of a cross-over frequency fS. 

From the Sabine’s formula for reverberation time, equation (2.112), it results that: 
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60 55.26T
V cA

=           (3.15) 

Where A is the equivalent absorption area. By substituting this relation in the (3.11), 

and expressing in function of λS, it can be achieved that: 

6S
S

c A
f

λ = ≅           (3.16) 

where the factor 6 is a pure number and λS is given in the same unit as A . In 

contrast to equation (3.11), equation (3.16) is independent of units. A diffuse field is 

obtained for wavelengths smaller than λS. 

Below the Schroeder frequency, or above the Schroeder wavelength of a room, the 

repeatability and reproducibility decline because of insufficient diffusion.  

Expression found for the Schroeder frequency shows that increasing the room volume 

or increasing the decay rate, i.e. adding absorption, lowers the Schroeder frequency 

which is advantageous. It must be noted that with larger rooms, atmospheric attenuation 

contributes significantly to the decay rate of sound of frequencies above 2000 Hz. This 

violates the assumption of negligible energy loss along the mean free path used for the 

derivation of the Sabine equation. So, increasing the volume of the chamber extends its 

operable range to lower frequencies but makes high frequency data less accurate. 

With regard to the bandwidth of room modes, they can be increased by adding 

absorption to the room. This technique is used to increase the bandwidth of low 

frequency modes, since the modal density is low at low frequencies. Of course this 

introduces limitations to the diffuseness of the sound field. 

3.2 Applicable Standards 

This paragraph lists the international standards for laboratory Sound Transmission 

Loss measurements, including ISO and ASTM standards. 

The following standards utilize a pair of reverberation chambers, measurements of 

the space/time average sound pressure levels in each chamber and a measurement of the 

reverberation time in the receiving chamber to determine the ratio of the sound energy 

incident on a test element to the sound energy transmitted through the element (pressure 

mehod). 

• ASTM E90-04 Standard Test Method for Laboratory Measurement of 

Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of Building Partitions and Elements. 
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• ISO 140- 1: 1997 Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 

and of building elements - Part 1: Requirements for laboratory test facilities with 

suppressed flanking transmission . 

• ISO 140- 2: 1991 Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 

and of building elements - Part 2: Determination, verification and application of 

precision data.  

• ISO 140- 3: 1995 Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 

and of building elements - Part 3: Laboratory measurements of airborne sound 

insulation of building elements. 

The following standard utilizes a reverberant source chamber, in which 

measurements of the space/time average sound pressure levels are conducted, coupled 

to another chamber, in which sound intensity measurements are performed, i.e. the 

already introduce intensity method: 

• ASTM E2249-02 Standard Test Method for Laboratory Measurement of 

Airborne Sound Transmission Loss of Building Partitions and Elements using Sound 

Intensity. 

The following standards utilize the sound transmission loss data obtained in 

accordance with the basic sound transmission loss measurement standard to determine a 

single number rating for the test element. 

• ASTM E1332-90 Standard Classification for Determination of Outdoor-

Indoor Transmission Class  

• ASTM E413-04 Standard Classification for Rating Sound Insulation 

3.2.1 TL standard measurements with pressure-based method 
The measurement of the sound transmission loss of a specimen, according with 

ASTM E-90, is performed in two adjacent reverberation rooms. Between them an 

opening is present in which the test article can be installed. A diffuse sound field is 

produced in the source room where an acoustic source emitting a signal with flat 

spectrum in the frequency range of interest acts. 

The measurement is based on: 

• The difference in the space/time averaged sound pressure level between the 

source chamber and the receiving chamber 

• A term that accounts for the area of the test specimen 
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• A term that normalizes the difference based on the total absorption of the 

receiving chamber. The total absorption is determined from a measurement of 

the reverberation time in the receiving chamber. 

The mathematical relationship has been already given in (3.8), it is rewritten gere for 

the sake of clarity: 

1010 logsource receiving
STL Lp Lp
A

⎛ ⎞= − + ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

        (3.17) 

Where:  

Lpsource = space/time averaged sound pressure level in the source chamber [dB] 

Lpreceiving = space/time averaged sound pressure level in the receive chamber [dB] 

S = surface area of the test specimen [m2]  

A = total absorption in receive chamber with the test specimen in place [metric 

Sabins, m2] 

The major source of measurement uncertainty in the transmission loss measurement 

are spatial variations of the sound pressure levels in the reverberation chamber, and 

spatial/temporal variations of the decay rate in the receiving chamber. These variations 

are greatest at low frequencies. This uncertainty is reduced by spatial/temporal sampling 

of these parameters. A sufficient number of sound pressure level and decay rate samples 

must be obtained to limit the 95% confidence interval on the transmission loss to the 

following values: 
one-third octave bands intervals amplitude 

125 Hz and 160 Hz bands 3 dB 

200 Hz and 250 Hz bands 2 dB 

315 Hz to 4000 H 1 dB 

Table 3.1 – 95% Confidence Intervals amplitudes 

It has also to be evaluated the presence of flanking transmission that is not taken into 

account in the measurement. 

Advantages/Disadvantages to Approach 

+ Fast and Simple measurements to perform 

+ Less intensive instrumentation requirements 

+ Measurements over entire frequency range of interest in one pass 

- Test facilities requirements are more extensive 

- Isolated test rooms are necessary to measure heavy structures 
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Test Environment 

Two reverberation chambers, each with a minimum volume of 50 m3 coupled 

through a test opening equal to the size of the test specimen. The transmission loss limit 

of the test facility and any filler walls used to adapt the test specimen to the facility 

opening shall be known. 

Equipment  

• White/Pink noise generator 

• Power amplifier and speakers with sufficient acoustic power to generate 

sound pressure levels in the receive chamber that are at least 10 dB above the 

ambient sound pressure levels in each test band. 

• Microphone(s) with uniform frequency response over frequency range of 

interest. 

• Integrating, averaging sound level meter with 1/3 octave band filtering.  

• Level versus time analyzer with reverberation time analysis. 

3.2.2 TL standard measurements with intensity-based method 
Another standard test method, ASTM E2249-02 has been introduced for evaluating 

the sound transmission loss of a partition or partition element under laboratory 

conditions. It differs from the Standard Test Method E90 in that the sound power 

radiated by the element under test is measured directly using an intensity probe rather 

than indirectly from the space averaged receiver room sound pressure and the room 

reverberation time. 

This test method is especially useful when the receiver room requirements of ASTM 

E90 can not be achieved. In this application, one must ensure that errors due to the 

reverberant sound field in the receiving room are negligible. This can be achieved by 

using an anechoic chamber as the receiving room or by adding sound absorbing material 

to the room to reduce the level of the reactive field. Many facilities use as receiving 

room an anechoic chamber. 

In this case, the TL of a specimen is based on:  

• The sound pressure level in the source reverberation chamber 

• The average sound intensity radiated by the specimen into the receiving 

chamber 

• A term to account for the area of the test specimen 
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The average sound intensity level in the vicinity of the test specimen, typically at a 

distance of 10-30 cm, is measured in discrete points in the form of a grid or by manual 

scanning. The density of the measurement grid is usually 10-50 cm. 

The measurement is based on the assumption that the sound field in the source 

chamber is diffuse, whereas the receiving room has no specific physical requirements 

for size or absorption condition. The acceptability of the receiving room has to be 

determined by a set of field indicators that define the quality and accuracy of the 

intensity estimate. These field indicators depend by the sound intensity measurement 

technique used, i.e. discrete points or scanning method. 

The mathematical relationship to be used to compute the TL of the test partition in 

each one-third octave band is: 

6 10 log s
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  (3.18) 

Where: 

Lpsource = space/time averaged sound pressure level in the source chamber [dB] 

Lin = surface averaged transmitted sound intensity normal to the measurement surface 

[dB] 

Ss= surface area of the test specimen or portion of it, contained in the measurement 

volume [m2]  

Sm = total area of the measurement surface [m2] 

The constant 6-dB term arises from the fact that the angle of incidence of the energy 

in the source chamber is random in orientation, and that the sound pressure level in the 

source chamber is proportional to the total energy incident on the specimen. The 

integration of a cos term to calculate the energy normally incident on the specimen 

results in 6 dB difference between the source chamber sound pressure level and the 

incident sound intensity.  

Compared to the ASTM E-90 method, the sound intensity method is less time 

consuming, if the scanning approach is used, and it is not necessary to measure the 

reverberation times in the receiving room. However, a disadvantage of the sound 

intensity method is the frequency limitations. The low frequency limit is due to the 

phase mismatch between the two microphones. The high frequency limit is caused by 

the finite distance approximation error. 
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Advantages/Disadvantages to Approach 

+ Test facilities less extensive 

+ Point method enables source localization 

+ Reverberation time not needed 

+ Enables determination of flanking paths 

+ Isolation of test rooms less necessary 

- Requires more complex instrumentation and data analysis 

- May require more than one pass to cover entire frequency range of interest 

- Sound-absorbing specimen prohibited 

Equipment  

• White/Pink noise generator 

• Power amplifier and speakers with sufficient acoustic power to generate 

sound pressure levels in the receive chamber that are at least 10 dB above the 

ambient sound pressure levels in each test band.  

• Microphones with uniform frequency response over frequency range of 

interest. 

• Integrating, averaging sound level meter with 1/3 octave band filtering. 

• Two phase-matched microphones with uniform frequency response over 

frequency range of interest (intensity probe) 

• Dual channel analyzer with cross-spectrum analysis and 1/3 octave band 

filtering. 

3.2.3 Single Number Ratings: Sound Transmission Class (STC) 
The sound transmission loss of a specimen can be expressed in terms of a single 

number rating (SNR). The most common rating is the Sound Transmission Class (STC) 

of the specimen. The STC rating is determined in accordance with the calculation 

procedures of ASTM E413. The STC rating of a specimen is determined by comparing 

the 1/3 octave band sound transmission loss data in the bands between 125 Hz and 4000 

Hz to a series of standard transmission loss contours. The reference contour is defined 

in the table whereas the following contours to fit with the experimental data can be 

achieved by increasing all the value in the table in 1 dB increments until some of the 

data are less than the shifted reference contour. 

The SNR is given by the value of the shifted reference contour at 500 Hz. 
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Frequency [Hz] 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 
Contour Value, dB -16 -13 -10 -7 -4 -1 0 1 

Frequency [Hz] 800 1000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 
Contour Value, dB 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Table 3.2 – Reference sound insulation contour for calculation of Single Number Ratings 
 

  
Figure 3.2 – STC calculation 

If a measured data point is less than the reference contour this is a deficiency; only 

deficiencies are counted in the fitting procedure. Continue to increase the reference 

contour values to the highest level that fits the transmission loss data as follows:  

• The sum of the deficiencies in all bands is less than or equal to 32 dB 

• The maximum deficiency in any band is less than or equal to 8 dB 

3.3 SMall Acoustic Research Facility (SMARF) 
The vibration and acoustic research group of the Department of Aerospace 

Engineering at University of Naples has recently concluded the design and assembly of 

a Small Acoustic Research Facility (SMARF), an experimental facility aimed to the 

measurements of the Noise Reduction and the Transmission Loss between two 

reinforced concrete reverberant rooms, separated by a septum bringing a window on 

which the test specimen can be installed. The reinforced concrete walls are about 100 

mm thick and ensure high isolation from exterior noise sources 

 
Figure 3.3 – SMARF scheme-  
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Figure 3.4 – SMARF construction 

The source room has been equipped with wheels to open the facility for the 

installation of the test specimen. The wheels move on a dedicated track ensuring 

repeatability of the relative positioning of the two chambers and speeding up panels 

installation procedure. In order to increase isolation from exterior vibrations, the 

receiving room’s backings have been supplied with damping pads. 

  
Figure 3.5 – Details of SMARF construction 

The separation septum is made by two layers, respectively 80 mm wood and 30 mm 

lead allowing to avoid energy passing through it. The contact surfaces between the two 

chambers are equipped with 10 mm thick rubber strips to minimize structural energy 

transmission. The locking system is made by 4 steel hinges screwed by nuts. 

  
Figure 3.6 – SMARF locking system 
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The geometrical dimensions of both source and receiving room are given in the 

following Table 3.3.  

Geometrical 
Characteristic 

Source Room Receiving Room Chambers’ Partition 

Internal dimensions [m] 1.40 x 1.04 x 0.75 1.25 x 1.00 x 0.71 --- 
External dimensions [m] 1.55 x 1.30 x 1.04 1.55 x 1.30 x 1.01 0.10 x 1.04 x 0.75 

Total surface [m2] 5.80  5.00 0.78 
Seismic mass [Kg] 2350 2585 --- 

Table 3.3 - Main geometrical dimensions of the small TL facility 

The transmission loss window, in the actual configuration, accommodates flat test 

articles with dimensions a and b respectively belonging to the intervals (0.590, 0.620) m 

and (0.190,0.210) m. 

The windows used as lodging has a double side frame that has been designed trying 

to reproduce a knife-edge support, in order to allow for the panel being simply 

supported along its edges. 

A separation cap, made in similar manner as the separation septum, can be installed 

between the chambers to provide maximum degree of isolation available. 

 
 

Figure 3.7 – Knife-edge support Figure 3.8 – SMARF septum cap 
 

  
Figure 3.9 – Panel’s installation details 

All the measurement phases can be driven from outside without open the facility. 

In the receiving room a simple mechanism has been built to allow for microphones 

positioning. Microphones can be moved in a continue way in the longitudinal as well as 
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in the vertical direction from outside the facility by using a dedicated hand gear. In the 

transversal direction, instead, microphones can be mounted at a 50 mm distance one 

from each other. Some details of the microphones mounting system are presented in the 

Figure 3.10. 

  

  

Figure 3.10 – Microphones mounting system 

3.3.1 SMARF Validation 
Geometrical evaluations and validation measurements have been performed with the 

aim to identify SMARF measurements limits and frequency range of applicability. 

3.3.2 Geometrical dimensions and Standards prescription 
The above listed standards for pressure-based sound transmission loss measurements 

prescribe the use of large rooms. According with ASTM E-90, in fact, the volume of 

both source and receiving rooms must be 50 m3 or more and the sound absorption in 

each of the rooms should be made as low as possible to achieve the best possible 

simulation of the ideal diffuse field condition and to keep the region dominated by the 

direct field (of the source or of the test specimen) as small as possible. At each 

frequency, the sound absorption for each room should be no greater than: 
3 2

3
VA =   (3.19) 

where V is the room volume and A is the sound absorption of the room. 
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Nevertheless, a small TL facility presents several advantages if compared to the 

standard big facilities, first of all the capability to perform fast and cheap measurements 

in order to evaluate different candidate solutions.  

The problem of using a small facility arises in the low frequency region where it is not 

possible to assume the sound field to be adequately diffuse.  

In the present validation procedure the SMARF minimum operative frequency fmin has 

been calculated on the base of the following relation, according with the already cited 

equation (3.10) 

3 3
min

44V f c
V

λ> ⇒ >   (3.20) 

It descends that the minimum frequency fmin where it is possible to perform reliable 

measurements is around 560 Hz. (one-third octave band centred at 630 Hz). 

This result is confirmed by the fact that, if analytical cavity modes and their distribution 

in one-third octave bands are considered, it results that the lower band in which at least 

20 modes occur is the one centred at 630 Hz (see Figure 3.11). 
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Figure 3.11 – Mode population in one-third octave bands 

Another simple geometrical check has been realized on the base of the already cited 

guidelines for reverberation chambers design given by the ISO 354.  

For rectangular rooms it is suggested to avoid that the ratio between two dimensions is 

an integer and it is stated that ratios 1:21/3:41/3 are often used. 

For the SMARF, considering that the smallest dimension of the source room is equal to 

0.75 m, such ratios would give for other sides of the room 0.95 m and 1.20 m, that are 

quite close to the actual values of 1.04 m and 1.40 m. 

The same standard also states that the shape of a reverberation room should be such that 

the following condition is fulfilled: 
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1 3
max 1.9V<l   (3.21) 

where ℓmax is defined as the length of the longest straight line which fits within the 

boundary of the room, that is, for a rectangular room, its major diagonal. The SMARF 

dimensions satisfy the imposed conditions for both source and reverberant chambers. 

3.3.3 Isolation from external noise sources 
The degree of isolation from external noise sources has been assessed by comparing the 

ground noise levels measured with no source active inside and outside the facility. The 

results presented in the Figure 3.12 show that internal ground noise is very low and at 

least 25 dB lower than external ground noise in all the frequency bands analyzed.  

 
Figure 3.12 – External VS. internal ground noise levels 

Furthermore, it results to be verified the prescription, from ASTM E-90 as well as from 

ISO 3741, that states that, in order to avoid the application of a correction procedure, the 

background noise levels should be at least 10 dB lower than the sound pressure levels 

measured in all the one-third octave bands. 
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Figure 3.13 – lower SPL measured in the receiving room VS. background noise levels 
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Another check has been performed placing an acoustic source outside of the facility and 

measuring the correspondent noise levels nearby the source and inside the facility.  

The curves in Figure 3.14 illustrate that in this case differences between sound pressure 

levels measured inside and outside the facility are even higher than before. Internal 

noise levels are more than 30 dB lower than external ones in all the frequency bands of 

interest. 

 
 

Figure 3.14 – External VS. internal noise levels with external sound source 

3.3.4 Flanking Transmission evaluation 
The ASTM E-90 prescribes that the possibility of transmission by paths other than 

that through the test partition should be minimized and that sound pressure levels 

produced by such flanking transmission should be at least 10 dB lower than the sound 

radiated into the receiving room by the test partition.  

The use of vibration isolators, as it has been for the SMARF, to support one or both 

rooms is an accepted method to reduce effects from flanking transmission. Furthermore, 

it is recommended the presence of structural discontinuities between the test specimen 

and both source and receiving room.  

The cited standard suggests also a procedure to identify the limit on the specimen 

sound transmission loss due to flanking transmission. This procedure is based on the 

idea to progressively increase the expected transmission loss of the partition by adding 

soundproofing or shielding materials, measuring at each step the transmission loss, until 

significant additions to the test partition do not increase anymore the measured TL.  

The achieved TL levels constitutes a measurement limit and can be ascribed to 

flanking transmission. The SMARF’s flanking transmission evaluation has been 

assessed by installing in the transmission loss window a very heavy cap, made by 80 
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mm wood and 30 mm lead and sealing it with silicon and neoprene rubber. The 

following Figure 3.15 presents in the discussed sense the measurements boundaries of 

the SMARF.  

If the high measurable noise reduction coincides with the effect of the flanking 

transmission, a lower limit can be identified by performing a measurement with the TL 

window open, so that the achieved noise reduction is uniquely due to the characteristics 

of the facility. It can be noted that the measured NR in these two limit conditions differ 

of more than 30 dB in the one-third octave bands above 315 Hz. 

 
 

Figure 3.15 – SMARF measurements boundaries 

3.3.5 Sound field diffuseness evaluation 
The uniformity of the sound field in the source room has been investigated 

evaluating the ASTM E-90 and ISO 3471 prescriptions as well as via experimental 

measurements. 

According with the ISO 3471, the sound field is diffuse if it results: 

60
VT
S

>   (3.22) 

where T60 is the reverberation time of the room, V is the volume and S is the total 

surface, where the minimum volume V is related to the lower one third octave band 

frequency by relations in the Table3.4  

One third octave band lower centre frequency [Hz] Minimum reverberant room volume [m3] 
100 200 
125 150 
160 100 

> 200 70 
Table3.4 – Relation between minimum room volume and lower one third octave band of analysis 
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For the SMARF dimensions of the source and receiving rooms, it results that the 

reverberation time has to be bigger than 0.2 that is a very small value. Therefore, the 

relation in equation (3.22) is verified for all the frequency bands of interest (i.e. for one 

third octave bands higher than 500 Hz). The same ISO standard describes also a 

procedure for the room qualification to be applied when the previous one should not be 

satisfied. The cited procedures is based on sound pressure level measurements in at least 

6 different locations, positioning the sound source at a distance not less than 2λ from 

the room walls and microphones at a distance from the source bigger than: 

min
60

0.08 Vd
T

=   (3.23) 

The resulting sound pressure levels must have a standard deviations contained in the 

limits indicated in the following Table 3.5. 

Octave band centre 
frequency [Hz] 

One third octave band centre 
frequency [Hz] 

Maximum allowable 
standard deviation [dB] 

125 100 to 160 1.5 
250 and 500 200 to 630 1.0 

1000 and 2000 800 to 2500 0.5 
4000 and 8000 3150 to 10000 1.0 

Table 3.5 – Maximum Standard Deviation of SPL 

Applying the explained procedure, the standard deviation of measured sound 

pressure levels has been calculated at 8 positions in the source room. It has been found 

that, even not perfectly following calculated limits, as it could be expected considering 

the small room dimensions, the standard deviation remains under 1.5 dB for one-third 

octave frequency bands above 400 Hz (see Figure 3.16). 

 
Figure 3.16 – standard deviation of SPL in the source room 
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The ASTM E-90 proposes a different procedure in order to determinate diffuseness 

of sound field. First of all it imposes that the direct sound field from the source at the 

test partition, or the nearest microphone has to be at least 10 dB below the sound 

pressure level of the reverberant field. 

This condition is verified if the distances r between a single source and the 

microphones and test partition satisfy the relationship: 

1 10
4

Ar
π

≥           (3.24) 

with A sound absorption in the room. For the SMARF, calculating A with the 

Sabine’s formula on the basis of the measured reverberation time, it can be achieved 

that 0.12r =  m. Then the ASTM E-90 identifies the following limits to be respected 

from the 95% confidence intervals calculated on SPL spatial average in the rooms. 

One third octave band centre frequency [Hz] 95% confidence limits [dB] 
100 to 160 ±3 

200 and 250 ±2 
315 to 4000 ±1 

Table3.6 – 95% confidence limits of SPL 
 

 
Figure 3.17 – 95% confidence interval of SPL in the source room 

Another check has been performed with regard to the spatial distribution of the 

acoustic load over the test panel. Sound pressure levels have been measured at 24 

different positions close to the panel from the source side. 

Achieved result confirmed that, in the low frequency range sound pressure levels are 

low because the sound source is not able to input enough acoustic energy and the sound 

field is characterized by a modal behaviour. In the following Figure 3.18, it is evident 
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the presence of standing waves that determine a non homogeneous distribution of sound 

pressure on the panel at 100 Hz. 

 
Figure 3.18 – Spatial distribution of the acoustic load on the panel at 100 Hz 

In the high frequency region, instead, higher levels are obtained and the differences 

between positions are less than 1 dB, as it can be seen from the Figure 3.19. 

 
 

Figure 3.19 – Spatial distribution of the acoustic load on the panel at 4000 Hz 

3.3.6 Reverberation Time calculation 

One of the most important parameters in the calculation of sound transmission loss is 

the reverberation time T60, from which the equivalent absorption area A of the receiving 

room can be derived. Once A is known, the TL can be estimated starting from Noise 

Reduction measurements. 

When a sound source operates in an empty enclosed space, neglecting the absorption 

of the air, the level to which reverberant sound builds up, and the subsequent decay of 

reverberant sound when the source is stopped, are governed by the sound absorbing 

characteristics of the boundary surface of the enclosure. 

As already seen, the Sabine’s formula relates the absorption characteristics of a 

volume to its reverberation time via an inverse proportional law.  

mmaaxx==3355 ddBB -- rraannggee 55..55 ddBB 

mmaaxx==9977 ddBB -- rraannggee 11 ddBB 
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ISO 354 standard defines reverberation time as the necessary time to allow the 

acoustic pressure to decrease by of 60 dB after the source has stopped and presents two 

possible approaches for T60 estimation, the interrupted noise methods and the integrated 

impulse response method.  

The decay curve obtained with the interrupted noise method is the result of a 

statistical process, and averaging several decay curves or reverberation times measured 

with different combinations of microphone/loudspeaker position is mandatory in order 

to obtain a suitable repeatability.  

The integrated impulse response method is deterministic and not suffers by statistical 

deviations neither any averaging is necessary. Nevertheless, because it requires more 

sophisticated instrumentation and data processing with respect to the interrupted noise 

method, it is less used. 

The reverberation time of the SMARF receiving room has been estimated applying 

the interrupted noise method.  

A loudspeaker emitting a sound with flat frequency spectrum (white noise) in the 

frequency range 0-12800 Hz has been positioned in two different locations in the 

receiving chamber taking care that the excitation signal was long enough to produce a 

steady-state sound pressure level in all frequency bands of interest, i.e. one third octave 

bands between 250 and 10000 Hz, before it was switched off. 

A typical time signal recorded is illustrated in the following Figure 3.20 
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Figure 3.20 – Time signal recorded for reverberation time calculations 

Microphones have been placed in 6 different positions in the chamber and sound 

pressure, as a function of time, has been recorded, ensuring that time signal duration 

could allow for later decay estimates.  

Two approaches have been used for processing measured data. 
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The first approach has been implemented through a MATHCAD code that splits the 

time signal in several time blocks.  

Each time block contains a part of the pressure decay curve. Operating the Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) on each block, it is possible to individuate the time decay and 

the T60 per each frequency band. The final reverberation time can be estimated 

averaging on each frequency band the reverberation times obtained, see Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.21 – Calculated T60 as function of number of time blocks, NT 

This method presents some limits, related to the use of a constant bandwidth FFT. 

The frequency resolution Δf of the FFT is related to the time length T of each block. To 

increase the number of block, that is to increase the accuracy of the reverberation time 

estimate, means to decrease their time length that causes a lower frequency resolution of 

the performed analysis. 

Thus, this method works well at high frequency, where the bandwidth of each one-

third octave band is higher, but it estimates the reverberation time using very few 

samples in the low frequency bands. 

The other approach is based on a MATLAB procedure that implements a one-third 

octave bands filter bank. The filters used are Butterworth passband filters, designed 

according to the Order-N specification of the ANSI S1.11 standard (Specifications for 

Octave-Band and Fractional-Octave-Band Analog and Digital Filters, 2004). 

The measured time signal is given input to the filter bank, whose output are M time 

traces (M is the number of bands used for the analysis) each having frequency content 

only in a single one-third octaves band.  

In the following Figure 3.22 are depicted some of the implemented one-third octave 

passband filters. 
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One-third octaves filter bank
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Figure 3.22 – One-third octave filter bank complying ANSI S1.1-1986 

As example, in the Figure 3.23 the plot of a time signal filtered with a passband one 

third octave filter centred at 1000 Hz is drawn. 
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Figure 3.23 – Time signal filtered with 1000 Hz band filter 

For each filtered trace the reverberation time T60 in the band is estimated from the 

decay rate achieved by means of an Hilbert transform of the trace (see Figure 3.24). 
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Figure 3.24 – Time decay at 1000 Hz 

Details on use of Hilbert transform can be found, for example, in Thrane et alii 

(1994). An Application of this transform to damping prediction in the high frequency 
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region, where high modal density do not allow for modal techniques, can be found in 

Velotto Romano et alii (2005). 

The latter method looks to be more reliable of the previous one also for T60 estimates 

in the low frequency band. 

In the Figure 3.25 average reverberation time assessed is bounded by minimum and 

maximum values of its 95% confidence interval. 
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Figure 3.25 – Comparison between T60 estimates 

On the basis of T60, the equivalent absorption area of the receiving room, A, and then 

the correction factor, 10log(S/A), needed to obtain the TL from measured Noise 

Reduction, as defined in equation (3.17), have been calculated for each one-third band 

(Figure 3.26). 
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Figure 3.26 – Correction factor for calculate TL from NR measurements 

3.4 Test procedure 
The excitation system consists of a mobile loudspeaker, type RCF D5076, that can 

generate white or pink noise in the frequency range 0-25600 Hz. In order to reduce the 

effect on measurements of the direct field radiated from the loudspeaker, it is usually 
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located into a corner of the source room. The acquisition has been made using 

Brüel&Kjær’s 1/2” externally polarized microphones, type 4190, whose operative 

frequency range is 31.5-20000 Hz. 

  
Figure 3.27 – Loudspeaker and microphones used for the acquisition 

One microphone has been placed in the source chamber, to measure the acoustical 

load on the panel, so that the incident pressure level can be estimated. This microphone 

has been placed in correspondence of the centre of the test panel, at a distance of 200 

mm from its surface and at a height of 350 mm from the source chamber’s ground. The 

choice to have a single microphone is related to the lack in the source chamber of a 

microphone positioning system that could be driven without open the facility. However, 

as already shown, the standard deviation of the SPL in the source chamber is low (less 

than 1.5 dB for one-third octave frequency bands above 400 Hz) 

In the first phase of the test campaign, in order to assess variability of the sound field 

in the receiving room in test conditions, measurements have been made using three 

microphones at two distance from the panel, 190 mm and 300 mm, and at seven 

different heights, i.e. each 60 mm between 150 and 510 mm from the chamber’s ground 

surface, as depicted in the following Figure 3.28, (Marulo, Polito, Paonessa, 2006). 

 

Figure 3.28 – Microphones positions in receiving room 
In this configuration, pressure data in 2x3x7=42 measurement positions were 

acquired. However, 95% confidence intervals calculated on achieved Noise Reduction 

showed to be very narrow, less than 1 dB, that induced to perform a sensitivity analysis 

about the possibility to reduce measurements positions. With this approach the final 

number of measurements positions that have been identified to be used for the later tests 
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has been fixed equal to 8. In fact, two microphones have been used and positioned at 2 

different distances from the panel’s surface, 190 mm and 300 mm, and at 2 different 

heights, respectively 330 mm and 390 mm. By using the reduced number of sensor, the 

95% confidence interval achieved is lower than 2 dB, that confirm the repeatability of 

the test procedure and the diffuseness of the sound field in the receiving room in the 

medium-high frequency range. The NR calculated on the base of pressure 

measurements performed at different positions has a small scattering. 

In the following Figure 3.29, 95% confidence intervals achieved respectively with 42 

an 8 measurement positions for a generic panel tested are presented. 
Average NR with 95% confidence intervals - 3x2x7=42  positions
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Figure 3.29 – 95% confidence intervals on NR calculated on 42 (a) and 8 (b) positions 
In the phase of validation and assessment of SMARF behaviour, the analysis 

frequency range was fixed in 0-6400 Hz for signal generation and 250-5000 Hz, in one 

third octave bands, for signal acquisition. Later tests have been performed by generating 

in the source chamber white noise with frequency content in the range 0-12800 Hz and 

measuring the NR for in the one-third octave bands belonging to the interval 250-10000 

Hz. Typical results obtained are presented in Figure 3.30. 
Average NR with 95% confidence intervals, frequency range 250-10000 Hz
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Figure 3.30 – 95% confidence intervals on NR  in the range 250-10000 Hz 
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3.5 Experimental Results 
Noise Reduction measurements have been conducted on a series of aluminium alloy 

and composite aerospace panels, whose approximate dimensions were 600x200 mm. 

Some of the composite panels testes had a layer of a different viscoelastic material 

embedded in the middle of their stacking sequence.  

The idea to cocuring viscoelastic damping materials in the composite material 

structure to increase the damping and acoustic performance of the structure is, in fact, 

one of the solutions that are actually investigated with the aim to increase acoustical 

performances of composites. In this hybrid approach, the dominant mechanism of 

damping is the shear induced between the damping layer and the fibre reinforced 

composite layers. The trade-offs in using damping layers are a slight reduction in 

stiffness and a small increase in the weight of the composite system. It is required to 

balance the amount of damping capacity needed, and the penalties in stiffness that can 

be allowed. 

In the following Table 3.7 geometrical and mass characteristics of the tests panels are 

presented. Preliminary results of the test campaign were presented in Polito et alii, 

2007. It is worth to notice that composite panels average weight is 490 g, close to the 

weight of the aluminium panel 1.5 mm thick.  

This is particular important in order to be able to compare acoustic performances of 

solutions having the same surface density. 

Test Panel Dimensions [mm] Thickness [mm] Weight [g] 

Aluminum 610 x 203 0.5 170 
Aluminum 609 x 203 1.0 345 
Aluminum 610 x 203 1.5 511 
Aluminum 609 x 203 2 681 

CFRP 1 610 x 204 2.4 460 
CFRP 2 609 x 203 2.6 486 

CFRP 3 (*) 610 x 203 2.6 490 
CFRP 4 (*) 610 x 201 2.6 485 
CFRP 5 (*) 610 x 203 2.6 482 
CFRP 6 (*) 610 x 203 2.6 490 
CFRP 7 (*) 609 x 203 2.9 494 

Table 3.7 – Test panels characteristics 

The panel CFRP 1 is a bare composite panel, all the other CFRP panels have a layer 

of a different viscoelastic material embedded.  
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The layer thickness is 0.2 mm for all these panels except CFRP 7 that has been 

realized with a thicker damping layer (0.5 mm). 

The symbol (*) in the Table 3.7 represents the fact that for each of the indicated 

configurations, three nominally identical panels have been realized and tested. These 

panels, being obtained from the same large laminate, should not suffer of any 

manufacturing difference due to the production process. 

In the Figure 3.31 measured Noise Reduction behaviour in the frequency range 250-

10000 Hz is presented for all the aluminium panels tested. 

In the Figure 3.32 is depicted the NR (average NR, in case of more samples 

available) of the composite panels obtained in the same frequency range. 
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Figure 3.31 – Average NR of Aluminium panels 
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Figure 3.32 – Average NR of Composite panels 

From the previous graph it can be seen that major differences between bare 

composite panel, CFRP 1, and damped ones occur for frequencies above 2500 Hz but it 

is not simple to appreciate measured differences at lower frequencies. 
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For the sake of clarity it must be said that damping materials tested are designed for 

aerospace applications, thus their effectiveness at ambient temperature is low, as it can 

be seen from Figure 3.33.  
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Figure 3.33 –Average Loss Factor @ 20°C 

In the Figure 3.34 the Noise Reduction measured for the three different samples 

available for panel CFRP 7 are compared. It can be seen that the curves are very close, 

that indirectly confirms the repeatability of the tests performed in the SMARF. 
CFRP 7 - NOISE REDUCTION OF THREE SAMPLE COUPONS
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Figure 3.34 –NR of the three CFRP 7 samples coupon 

In the following Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36 results achieved from NR 

measurements performed with a lapse of time (8 months) on the same test articles 

(respectively CFRP 5 and CFRP 6) are compared. 
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CFRP 5 - NR measured with a time lapse of 8 months 
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Figure 3.35 –NR measured on CFRP 5 with a lapse of time of 8 months 

 
CFRP 6 - NR measured with a time lapse of 8 months 
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Figure 3.36 –NR measured on CFRP 6 with a lapse of time of 8 months 

It has to be noted that former measurements were performed in the frequency range 

250-5000 Hz.  

Some differences in the low frequency range can be appreciated for both panels. 

These can be addressed to the mounting system of the panel in the TL window that has 

been improved during the time elapsed and to the damping mounts introduced in the 

receiving chamber of the SMARF. 

The transmission loss of the panels can be achieved from measured Noise Reduction 

levels adding the correction factor ( )10log S A , calculated on the base of reverberation 

time measurements.  

In the Figure 3.37 the TL obtained for the Aluminium panels 0.5, 1 and 2 mm thick 

is presented. 
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TL of ALUMINIUM PANELS 0.5, 1 and 2 mm thick
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Figure 3.37 – Average TL of Aluminium panels 

It can be noted that in the low frequency range, as expected, sound field is not 

adequately diffuse, so that measurements are strongly influenced by modal behaviour of 

the acoustical volumes, characterized from the presence of standing waves. 

In the medium frequency range, for frequencies above 1000 Hz, the Transmission 

Loss follows the mass law, having a linear behaviour with a slope of 6 dB per octave. 

The Figure 3.38 illustrates the results obtained for 1 and 2 mm thick aluminium panels 

compared with mass law calculated under the hypothesis of diffuse incidence. 
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Figure 3.38 – Average TL of Aluminium panels 1 and 2 mm thick with mass law 

The 2 mm thick panel shows a decrement of the TL in the 6300 Hz one third octave 

band. This results is theoretically justified with the occurrence of the critical frequency, 

fc, where velocity of free bending vibration of the panel equals speed of sound. At this 

frequency, the panel is transparent to the acoustic radiation: all the incident sound is 

transmitted through the panel. 

For an aluminium panel 2 mm thick, the critical frequency results to occur around 

6000 Hz:  
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6000
2c
c hf Hz

D
ρ

π
= ≈         (3.25) 

where c is the speed of sound, ρ is the density of the panel, h is the thickness and D is 

the bending stiffness. 

The TL behaviour of the 1 mm panel, instead, is increasing in all the frequency range 

of analysis, being its critical frequency at 12000 Hz. 

It can be found that analogue behaviour is followed by the 1.5 mm thick panel, 

whose fc is around 8000 Hz, whereas the 0.5 mm panel’s one is at 24000 Hz, well 

beyond the analysis frequency range, see Figure 3.39. 
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Figure 3.39 – Average TL of Aluminium panels 0.5 and 1.5 mm thick with mass law 
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4 Numerical Models 
The present chapter deals with the FE models built in order to simulate the 

vibroacoustic behaviour of aerospace structures. Two types of FE models have been 

realized, that is flat metallic and composite panels and flat panels coupled to acoustic 

enclosures. Some of the composite panels have been modelled with a damping layer 

embedded in the centre of their stacking sequence. 

The modelling choices made are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

4.1 FEM models mesh sizing 

The use of composite materials for aerospace structures poses some questions 

regarding FE modelling issues.  

It is well known that the first task in a frequency response analysis using finite 

element is the correct sizing of the mesh.  

A rule of thumb might be: 

4
λ

Δ ≤             (4.1) 

with Δ being the minimum length of the mesh element and λ the smallest wavelength 

of the propagating wave, which depends on the highest frequency considered. 

4.1.1 Isotropic plates 

For an isotropic material and a uniform plate, there are always three types of 

propagating waves, that is extensional, shear and flexural wave (see, for example, 

Cremer and Heckle, 1988). 

Extensional waves are pure longitudinal waves in which the direction of the particle 

displacements coincides with the direction of the wave propagation. 

The propagation velocity cl of such waves is constant and can be found from the 

relation: 

l
Ec
ρ

=            (4.2) 

where E is the Young modulus that represents the longitudinal stiffness of the 

material, ρ is the density and the subscript “l” indicates the longitudinal character of 

this type of wave. This velocity increases with increasing stiffness, decreases with 

increasing density and do not depend by the frequency. 
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In solids bodies, because of their characteristic to be able to resist to changes in 

shape, shear stresses are present. Because of shear stress, transverse wave motion can 

occur, where the direction of propagation is perpendicular to the direction of the 

displacement. 

The propagation velocity ct of such waves is similar to the one of extensional waves, 

with the difference that the shear stiffness G replaces the extensional stiffness E.  

The two quantities, E and G, are related by the Poisson modulus ν. 

( )2 1t
G Ec
ρ ρ ν

= =
+

          (4.3) 

Flexural or bending waves are the most responsible for sound radiation. They are 

quite different from the previous ones as regards their formulation that involves a fourth 

order partial differential equation. Furthermore, the bending wave velocity is not only 

dependent on the material (like longitudinal and shear waves) but also on the thickness 

of the plate and on the frequency. Higher-frequency waves travel faster than lower-

frequency waves. These differences in speed cause spreading or dispersion of wave 

packets. In other words, for flexural waves the group velocity, that is the speed of the 

wavepacket and the phase velocity, that is the speed of the individual waves, are 

different. 

The phase velocity of a bending wave can be expressed in a mathematical form by 

the following relation (already introduced in chapter 2): 
2

4b
s

Dc ω
ρ

=            (4.4) 

where D is the flexural stiffness and ρs is the surface density. 

Being spatial variations of waves better represented in terms of phase change per unit 

distance, it is often useful to think in terms of wavenumber k=ω/c and to express the 

dispersion phenomenon in terms of dispersion curves k=f(ω). 

By substituting k=ω/c in the equations (4.2)-(4.4) it results that for an homogeneous 

material: 

( ) ( )2 222
2 2 2

2

12 12 1
; ;l s bk k k

E E Eh
ρ ν ωρ ν ωρω −+

= = =        (4.5) 
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4.1.2 Orthotropic plates 
For a laminate of orthotropic thin layers these formulas are no longer valid, because 

it is necessary to introduce more engineering constants and the plate it is not uniform. 

Moreover, new types of propagating wave may cut-off or appear at certain frequencies. 

Shorter (2004) formulated a spectral finite-element method to calculate the 

dispersion properties of the first few wave types of a given laminate. A one-dimensional 

finite-element mesh is used to describe the through-thickness deformation of the 

laminate, and the dispersion equation for plane-wave propagation is formulated as a 

linear algebraic eigenvalue problem in wave number at each frequency of interest. 

Barbieri and his co-authors (2007) extended the Shorter’s approach introducing the 

use of a three-dimensional orthotropic stress-strain relationship according to generalized 

Hooke’s law and considering a reference transformation of the arbitrary orientation of a 

single lamina. 

With the described approach, wavelength curves can be readily obtained from 

dispersion curves, so at maximum frequency of interest the correct sizing of numerical 

mesh for modelling composite materials can be found. 

In the following Figure 4.1 are illustrated the wavelength curves achieved for the 

composite panel modelled. Once fixed the maximum frequency of interest, from this 

graph the smaller wavelength at that frequency can be calculated and consequently it is 

possible to size the mesh using the criterion (4.1). 
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Figure 4.1 – wavelength curves for the composite panel modelled 

As discussed in chapter 2, a very important frequency in assessing the acoustic 

behaviour of a panel is the critical frequency, at which the bending wave phase velocity 

equals the speed of sound in the propagation medium.  
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For an homogeneous panel, fcrit can be calculated from the equation (2.4). 

The results achieved on dispersion curves, instead, can be used to calculate the 

critical frequency of a given composite panel.  

The speed of sound, once known the medium and the temperature, can be considered 

constant (e.g. in air, at 20°C, it results c=343 m/s), thus, the sound wavelength can be 

easily achieved as sound c fλ =  and plotted in the same graph as the structural 

wavelength curves. 

Looking at the intersection between the curve of the sound wavelength with the one 

of the structural propagation mode with lower phase velocity, the critical frequency can 

be assessed. For the modelled composite panel, it results: fcrit=4100 Hz. 
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Figure 4.2 – wavelength curves to determine the panel’s critical frequency 

4.2 FEM modelling approaches for damping treatments 

FE modelling of constrained or embedded damping treatments poses some threats. 

The classical laminated plate theory, in fact, does not allow a proper representation of 

boundary conditions of the viscoelastic and the constraining (upper) layer and provides 

a constant shear stress through the plate thickness (Plouin and Balmes, 1999). 

To better represent the shear stress behaviour, two main strategies have been 

considered in last years: building higher order shell models or connecting multiple 

elements accounting for the spatial distribution of the damping treatment.  

The main problem with the higher order element approach is that developing good 

shell elements is very difficult so that most developments for sandwiches will not 

perform as well as state of the art shell elements. The multiple element strategy is also 

the only available for immediate implementation into commercial FEM software. 
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In literature, the spatial modelling of the treatment has been approached using three 

methods, all based on a layered assembly of shell and brick conventional finite 

elements. All these models use a solid element for the viscoelastic core whereas the skin 

plates are modelled using shell or brick elements (Moreira and Rodrigues, 2004). 

Lu and his co-authors in 1979 developed a model where the translational degrees of 

freedom of the plate were connected to the brick one by means of rigid links, Figure 4.3, 

model 1.  

Johnson and Kienholz, in their cited work, imposed an offset of half of the plate 

thickness to the plane in contact with the solid elements, instead of remaining in the 

standard mid-plane, Figure 4.3, model 2. This results in coincident nodes and degree of 

freedom for the plate and the adjacent face of the solid element. 

It has to be noted that model 1 allows to easily simulate debonding effects and is 

useful to model curve plates, where it is more difficult to introduce the offset needed in 

model 2, but for flat plates leads to results identical to those achieved with model 2. 

During matrix assembly process, in fact, the slave degrees of freedom of the rigid links 

(RBE elements in MSC.Nastran) are eliminated and replaced by the corresponding 

master ones, thus leading to the same number of degrees of freedom of the model 2. 

In the third model of Figure 4.3, both skin and viscoelastic core are modelled with 

solid elements. When using this approach, care has to be taken in order to avoid shear 

locking problems. 

Liguore and Kosmatka, in fact, demonstrated that for the elastic skins the shear 

locking can occur for aspect ratios higher than 100:1, whereas for the viscoelastic core 

an aspect ratio of 5000:1 is still acceptable. In fact, the viscoelastic core is much less 

stiff than skins and this attenuates the locking effects in the global stiffness matrix. 

 
Figure 4.3 –Finite element models of viscoelastic damping  
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For the FE models of composite panels with damping layers embedded developed in 

the present work, model 2 representation has been preferred. 

4.3 Structural-acoustic coupling 

The problem in which a flexible structure interacts with an acoustic fluid, both from 

the point of view of the vibrating structure inducing pressure waves in a connecting 

acoustic fluid and the opposite case of acoustic pressure waves inducing structural 

vibrations has been deeply analysed (see, for example, the books from Cremer and 

Heckl or Fahy).  

The two connecting domains, the flexible structure and the enclosed acoustic cavity, 

can be strongly coupled and, in that case, the structure-acoustic system must be studied 

as a coupled system to evaluate the natural frequencies and the response to dynamic 

excitation. 

For complex shape structures, analytical solutions as ones proposed from Dowel 

(1963), Pretlove (1966), Guy (1979) and other authors are no longer available and 

numerical methods must be used.  

Wolf and Nefske in 1975 first applied the FE code NASTRAN to model two 

dimensional acoustic cavities bounded by rigid and elastic walls.  

The capability of this code have been later (1996) evaluated for fully coupled 

structure-acoustic problems and compared with analytical results by Fernholz and 

Robinson. 

A review of the formulation of coupled structure-acoustic problems using the finite 

element method is described, for example in the work of Everstine, (1997), where 

approaches based on Finite Element (FE), Boundary Element (BE) and Infinite Element 

(IFE) are presented.  

4.3.1 Structural domain equations 
In the structural domain, the primary variable is displacement.  

The discretized equation of motion for the structure can be written as: 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } ( ){ }s s s sM x D x K x F t+ + =&& &          (4.6) 

where {x} is the structural displacement vector and [Ms], [Ds] and [Ks] are 

respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrix for the structure. 

The loading term can be expressed as: 

{ } { } { }e
s s fF L L= +           (4.7) 
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where: 

{ }e
sL  is the vector of the external forces acting on the structure 

{ }fL  is the vector of the fluid’s load on the structure. 

4.3.2 Fluid domain equations 
For the fluid domain, several different primary variables can be used to describe the 

motion. Using the fluid displacement as the primary variable, i.e. the acoustic pressure, 

fluid both the structural and fluid domains can be described with the same type of solid 

elements. 

The basic equations governing the coupling between an acoustic volume and the 

structure are herein simply recalled. 

Fluid dynamics is described by equation of continuity, equation of motion and 

constitutive equation that, under the hypothesis of: 

• small displacements 

• absence of viscosity 

• absence of convective phenomena 

• locally linear dependence between pressure and density  

can be expressed as:  

v q
t
ρ ρ∂
+ ∇ ⋅ =

∂
           (4.8) 

( )q
v p b q v v
t

ρ ∂
+∇ = − −

∂
          (4.9) 

2p c ρ=          (4.10) 

where ρ is the density, v is the fluid velocity field, q is the added fluid mass per unit 

volume and time, p is the pressure, b are the external forces per unit mass, c is the speed 

of sound and vq is the velocity of the added fluid mass. 

By combining the previous equations, the inhomogeneous linearized wave equation 

can be obtained: 
2

2 2 2 2
2

p qc p c b c
t t

ρ∂ ∂
= ∇ − ∇⋅ +

∂ ∂
       (4.11) 

The body forces b can be associated to a potential: 

b ϕ=∇          (4.12) 

thus, substituting the (4.12) in the (4.11): 
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( )
2

2 2 2
2

p qc p c
t t

ρϕ∂ ∂
= ∇ − +

∂ ∂
       (4.13) 

where the term ρϕ  can be interpreted as a prescribed pressure quantity applied inside 

the fluid domain. 

4.3.3 Coupled domain equations 
For a complete understanding of sound propagation processes it is obviously not 

sufficient to investigate the field equations for sound propagation. Additionally, 

boundary conditions have to be considered. 

At the fluid-structure interface, and, in general, for an elastic boundary surface, the 

boundary conditions to be satisfied are from both the fluid and the structure side. The 

fluid acts as a pressure force on the structure and the structure transfer its mass 

acceleration to the fluid. This results in the following equation for respecting the 

boundary conditions: 

n
p x
n

ρ∂
= −

∂
&&          (4.14) 

where n is the direction of the outward normal and xn is the structural displacement in 

the direction of n. 

Considering the equilibrium of forces at the interface nodes and converting the 

previous equation in a “finite element form“, one can write the equation of motion for 

the fluid in a form similar to the (4.6): 

{ } { } { } ( ){ }f f f fM p D p K p F t⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + =⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦&& &       (4.15) 

where {p} is the vector of the unknown nodal values of the pressure, and [Mf], [Df] 

and [Kf] are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrix for the fluid. 

The loading term can be expressed as: 

{ } { } { }f ff sF L L= −         (4.16) 

where: 

{ }ffL  is the vector of the external forces acting on the fluid. 

{ }sL  is the vector of the structure’s load on the fluid. 

The terms Lf in equation (4.6) and Ls in equation (4.16) account for the structural-

acoustic coupling. Lf, in fact, depends from the fluid pressure and Ls depends from the 

structural displacements. 
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They can be expressed as: 

{ } [ ]{ }f cL K p=          (4.17) 

{ } [ ]{ }s cL M x= &&          (4.18) 

When substituting the (4.17) in the (4.6) and the (4.18) in the (4.15), it results: 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { } [ ]{ }e
s s s s cM x D x K x L K p+ + = −&& &       (4.19) 

{ } { } { } { } [ ]{ }f f f ff cM p D p K p L M x⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + = −⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦&& & &&      (4.20) 

These two equations can be assembled and written as: 

0 0
0 0

e
s s s c s

c f f f ff

M D K K Lx x x
M M D K Lp p p

− ⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎪ ⎪+ + =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭

&& &

&& &
    (4.21) 

It can be showed that 2 T
c cM c Kρ= . If the second row of the equation (4.21) is 

multiplied by the factor 1/B, where B= ρc2 is the bulk modulus of the fluid, another 

form of the equation (4.21) can be obtained where, for the sake of brevity, the same 

notation for the matrices and the load vectors involved is used: 

0 0
0 0

e
s s s s
T

f f f ff

M D K A Lx x x
A M D K Lp p p

⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎪ ⎪+ + =⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥− ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎩ ⎭

&& &

&& &
    (4.22) 

where A (Coupling Matrix) is the matrix -Kc from equation (4.21). 

This equation is non-symmetric and being costly to solve, makes difficult to obtain 

eigenvalues for large systems. It can be shown that the eigenvalues of the coupled 

system are real.  

Many methods have been developed with the aim to obtain a symmetric formulation 

of the equation (4.22), here is discussed the method proposed by Everstine (1981), that 

is also the one implemented in the code MSC.Nastran.  

A symmetric version of the equation (4.22) can be derived with the following 

procedure: 

1. Define the fluid velocity potential q as p q= & . 

2. Substitute q&  for p in the structure equation and replace the vector terms with 

their derivative equivalents in the fluid equation. 

3. Multiply the fluid equation by -1 and integrate with respect to time. 

4. Recombine the achieved relations. 
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0 0
0 0

T e
s ss s

f ff

M KD Ax x x L
M KA Dq q q G

⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
+ + =⎢ ⎥⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥−− −⎢ ⎥⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦

&& &

&& &
    (4.23) 

where G is defined as: 

( )
0

t

ffG L dτ τ= −∫         (4.24) 

4.4 Transmission Loss calculations 

The proposed methodology for transmission loss calculation in discrete coordinates, 

that leaded to the expression (2.102), has been applied in the present work to predict 

aluminium alloy and composite panels acoustic behaviour. 

A MATLAB code has been written that implements the necessary equations and 

reads the results of performed FE structural modal analysis in terms of eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors from MSC.Nastran punch (.pch) files. 

Furthermore, the structure-acoustic coupling matrix and the subsequent mechanical 

force vector are obtained from a FE static analysis of the panel subjected to an uniform 

pressure load with the Nastran command OLOAD(PUNCH)=ALL. 

The TL in the frequency range 0-3000 Hz, with a frequency resolution of 3 Hz, so 

that a vector of 1001 TL values is obtained, has been calculated using structure’s modes 

up to 4500 Hz. 

Results achieved for a 600x200 mm aluminium panel 1.5 mm thick have been 

compared with ones obtained for a composite panel with approximately the same 

weight as the metallic one and for a composite panel with a generic damping treatment 

0.2 mm thick embedded (see Figure 4.4).  
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Figure 4.4 – Transmission Loss numerical results  
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It can be noted that the higher stiffness to weight ratio of the composite panel causes 

an higher TL at very low frequencies (stiffness driven frequency range) and an higher 

frequency of occurrence of the first panel’s mode.  

The composite panel calculated transmission loss presents a drop around 1800 Hz, it 

could be due to the presence of two acoustically efficient panel modes that occur close 

to that frequency, as it can be seen from the following Figure 4.5. 

Figure 4.5 – Composite panel modes (1,3)@1815.4 Hz and (2,3)@1850.7 Hz 

At higher frequencies, the main differences are related to the damping introduced in 

the model, being the mass of the aluminium and composite panels comparable. The 

critical frequency for both panels, respectively 6000 Hz for the aluminium one and 4100 

Hz for the composite one, in fact, is well beyond frequency range of analysis. 

Experimental Transmission Loss behaviours are often expressed in one-third octave 

bands. Thus, numerical results obtained have been transformed from narrow band (df=3 

Hz) to one-third octave using ANSI standard bands limits (Figure 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6 – Transmission Loss numerical results in 1/3 octave bands 
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5 Uncertainty and Variability 
Real physical systems display both systematic and random variations. These random 

variations might arise from a variety of sources including the geometry of the problem, 

material properties, boundary conditions, initial conditions, or excitations imposed on 

the system. As a result, depending on the source of these variations, the behaviour of a 

system, or of a collection of nominally identical systems, will vary from one realization 

to another. While these realizations are individually deterministic, their effects in the 

collective are not; consequently, nondeterministic methods are needed to assess trends 

in the behaviour of this collection of responses.  

Another aspect to stress is that in last years “virtual testing” have played key roles in 

the engineering development of advanced aerospace and flight systems. This is because 

some qualification tests simply cannot be performed (or it is absurd to do so); e.g. to 

launch a satellite to see whether it will survive launch. Other tests can be performed but 

are not because a completely test-based approach would be prohibitively expensive. 

Therefore, to some extent, nearly all advanced engineering systems rely on 

computational simulations to not only improve designs but also to qualify, i. e. ensure 

the satisfactory performance of, the system hardware and design. For this reason, 

validation of the computational simulations is key to ensuring the performance, safety 

and reliability of these systems. 

Traditional simulation techniques, such as the finite element method, are 

deterministic, i.e. it is implicitly assumed that all parameters are precisely known and 

that the manufacturing process produces identical structure. Thus, it is fundamental to 

overcome this limitation and to be able to include uncertainties and their effects in 

simulations. 

5.1 Source of Uncertainties in composite structures 

In last years more and more interest has been given to composite materials to be used 

in aircraft primary structure because of their good mechanical properties and low 

weight. Although composite structures have significant advantages, they have some less 

favourable properties.  

For composite materials, damping is taken to be any process within the body of the 

material in which energy is dissipated. The principal processes are associated with 

hysteretic losses within each of the constituent materials and interfacial effects at the 
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fibre-matrix interfaces. An aspect to highlight is related to the use of bonded joints 

instead of the riveted or bolted ones used for metallic structures. The friction in the 

joints, in fact, is one of the main causes of structural damping in aerospace structures, so 

their absence makes that damping is generally lower for composite structures. One of 

the possible solutions to increase composite damping consists in cocuring viscoelastic 

materials in the composite material structure to increase the damping and acoustic 

performance. This approach allows a high design flexibility since the viscoelastic layer 

can be placed in the most effective configuration. A possible drawback is that the 

viscoelastic layer must be incorporated into the laminate when it is cured, whereas with 

other damping application methods (such as free or constraining layer) the damping 

layer can be added after the part is made. 

Besides the analysis of the vibration properties of composite constructions as 

structural elements, a study of their acoustical properties must also be taken into 

account in the initial design stages of aircrafts, automobiles and ships. For example, 

composite high stiffness-to-weight ratio causes that skin panels critical frequency is 

lower than the one for metallic panels and occurs where human hear is more sensitive to 

noise. In addition, because composite panels are generally orthotropic, the critical 

frequencies, unlike those of metals, are actually situated in a frequency band instead of 

at one particular frequency. These features usually result in poor sound transmission 

loss over a wider frequency range.  

This is necessary that the weight saving advantages produced by composites are not 

compromised by high noise transmission, which would require heavy add-on acoustical 

treatments in later design stages. In many applications, it is important to know the sound 

transmission characteristics of the composite panels used in order to minimize the sound 

transmission from the exterior sources (engines, airframe) into the cabin. 

Another aspect to take into account when dealing with composite structures design is 

the scattering of their mechanical and geometrical properties due to manufacturing and 

assembling process.  

For example, variability of some composite properties such as elastic modulus and 

density can be addressed to (see Figure 5.1): 

• fibres not uniformly distributed 

• presence of voids in the matrix; 
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• random fibres interruptions; 

• fibres interruption plus matrix absence; 

• fibres cut; 

• fibres interruption plus matrix absence plus delamination. 

(a)  (b)  (c)  

(d)  (e)  (f)  

Figure 5.1 - Causes of uncertainties in the composite material.  
Fibers not uniformly distributed (a); presence of voids in the matrix (b); random fibers 
interruptions (c); fibers interruption plus matrix absence (d); fibers cut (e); fibers 
interruption plus matrix absence plus delamination (f). 
 

Structural analysis techniques based on deterministic methods (such as finite element 

method) are well suited for metallic structures, that show minimal dispersion around 

their nominal values, but are not able to take into account the uncertainties and the 

variabilities that characterize composite properties. 

5.2 Taxonomy of non-deterministic terms 
Examining the literature in many fields that deal with nondeterministic systems (e.g., 

operations research, structural dynamics, and solid mechanics) one finds that most 

authors do not carefully distinguish between what they mean by variability, uncertainty, 

and error, or worse, their definitions contradict one another. 

Then, the first topic to assess is about taxonomy of non-deterministic terms. 

In the present work, the classification introduced by Oberkampf (1999) and later 

integrated by Moens and Vandepitte (2005) is used. 

An uncertainty, also known as reducible or epistemic uncertainty, can be defined as a 

potential deficiency, in any phase or activity of the modelling process, that is due to lack 
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of knowledge. The word potential stresses that the deficiency may or may not occur. 

This definition basically states that uncertainty is caused by incomplete information 

resulting from either vagueness, nonspecificity or dissonance. 

Vagueness characterises information which is imprecisely defined, unclear or 

indistinct. It is typically the result of human opinion on unknown quantities ("the 

density of this material is around x"). Nonspecificity refers to the availability of a 

number of different models that describe the same phenomenon. The larger the number 

of alternatives, the larger the nonspecificity. Dissonance refers to the existence of 

conflicting evidence of the described phenomenon, for instance when there is evidence 

that a quantity belongs to disjoint sets. 

For instance, the form of the constitutive model of a joint connecting two members 

of a complex structural system is not known; this uncertainty results from a lack of 

information about the joint’s behaviour. Another example of epistemic uncertainty is 

the related situation where the constitutive model for the joint is known, but sufficient 

data to fully characterize the uncertainty in the model’s parameters is not available. 

Reducible uncertainties can be further categorized as either modelling uncertainties 

(uncertainties in the errors of models of physical phenomena) or statistical uncertainties 

(uncertainties in probabilistic models). 

The other branch of the taxonomy involves variability, elsewhere called irreducible 

or aleatory uncertainty. The term variability covers the variation which is inherent to the 

modelled physical system or the environment under consideration, consisting of 

fluctuations that are intrinsic to the problem being studied. Generally, the variability is 

described by a distributed quantity defined over a range of possible values. The exact 

value is known to be within this range, but it will vary from unit to unit or from time to 

time. Irreducible uncertainties cannot be reduced even if more information on the 

problem is collected. For instance, turbulent fluctuations of a flow field around an 

airplane wing, or, in a case related to the two just mentioned, sufficient data does exist 

to fully characterize a known joint model’s parameters in a statistical manner. This is 

accomplished by specifying probability distributions for the parameters. This 

irreducible, parametric uncertainty is manifested in the uncertainty of the response of 

the complex structural system.  
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The success of engineering design depends significantly on whether the most 

appropriate model of uncertainty has been identified and used. A model used for design 

that overlooks uncertainty might cause severe consequences. On the other hand, a 

design based on a model that overestimates uncertainty will waste resources. 

Analysis and prediction under uncertainty depend on representation of what is known 

about the uncertain phenomenon. Mathematical tools such as intervals, the probability 

theory, convex and fuzzy sets can be used to represent uncertainty, the choice of a 

model of uncertainty depends on the type and quantity of information available. 

Probability models describe frequency of recurrence of events, or, equivalently, 

subjective degrees of belief of these likelihoods. Fuzzy models portray linguistic 

ambiguities as well as assessments of possibility or necessity of occurrence. Interval 

models are very conservative and are used to prevent the possibility of extreme events. 

Information-gap (info-gap) models of uncertainty quantify the disparity between what is 

known and what needs to be known in order to make an optimal decision. 

The most common approach used to deal with non deterministic problems has been 

the probabilistic one. If enough information are available, the most direct approach 

consists in attempting to derive the statistics of the system response (and therefore the 

failure probability) from a knowledge of the statistical properties of the system and the 

applied loads. 

5.3 Possibilistic approaches 

However, traditional probabilistic modelling techniques cannot handle situations 

with incomplete or little information on which to evaluate a probability, or when that 

information is nonspecific, ambiguous, or conflicting (Walley, 1991; Ferson and 

Ginzburg, 1996).  

Many generalized models of uncertainty have been developed to treat such 

situations, including fuzzy sets and possibility theory (Zadeh, 1978), probability bounds 

(Berleant, 1993), imprecise probabilities (Walley, 1991), info-gap models (Ben-Haim 

and Elishakoff, 1990, Ben-Haim 2006), and others. 

5.3.1 Interval analysis 
These generalized models of uncertainty have a variety of mathematical descriptions, 

but they are all closely connected with interval analysis (Moore, 1966), in which 

imprecision is described by an interval (or, more generally, a set). 
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When no objective or subjective information about properties distribution is 

available, in fact, uncertainty can be represented by intervals, whereby all parameters 

and response variables are bounded. Interval representation is particularly useful to 

prevent the possibility of extreme events. For example, when proving the response lies 

within an admissible range. Although interval arithmetic can be carried out for virtually 

any expression that can be evaluated using class arithmetic, a simple replacement of 

classical arithmetic by interval arithmetic will fail to produce adequately narrow 

bounds. Interval arithmetic, in fact, is sub-distributive and although addition or 

multiplication of intervals is commutative and associative, the distributive laws do not 

hold. This phenomena invariably reflects as an overestimation of the resulting interval 

width. And, if care is not taken, the interval width overestimation can grow to extremely 

large values (when compared to the mean), rendering the resulting intervals useless. 

Therefore, most numerical algorithms need to be modified for interval arithmetic.  

5.3.2 Fuzzy analysis 
A fuzzy number can be viewed as a nested collection of intervals corresponding to 

different levels of confidence α and the mathematical analysis associated with fuzzy set 

theory can be performed as interval analysis on different α-levels. Fuzzy sets model 

uncertainties through vague definition rather than by chance. A conventional (crisp) set 

either contains an element, or not. However, fuzzy sets define a series of intermediary 

belonging states between these two statements, introducing a degree of membership, 

represented by the membership function. This membership function describes the grade 

of membership to the fuzzy set for each element in the domain. The membership 

function can be considered as a possibility distribution function, providing information 

on the values that the described quantity can adopt. More generally, the possibility is 

defined as a subjective measure that expresses the degree to which the analyst considers 

that an event can occur. It provides in a system of defining intermediate possibilities 

between strictly impossible and strictly possible events. Through this interpretation, the 

fuzzy concept has become a tool to model subjective knowledge numerically in a non-

probabilistic concept. 

5.3.3 Information-gap analysis 
An alternative technique is based on the theory of information-gap, that represents 

the disparity between what is known and what needs to be known in order to make a 
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reliable and responsible decision. Unlike other theories developed to represent 

uncertainty, information-gap does not assume probability density functions, which the 

theory of probability does, or membership functions, which fuzzy logic does. It is 

therefore appropriate in cases where limited data sets are available. 

Uncertainty may be either pernicious or propitious. That is, uncertain variations may 

be either adverse or favourable. Adversity entails the possibility of failure, while 

favourability is the opportunity for sweeping success. Info-gap decision theory is based 

on quantifying these two aspects of uncertainty, and choosing an action which addresses 

one or the other or both of them simultaneously. The pernicious and propitious aspects 

of uncertainty are quantified by two "immunity functions": the robustness function and 

the opportuneness function. 

The robustness function expresses the greatest level of uncertainty at which failure 

cannot occur. Robustness is a function of the decision variables, and one is inclined to 

prefer more robust designs over less robust designs. However, a basic theorem of info-

gap theory establishes an irrevocable trade-off between robustness to uncertainty, and 

the quality of outcome: aspirations for quality entail loss of robustness. This trade-off is 

quantified by the robustness function. 

The second design function is the opportuneness function which expresses the least 

uncertainty which entails the possibility of sweeping success. Uncertainty may be 

propitious, and the opportuneness function evaluates a design's propensity to exploit 

favourable uncertainty and to lead to outcomes far better than anticipated. 

The main disadvantage of information-gap is that the efficiency of sampling 

techniques cannot be exploited because no probability structure is assumed. Instead, the 

robustness of a decision with respect to uncertainty is studied by solving a sequence of 

optimization problems, which becomes computationally expensive as the number of 

decision and uncertainty variables increases. 

5.4 Probabilistic approach 
In the classical frequentist application of the probabilistic concept, the goal of a 

numerical property description is to define a domain of possible values this property can 

adopt, and to give information on the frequency of occurrence of the numerical values 

in this domain. This is typically done by defining a probability density function over the 

domain of possible values. 
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Extensive literature exists on the subject of probability theory, treating a vast variety 

of PDFs and their applicability for description of random quantities. An overview of 

these can be found in the books of Miller and Freund (1985) or in Haldar and 

Mahadevan (2000). 

It is clear that the probabilistic concept is most appropriate to represent variabilities, 

since in the frequentist interpretation, the probabilistic description using a PDF is 

completely consistent with the definition of a variability given in the previous 

paragraphs. 

The information on the range and the likelihood of a certain variability can be 

unambiguously incorporated in the PDF. Furthermore, the probabilistic outcome of the 

analysis will give an indication of the actual expected frequency of occurrence of the 

analysed phenomenon. It is, however, important that all information is available in order 

for the model to realistically represent the variability. For instance, if more than one 

variable property is present in the model, the correlation between the different 

variabilities might play an important role in the probabilistic analysis. 

In a probabilistic structural analysis the design parameters are treated as variables 

and the basic result from the analysis is a statistical distribution of the requested 

response and statistical sensitivities measuring the relative importance of the random 

variables involved.  

 
 

Figure 5.2 – Deterministic VS Probabilistic design approach (from Schuëller, 2007) 

The general approach to be used when dealing with this kind of problems can be 

summarized in the following steps (Long and Narciso, 1999): 

1. Develop the functional relationships that define the model 

2. Define the random variable inputs 
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3. Define the numerical models needed in the functional relationship 

4. Choose the method that fits better the problem under study 

5. Perform the probabilistic analysis 

6. Analyze the results. 

Typical probabilistic analyses can involve analytical as well as numerical models,  

When performing probabilistic analysis using a finite element model, a realization of 

a random variable must be reflected in the numerical model’s input. The variable may 

be a random variable or a computed variable from another code or analytical equation. 

In general, the variable can map to a single value in the code’s input or to a vector of 

values such as nodal coordinates in the finite element model (Rihaet alii, 2001). 

If X=(X1,…, Xn) represents a vector of n random variables, a limit state function g(X) 

can be defined by the equation g(X) = Z(X) - z0 = 0, where Z(X) is a model response (so 

called performance function) and z0 is a particular response value. The limit state 

function represents a hypersurface in n-dimensional random variable space that 

separates the space into failure and non-failure regions. 

If the g-function is known, the probability of failure, pf, can be expressed as the 

integral of the joint probability density function (JPDF) of the X variables, fX (X), over 

the failure region, identified by the condition g(X)<0. 

( ) ( )
( ) 0

Pr 0 ...f Xg X
p g X f X dX

<
⎡ ⎤= < =⎣ ⎦ ∫ ∫         (5.1) 

 
Figure 5.3 – Two random variables JPDF frs, marginal density functions fr and fs and 

failure domain D 

In order to estimate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) one should compute 

the probability of failure ( ) ( ) 0Pr 0 Prfp g X Z X z⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= < = <⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  for all values 

[ ]0 0,1z ∈ . 
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Except in very restricted cases, the integral in equation (5.1) is analytically 

intractable and needs to be evaluated numerically. One approach could be to compute 

the integral using a standard Monte Carlo (MC) procedure but, in many practical cases, 

mainly when the probability is small or the calculation of Z is expensive (e.g. output of 

a FE analysis with thousands of degrees of freedom), the MC method would lead to a 

very large computational time. For this reason importance sampling methods and Fast 

Probability Integration (FPI) techniques have been developed. These are based on a 

change of variables: a nonlinear transformation is made which converts the vector 

(X1,…, Xn) into a vector (U1,…, Un) where the components have independent Gaussian 

distributions. The change of variables is usually performed applying a Rosenblatt or a 

Nataf transformation.  

The limit surface g(X)=0 is converted into a surface g(U)=0, and the integral of 

interest becomes: 

( ) ( )
( ) 1 10

Pr 0 ... ,..., ...f U n ng U
p g U f U U dU dU

<
⎡ ⎤= < =⎣ ⎦ ∫ ∫        (5.2) 

Now, although the integrand has factored into a sequence of univariate Gaussians, 

the domain of integration (g(U)<0) is usually very complicated and the integral is still 

analytically impossible.  

Thus, approximate methods have been developed that replace the limit surface 

g(U)=0 by a hyperplane (first order methods) or by a quadratic hypersurface (second 

order methods). 

5.4.1 Monte Carlo and other Sampling Methods 
The Monte Carlo method (Ulam et alii, 1947; Metropolis and Ulam, 1949) provides 

approximate solutions to a variety of mathematical problems by performing statistical 

sampling experiments on a computer. 

Remarkably, the method applies to problems with absolutely no probabilistic content 

as well as to those with inherent probabilistic structure. This alone does not give the 

Monte Carlo method an advantage over other methods of approximation. However, 

among all numerical methods that rely on N-point evaluations in M-dimensional space 

to produce an approximate solution, the Monte Carlo method has absolute error of 

estimate that decreases as N -1/2 whereas, in the absence of exploitable special structure, 

all others have errors that decrease as N -1/M at best. This property gives the Monte Carlo 
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method a considerable edge in computational efficiency as M, the size of the problem, 

increases.  

Monte Carlo simulation techniques involve random sampling of the input variables 

to simulate artificially a large number of experiments and to observe the result (see, for 

example the books of Melchers or Madsen). In the case of analysis for structural 

reliability, this means, in the simplest approach, sampling each random variable Xi 

randomly to give a sample value X. The limit state function g(X) is then checked. If the 

limit state is violated (i.e. g(X)<0), the structure or structural element has “failed”. The 

experiment is repeated many times, each time with a randomly chosen vector X of Xi 

values. If N trials are conducted, the probability of failure pf may be expressed as: 

( ) ( )... [ 0]f Xp J I g X f X dX= = <∫ ∫         (5.3) 

Where I[·] is an indicator function which equals 1 if [·] is “true” and 0 if [·] is “false”. 

Thus the indicator function identifies the integration domain. The previous equation 

(5.3) can be seen as representative of the expected value of I[·]. If Xj is the j-th vector of 

random observation from fX( ), it follows directly from sample statistics that: 

( )1
1

1 [ 0]
N

f
j

p J I g X
N =

≈ = <∑          (5.4) 

is an unbiased estimator of J. Thus, the ratio: 

f
f

N
p

N
=            (5.5) 

where Nf is the number of samples that satisfy the relationship g(X)<0, provides a 

direct estimate of the probability of failure. 

The achieved results can also be represented fitting them on a cumulative distribution 

function (CDF), see Figure 5.4. 

 
Figure 5.4 – Use of fitted CDF to estimate pf 
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In exploiting this procedure, three matters are of interest: how to extract most 

information from the simulation points, how many simulation points are needed for a 

given accuracy, or conversely, how to improve the sampling technique to obtain greater 

accuracy for the same or fewer sample points. These matters will be considered below. 

An estimate of the number of simulations required for a given confidence level may 

be made as follows. Since g(X) is a random variable in X, the indicator function 

( ) 0I g X <⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  is also a random variable, albeit with only two possible outcomes. It 

follows from the central limit theorem that the distribution of J, given by the sum of 

independent sample functions, approaches a normal distribution as N →∞ . The mean 

of this distribution is: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )1
1

1 0 0
N

i
E J E I g X E I g J

N=

⎡ ⎤= < = < =⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦∑  (5.6) 

whereas the variance is given by: 

( )( ) ( )
1

2
02

2
1

1 var 0
N

I g
J

i
I g X

N N

σ
σ <

=

⎡ ⎤= < =⎣ ⎦∑  (5.7) 

From the relation (5.7) descends that the variance of the Monte Carlo estimates 

varies directly with the variance of ( ) 0I g X <⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  and inversely with 1 2N . 

To calculate confidence levels, an estimate of the variance 2
Iσ is required. This can 

be done considering that: 

( ) ( )( ) 2 2var ... 0I I g X dX J⎡ ⎤= < −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∫ ∫  (5.8) 

So that the sample variance can be expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( )
2

2 2
0

1 1

1 10 0
1

N N

j jI g
j j

S I g X N I g X
N N<

= =

⎛ ⎞⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎜ ⎟⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤= < − <⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎜ ⎟− ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑       (5.9) 

Where the last {·} term is simply the mean (5.6) or, by equation (5.4), the estimate J1 

for pf.. 

The application of the Central limit theorem that states that many independent and 

identically-distributed random variables will tend to be distributed as a Gaussian, allows 

to write the following relation for J1. 

( )1P k J k Cσ μ σ− < − < =   (5.10) 

Where μ is the expected value of J1 given by the (5.6) and σ is the standard deviation 

expressed in the (5.7). An a priori estimation for σ could not be obtained from the 
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sample estimate given in (5.9) because this relation uses the results of the MC 

simulations. According with Shooman (1968), mean and standard deviation can be 

estimated by the binomial parameters ( ) 1 2
1Np pσ ⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦  and Npμ = , where p is the 

probability of the binomial distribution, according that Np ≥ 5 when p ≤ 0.5.  

By substituting the binomial parameters in the equation (5.10) it is achieved: 

( ) ( )( )1 2 1 2
11 1P k Np p J Np k Np p C− − < − < − =⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦      (5.11) 

The Monte Carlo methods allows for an estimation of the error committed. In fact, if 

the error between the actual value of J1 and the observed value is defined as 

( )1J Np Npε = −  and this is substituted in the (5.11), it results: 

( ) 1 2
1k p Npε = −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦         (5.12) 

For a confidence interval C=95% (1-α=0.95), from the standard normal tables it 

results ( )1 1 2 1.96k α−= Φ − = , where Φ is the CDF of the normal standard distribution. 

If in the previous equation p is substituted with the probability of failure pf , it results: 

1 1
% 100 1

2
f

f

p
error

N p
α− −⎛ ⎞= ⋅Φ −⎜ ⎟ ⋅⎝ ⎠

       (5.13) 

Inverse form of this expression allows for estimate the number of MC simulations 

required in order to achieve results within prescribed error bounds: 
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Figure 5.5 – Reliability Analysis by Monte Carlo Simulation (NESSUS Manual, 2001) 
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Every integral evaluation problem amenable to the Monte Carlo method comes with 

an explicit or implicit sampling plan usually dictated by the context in which the 

problem arises. If the cost of using this plan to achieve the desired statistical accuracy 

for the estimate of Z falls within the available computing budget, then no need exists to 

consider alternative plans. This circumstance often holds when the cost of computer 

time is low. When the cost of the original sampling plan exceeds the available budget, 

then selecting an alternative sampling plan that meets the budget constraint is an 

essential first step in the application of the Monte Carlo method. Because it results that 

the sampling plan that induces the smallest variance per replication leads to the smallest 

sample size N required to achieve a specified absolute error criterion, it makes sense to 

search for sampling plans that reduce variance in order to increase efficiency of Monte 

Carlo experiments.  

Methods aimed to improve efficiency of the Monte Carlo have been developed based 

on a modified sampling space that can be defined only on the basis of an a priori 

information about the problem to be solved. In other words, if the sampling is made 

only in a specified sub-region of the definition domain of the JPDF of the random 

variables, the same accuracy level of the “raw” Monte Carlo can be obtained with a 

reduced number of samples. 

From the mathematical point of view, the equation (5.3) can be written as: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )... [ 0] X

f v
v

f X
p J I g X h X dX

h X
= = <∫ ∫       (5.15) 

Where ( )vh ⋅  is the so called importance sampling density function. 

The principal objective of an importance sampling approach is to minimize the 

choice of samples in the safe region. Thus, the most obvious choice for the reduced 

sampling domain is the region in which it results that ( ) 0g X <  with an high 

probability level. This region can be identified as the sub-domain in the failure region 

closest to the so called maximum likelihood point X* that is the point belonging to the 

limit state surface ( ) 0g X =  having the largest probability. This point, also known as 

Most Probable Point (MPP), in alternative way can be defined in the standard normal 

space (u-space) as the point that defines the minimum distance β, from the origin (u=0) 
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to the limit-state surface g(u)=0. In most cases, the MPP can be found by the direct 

application of numerical maximization techniques.  

Once X* has been identified, the simplest choice for choosing hv is to shift the 

distribution ( )Xf X , so that its mean is in X*. 

 
Figure 5.6 – Importance sampling function in X space 

As it can be seen from the Figure 5.6, the shape of the limit state function has small 

weight on the effectiveness of the importance sampling approach that can be used also if 

( ) 0g X =  is sharp or non linear. On the other side, as well as for other methods based 

on MPP that will be discussed later, the choice of X* is crucial. It can happen, in fact, 

that the MPP is not unique or that the MPP search algorithm is not able to correctly 

identify the absolute maximum of the distribution ( )Xf X . 

The Adaptive Importance Sampling (AIS) methods minimize sampling in the safe 

region by adaptively and automatically adjusting the sampling space from an initial 

approximation of the failure region. The sampling space is defined using a limit-state 

surface (boundary). The performance of AIS depends on the quality of the initial failure 

region approximation. Even though the AIS method cannot totally replace the standard 

Monte Carlo method, it provides efficient accuracy improvement and can be use to 

check correctness of results obtained with the MPP-based approximation methods 

(FORM, SORM, AMV+). In fact, these latter methods, that will be discussed in the 

following paragraphs, do not allow for an error estimate. 

5.4.2 Response Surface Approximation Method 
For complex structures, the performance function is not available as an explicit 

function of the random design variables. The performance (or response) of the structure 

can only be evaluated numerically at the end of a (often time-consuming) structural 

analysis procedure such as the finite element method. The goal of the response surface 
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methodology (RSM) is to find a predictive equation relating a response to a number of 

input variables. Once accomplished this, the equation can be used to determine the 

response, once given the values of input variables, without the need to repeatedly run 

the time-consuming deterministic structural analysis (see, for example, Myers and 

Montgomery, 1995). 

The response surface thus represents the result (or output) of the structural analysis 

encompassing (in theory) every reasonable combination of all input variables.  

Starting from an achieved response surface, it is possible to create (via simulation) 

thousands of combinations of all design variables, and perform a pseudo structural 

analysis for each variable set, by simply looking up (via interpolation) the 

corresponding surface value. Each approximation of structural analysis output is thus 

generated in a matter of milliseconds. The end result is the creation of the probability 

distribution function (PDF) of the performance function. Once the response PDFs are 

defined, other methods (numerical integration, Monte Carlo, limit state approximation) 

can be used to determine the probability of failure. The general steps, shown graphically 

in Figure 5.7, to use the RSM are as follows:  

1. Perform the deterministic analysis (e.g., FEM) at strategically predetermined 

values of the random variables. 

2. Using the results of step 1, construct an approximate closed-form expression for 

the response variable (could be stress, strength, acceleration, etc.) in terms of the 

design variables, using regression techniques.  

3. Create a response (e.g., applied stress) PDF from simulation of the design 

variables using the regression equation. 

4. Find the probability of failure from the response PDFs using numerical 

integration, Monte Carlo simulation or approximation methods. 
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Figure 5.7 – RSM procedure using 3 levels of N design variables 

5.4.2.1 Step 1: Analyze Structure at Chosen Values 

The challenge is to define representative combinations of the design variables to 

produce a representative output (response). Statistical design-of-experiments techniques 

can be used to select these representative combinations and systematically simulate the 

structural analysis. These are analogous to Monte Carlo simulation, but by using 

experimental design methods, strategic combinations of design variable values are 

employed to attempt to create an envelope containing all possible (within engineering 

reason) output values. In general, in a Design of Experiment (DOE), the experiments are 

set up in such a way that a maximum amount of information is obtained in a minimum 

amount of computation time. 

The selection of a DOE method depends on the available computational power and 

the expected order (linear, quadratic with/without cross terms, ...) of the RS model that 

is required to accurately represent the actual functional performances.  

There are many experimental designs and sampling methods which address the issue 

of adequate and representative sample selection. However, all of these methods can be 

classified in two main categories: orthogonal designs and random designs. 

The orthogonality of the designs means that the model parameters are statistically 

independent, in the sense that the factors in an experiment are uncorrelated and can be 

varied independently one of each other. A popular scheme is the full (or 2N) factorial 

DOE scheme. For a problem with N input parameters, all 2N possible combinations of 

parameter extrema (ai, bi) are evaluated. 

Widely used methods are fractional and full-factorial designs, Central Composite and 

Box-Behnken designs. 

In random designs the value of parameters of the model chosen for the experiments 

are based on a random process. The most common random design is the Latin 

hypercube sampling. 

In the following paragraphs some details on Central Composite and Box-Behnken 

design and Latin hypercube sampling are given. 
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5.4.2.1.1 Central Composite design 

A Box-Wilson Central Composite Design, commonly called central composite (CC) 

design, contains an imbedded factorial or fractional factorial design with centre points 

that is augmented with a group of “star points” that allow estimation of curvature. If the 

distance from the centre of the design space to a factorial point is ±1 unit for each 

factor, the distance from the centre of the design space to a star point is ±α with |α|> 1. 

The precise value of α depends on certain properties desired for the design and on the 

number of factors involved. 

It is possible to individuate three types of points: 

• axial points: 2n points created by a Screening Analysis, where one of the 

parameters has the minimum or maximum value and all other parameters have 

their nominal value. 

• cube points: 2n points come from a Full Factorial design, where sample points 

have all possible combinations of the minimum and maximum values of the 

control parameters. 

• centre point: a single point in the centre is created by a Nominal design, where 

all control parameters are set to their nominal values. 

There are three types of CC designs, (Central Composite Circumscribed (CCC), 

Central Composite Inscribed (CCI), and Central Composite Face-centered (CCF)), 

having all the structure shown in Figure 5.8 but with different values for ai and bi.  

 
Figure 5.8 – The example points of a Central Composite Circumscribed design with three 

input parameters 

These values of the three CC designs are listed in Table 5.1. 

 bi/ai rangei 

CCC n  2 ai 

CCI n  2 bi 

CCF 1 2 ai=2 bi 
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Table 5.1 - Factors a and b for Central Composite designs with full 

Two of these designs - CCC and CCI - have a special characteristic; they are 

rotatable. A design is said to be rotatable, if upon rotating the design points about the 

centre point the moments of the distribution of the design remain unchanged. 

5.4.2.1.2 Box-Behnken design 

The Box-Behnken method is an independent quadratic design that can be graphically 

explained thinking about a cube whose volume represents all possible combinations of 

three continuous input variables. The centre of this cube would correspond to the input 

variables at their nominal values. The corner points represent the eight possible 

combinations of the three input variables at their extreme values: (Low, Low, Low), 

(Low, Low, High),… (High, High, High). 

The Box-Behnken Matrix method does not evaluate the response variable for the 

eight corner points of this cube. Instead, it considers those 12 points where two of the 

input variables are at extreme values and the other is at nominal, corresponding to the 

midpoints of the 12 edges comprising the cube. It also considers the centre point of the 

cube, thus bringing the total number of deterministic evaluations to 13 (Figure 5.9). 

In the following Table 5.2, the 13 tests that would be performed in the hypothesis of 

n=3 random variables are presented. 

Test Run No. Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 
1 low low nominal 
2 low high nominal 
3 high low nominal 
4 high high nominal 
5 low nominal low 
6 low nominal high 
7 high nominal low 
8 high nominal high 
9 nominal low low 

10 nominal low high 
11 nominal high low 
12 nominal high high 
13 nominal nominal nominal 

Table 5.2 - Box-Behnken experimental design matrix
In general, for n random variables, the Box-Behnken method requires ( )2 1 1n n − +  

deterministic evaluations. 
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Figure 5.9 – Box-Behnken design cube 

5.4.2.1.3 Latin hypercube sampling method 

Another widely used method for experimental design, originally developed by 

McKay, Conover, and Beckman in late Seventies, is known as Latin hypercube 

sampling.  

This method selects k different values from each of n variables X1, … Xn in the 

following manner. The range of each variable is divided into k non-overlapping 

intervals on the basis of equal probability. One value from each interval is selected at 

random with respect to the probability density in the interval. The k values thus obtained 

for X1 are paired in a random manner (equally likely combinations) with the k values of 

X2. These k pairs are combined in a random manner with the k values of X3 to form k 

triplets, and so on, until k n-tuplets are formed. These k n-tuplets are the same as the k n-

dimensional input vectors that can be obtained as output of a Monte Carlo simulation 

based on k samples. This is the Latin hypercube sample. It is convenient to think of this 

sample (or any random sample of size n) as forming a [k x n] matrix of input where the 

i-th row contains specific values of each of the n input variables to be used on the i-th 

run of the finite element model. 

To help clarify how intervals are determined in the Latin hypercube sample, a simple 

example can be considered where it is desired to generate a Latin hypercube sample of 

size n = 5 with two input variables, X1 and X2. If it is assumed that the first random 

variable X1 has a normal distribution with mean μ and variance σ2, the endpoints that 

limit the five intervals on X1 can be estimated from the relations: 

1 1 1Pr(-  X  A) = Pr(A  X   B) = Pr(B  X   C)= ∞ < ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  

1 1= Pr(C  X   D) = Pr(D  X  <+ ) = 0.2≤ ≤ ≤ ∞   (5.16) 

Thus each of the five intervals corresponds to a 20% probability (Figure 5.10).  
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Figure 5.10 – CDF and PDF of a Latin hypercube sample for a Normal variable, n=5 

In a similar manner, if the second random variable, X2, has a uniform distribution on 

the interval from G to L, the corresponding intervals used in the Latin hypercube sample 

for X2 can be easily computed. These intervals are given in Figure 5.11 in terms of both 

cumulative and the density functions. 

  
Figure 5.11 – CDF and PDF of a Latin hypercube sample for a Uniform variable, n=5 

The next step in obtaining the Latin hypercube sample is to pick specific values of X1 

and X2 in each of their five respective intervals. This selection must be done in a random 

manner with respect to the density in each interval; that is, the selection must reflect the 

height of the density across the interval.  

For example, in the (–∞, A) interval for X1, values close to A will have a higher 

probability of selection than those values in the tail of the distribution that extends 

towards –∞.  

Next, the selected values of X1 and X2 are randomly paired to form the five required 

two-dimensional input vectors. 

The fact of combining the permutations of the levels in a random way ensures that 

each level is present in the design and the number of levels is maximized. 

Latin hypercube designs do not suffer the collapse problem, because if one or more 

of the factors appear not to be important, every point in the design still gives 

information about influence of the other factors on the response. In this way none of the 

time-consuming computer experiments become useless. 
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5.4.2.2 Step 2:Develop regression equations 
Once all FEM runs having as input variables vectors determined on the base of one 

design of experiments procedure, a linear regression equation relating the design 

variable or performance function, Z, to the variables X1....Xn can be obtained. In the case 

of the Box-Behnken design developed for fitting second-order response surfaces, the 

regression equation that can be estimated is of the form: 
1

2
0 , , ( , ) , ,

1 1 1 1

n n n n

i k i n i k i i j k i k j
i i i j i

Z X X X Xβ β β β
−

+
= = = = +

⎛ ⎞
= + + + ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  (5.17) 

where β are the unknown coefficients, n is number of random variables in input and 

the index k takes into account the deterministic analyses performed. 

It is assumed that the regression equation will produce accurate estimates for the 

variable Z as long as the values for all the design variables are somewhere between their 

low and high values. That is, the regression model should not be extrapolated. One goal 

in regression analysis is to not have excessive terms in the equation, as the model is 

being forced to twist and turn through too many data points, thereby misrepresenting the 

nature of the response surface. To obtain the best small model, the first step is to 

eliminate those terms that, being based on physically meaningless combinations of 

variables, do not make physical sense. 

5.4.2.3 Step 3: Develop Response Variable PDF 
Once the regression equation using all the design variables is developed, Monte 

Carlo simulation is used to generate a distribution for the response variable. A random 

draw is made from each design variable probability distribution, as shown in Figure 5.7, 

and then a single response value associated with the set of chosen design variable values 

is calculated via interpolation. The result is a series of response values which can then 

be fit to a probability distribution or used to create a discrete distribution if a continuous 

distribution does not provide an adequate fit. 

5.4.2.4 Step 4: Evaluate Probability of Failure 
Once that performance function distribution has been achieved, probability of failure 

can be calculated either with a numerical integration procedure or by applying Monte 

Carlo or limit state approximation methods. 

Several important notes regarding the response surface methodology:  

• Probability distributions for the input variables must be accurate. 
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• Regression equations must fit analysis results well and since they are only 

quadratic in nature, should only be used in situations where there are no 

abrupt changes in the response for moderate changes of input variables. 

• Monte Carlo simulation must be run enough times to get an accurate depiction 

of the response variable’s probability distribution. 

5.4.3 Limit State Approximation Methods 
As already stated, Monte Carlo simulation for complex structural analysis codes is 

impractical from an execution time point of view, especially for low failure 

probabilities. Applying one of the discussed techniques such as the response surface 

method or importance sampling, to reduce the amount of structural analyses (e.g., FEM) 

required, is one way of approaching the problem.  

Another approach to solving the multivariable integral is to employ limit state 

approximation methods. These methods, especially useful for analyzing 

computationally demanding numerical models, allow for quick estimations of the CDF, 

trying to approximate the original g-functions by simple linear or quadratic functions. 

The limit state approximation methods, also referred to as point expansion methods in 

the literature, can be divided into two groups:  

• Mean Value methods 

• Most Probable Point and Advanced Mean Value methods. 

5.4.3.1 Mean Value methods 
To the first group belong the simplest, least-expensive reliability methods in that they 

estimate the response means, standard deviations, and all CDF response-probability-

reliability levels from a single evaluation of response functions and their gradients at the 

uncertain variable means.  

This approximation can have acceptable accuracy when the response functions are 

nearly linear and their distributions are approximately Gaussian, but has been shown to 

be potentially inaccurate for high reliability (low probability of failure, 10-5 or below) 

calculations, as well as for highly nonlinear performance functions.  

Mean Value First Order (MVFO) and Mean Value First-Order Second-Moment 

(MVFOSM) methods are based on a Taylor’s series expansions of the Z-function at the 

mean value: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
1 1

n n

i i i i MV
i ii

ZZ X Z X H X a a X H X Z X H X
X

μ μ
= =

⎛ ⎞∂
= + − + = + + = +⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑   (5.18) 

where the derivatives are evaluated at the mean values. ZMV, that is the Mean Value 

First Order (MVFO abbreviated also as MV), is a random variable representing the sum 

of first order terms and H(X) represents the higher order terms. There are several ways 

of obtaining ai coefficients, for user-defined g-functions they can be computed by 

numerical differentiation method whereas for user-defined data sets the least-squares 

method can be applied. The minimum required number of Z-function evaluations is 

(n+l). 

When probability distributions of Xi are defined, the CDF of the first order terms, 

ZMV, is completely defined. In general the MV solution is not enough accurate and it 

could be possible to improve accuracy just taking into account higher order terms in 

Taylor’s series expansion. The method that is based on the truncation of the expansion 

at second order terms is known as Mean Value Second Order method. However, the 

higher-order approach, especially in case of to implicit Z-functions and large number of 

random variables, becomes difficult and inefficient and causes again an excessive 

increase of the computational time. 

More efficient first-order methods have been developed that can improve accuracy 

without increasing complexity. 

5.4.3.2 Most Probable Point Methods 
There are several methods in this group, the main ones being First-Order Reliability 

Method (FORM), the Second-Order Reliability Method (SORM) and the Advanced 

Mean Value Methods (AMV and AMV+). 

The common approach to these methods consists in to transform the integral above to 

an approximately equal integral that can be efficiently evaluated. This can be done by 

the following steps: 

1. Transform the design variable distributions into standard normal 

distributions. That is, transform ( ) 0g X =  into ( ) 0g u =  where u is a vector 

of standardized, independent Gaussian variables. This is usually made by 

applying Rosenblatt transformation. 

2. Identify the most probable point (MPP), or design point. For a given limit 

state function, the main contribution to failure probability comes from the 
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region where g is closest to the origin in the transformed design variable 

space (u-space). 

3. Develop a polynomial approximation to the performance function around the 

MPP. Thus the g-function is approximated by a simply defined (quadratic) 

surface through that point (MPP). Compute probability of failure using the 

newly defined g-function and the transformed variables. 

The various steps necessary for the implementation of MPP based methods can be 

summarized in graphical form as in the following Figure 5.12. 

 
Figure 5.12 – MPP based methods application procedure 

In general the MPP based methods are well developed for problems with single, 

well-behaved (monotonic and continuously differentiable) limit states functions. 

5.4.3.2.1 Step 1: Evaluate Probability of Failure 

MPP based reliability approximations are carried out in the space of a set of standard, 

uncorrelated normal variables U, obtained by transforming the basic variables X. This 

transformation is dependent on the form of the probability distribution of each variable. 

The advantage of doing this probability transformation is to be able to exploit the 

superior properties of standard normal space. In the u-space, in fact, the JPDF of the 

response is rotationally symmetric around the origin and decays exponentially with the 

square of the distance from the origin. Thus, the minimum distance point is the Most 

Probable Point, as it can be appreciated from the graph in Figure 5.13. 

The drawback is that the involved transformation might significantly distort the g-

function such that an originally flat surface becomes highly curved. 
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Figure 5.13 – JPDF and MPP for Two Random Variables 

The transformation can be made in several ways. The most accepted methods to 

transform a set of correlated, non-normal variables X = (X1, ......, Xn) to the space of 

uncorrelated standard normal variables U = (U1,..., Un) are the Rosenblatt and the Nataf 

transformations. The Rosenblatt transformation (Rosenblatt, 1952) is based on the 

conditional distribution of the random variables: 

( )1
1 1 1U F X−= Φ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  

( )1
2 2 2 1U F X X− ⎡ ⎤= Φ ⎣ ⎦         (5.19) 

… 
( )1

1 2 1, ,...n n n nU F X X X X−
−⎡ ⎤= Φ ⎣ ⎦  

where Fi(Xi) is the CDF of Xi, Fi(Xi|Xj) is the conditional CDF, and Φ-1 is the inverse 

CDF of a standardized normal random variable. 

If the variables X are uncorrelated, than Fi(Xi|Xj)= Fi(Xi) and the Rosenblatt 

transformation can be written as: 

( )1
XU F X−= Φ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦         (5.20) 

or, in inverse form: 

( )1
XX F U−= Φ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦         (5.21) 

Using the above transformation, the entire g(X)-function can be transformed to g(u) 

and allow the probabilistic analysis to be performed in the u-space. Numerically, 

however, the X-to-u or u-to-X transformations are needed only at points required to find 

the MPP, construct polynomials, and perform importance sampling. 

The Rosenblatt transformation for dependent random variables may be impractical 

because the available data is often insufficient to establish the joint and the conditional 

probability distribution.  
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In case of correlated random variables, if only marginal probability distributions and 

correlation data are available, even for non-normal random variables, the Nataf 

transformation may be applied to give a set of independent normal random variables. 

The Nataf method (Nataf, 1962) transforms each correlated, non-normal random 

variable into a normal variable and generates a new set of correlation coefficients for the 

transformed normal variables. The generated normal variables are then assumed to have 

a Gaussian joint normal density function (which is generally not true) and the 

correlation coefficients are used to generate a set of independent normal random 

variables. The inputs required for the second option include only the marginal 

distributions and the correlation coefficients 

This transformation is performed in two steps. To transform between the original 

correlated X-space variables and correlated standard normals (“Z-space”), the CDF 

matching condition is used: 

( ) ( )i iZ F XΦ =     (5.22) 

Then, to transform between correlated Z-space variables and uncorrelated U-space 

variables, the factor L, obtained by Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix R, 

such that R=LLT is used: 

Z LU=     (5.23) 

where the original correlation matrix for non-normals variables in X-space has been 

modified to represent the corresponding correlation in Z-space. The Cholesky 

decomposition is possible provided that the covariance matrix is positive definite, which 

is the case as long as the random variables are not linearly dependent. 

5.4.3.2.2 Step 2: Identify Most Probable Point 

Once transformed random variables in the U-space, the MPP can be identified as the 

point on the limit state surface at the shortest distance, β, from the origin (Hasofer and 

Lind, 1974) or as the point that in the standard normal space has the highest probability 

of producing the value of limit-state function g(U) (Wu, 1990). β is also referred to as 

the safety index in reliability analysis and the MPP becomes the critical design point.  

In general, the identification of the MPP can be formulated as a standard 

optimization problem (i.e., find the minimum distance point subject to g=0) and can be 

solved by many optimization methods. The most widely used between them are the 

modified method of feasible directions (MMFD), sequential linear programming (SLP), 
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and sequential quadratic programming (SQP). Some have also been developed 

specifically for probabilistic analysis such as the Rackwitz-Feissler (1978) method (RF), 

that provides a convergence check based on the safety index β: 

1

1

0.01i i

i

β β
β

−

−

−
≤          (5.24) 

The RF is a Newton based method and is not guaranteed to converge. However, 

when the RF method converges it generally converges in far fewer function evaluations 

than other optimization algorithms such as SQP. 

One source of numerical algorithm error in the probabilistic solution is the inability 

of the algorithm to locate the correct MPP. This can result for a variety of reasons such 

as locating a local minimum when a global minimum exists, the presence of multiple 

minimums, and violations of the assumptions of a smooth and continuous response 

surface. The challenging aspect of this error is that the problem may arise after 

transformation to the standard normal space. If the mapping from original to standard 

normal space is highly nonlinear, ill-behaved failure surfaces can be generated and can 

not be recognized by the analyst.  

5.4.3.2.3 Step 3: Develop g-Function and Determine Failure Probability 

The function g(U) is approximated by a polynomial in the vicinity of the MPP.  

The first-order reliability method (FORM) estimate is based on the linearization of 

the g-function at the MPP ( )* * * *
1 2, ,..., nU U U U=  in the U-space: 

( ) ( )*
1 0

1

n

i i i
i

g U a a U U
=

= + −∑        (5.25) 

Given g1(U), the probability of failure pf  is a function of the minimum distance β to 

the plane defined by g, in the u-space: 

( )( ) ( )Pr 0fp g U β= < = Φ −        (5.26) 

where β is given by the relation: 
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which is allowed to take negative values. A negative β means the origin is in the 

failure region (i.e., for the pf > 0.5 case) and the a vector is positive from the MPP to the 

origin. 

The above equation provides an easy correspondence between the probability 

estimate and the safety index. If g(U) is nonlinear, a good approximation can still be 

obtained by the above equation, provided that the magnitude of the principal curvatures 

of the limit-state surface in the u space at the MPP is not too large.  

If the limit-state function is highly nonlinear, the second order reliability method 

(SORM), based on a second-order approximation of the limit state function at the MPP 

can be used, which takes into account the curvature of the limit-state surface around the 

MPP. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
12* * * *

2 0
1 1 1 1

n n n i

i i i i i i ij i i j j
i i i j

g U a a U U b U U c U U U U
−

= = = =

= + − + − + − −∑ ∑ ∑∑    (5.28) 

The second order coefficient are usually computed by numerical differentiation. A 

special case of g2(U) is a parabola which has an exact integral solution for pf. 

The simplest of the SORM approximations g2(U), that consists in a paraboloid 

fitting, is due to Breitung (1984). With this approach, based on an asymptotic formula 

valid for large β, the probability of failure is expressed as: 

( )( ) ( ) ( )
1

1 2

1

Pr 0 1
n

f i
i

p g U β βκ
−

−

=

= < ≈ Φ − +∏       (5.29) 

where κi denotes the i-th principal curvature of the limit state at the minimum 

distance point, calculated as in Figure 5.14. 

 
Figure 5.14 – Geometry for computing the principal curvature 

In the following Figure 5.15, the procedure to obtain approximate g-functions with 

FORM and SORM approaches is graphically illustrated. 
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Figure 5.15 – FORM and SORM approximations of the limit state function 

The FORM approach is not accurate for limit state functions with large curvature at 

the MPP. 

SORM approaches are more accurate than FORM, but are more complex 

mathematically and require more failure function calculations, which may be costly.  

Other first order MPP based methods are the Advanced Mean Value method (AMV) 

and the Advanced Mean Value method with iterations (AMV+), both developed with 

the aim to increase the accuracy of the rough MV estimates without introducing a too 

high complexity. 

The AMV method improves the MV by substituting the MPP values of the random 

variables into Z(X) and calculating an updated response. 

( )AMV MV MVZ Z H Z= +         (5.30) 

where H(ZMV) is the difference between the values of ZMV and Z calculated at the 

locus of the MPPs of ZMV for different z values (Wu, 1990). The Figure 5.16 presents an 

illustration of the AMV method. 

 
Figure 5.16 – Illustration of the AMV method 

Ideally, the H(ZMV) function should be based on the exact most-probable-point locus 

(MPPL) of the Z-function to optimize the truncation error. The AMV procedure 
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simplifies this procedure by using the MPPL of ZMV. As a result of this approximation, 

the truncation error is not optimum; however, because the Z-function correction points 

are generally "close" to the exact most probable points, the AMV solution provides a 

reasonably good CDF estimation for many engineering application problems. 

The computational steps for a point CDF analysis are: 

1. Based on ZMV, compute the MPP, X*, for a selected CDF value 

2. Compute Z(X*) to update z for the selected CDF value. Given the MV model, 

the required number of Z-function calculations equals the number of selected 

CDF values. The above steps require the construction of the ZMV-function 

only once for all the CDF levels. Assuming that a numerical differentiation 

scheme is used to define the ZMV-function, the required number of the Z-

function evaluations is (n+1+m), where n is the number of random variables 

and m is the number of CDF levels. 

The AMV solution can be further improved by changing in iterative way the 

expansion point. The AMV+ method continues from the AMV step by iteratively 

recreating the approximate function about the predicted MPP until convergence (Wu, 

1993): 

( ) ( )
*

* *
0

1 1

n n

AMV i i i i
i ii x

ZZ Z X X X b b X
X+

= =

⎛ ⎞∂
= + − = +⎜ ⎟∂⎝ ⎠

∑ ∑      (5.31) 

where X* is the converged MPP for Z =z0. 

It is important to note that the variables Xi are generally non-normal and dependent, 

therefore the above AMV+ model, which is linear in the X-space, is different from the 

first-order reliability method (FORM) model, which is linear in the u-space. 

Based on the AMV results, iteration algorithms can be used to improve the CDF 

estimates. 

One of them, that allows to estimate CDF at specified probability level, implemented 

in the research code NESSUS, has been used for the probabilistic calculations based on 

AMV+ applications in the present work (see Figure 5.17). It derives from the standard 

Rackwitz-Feissler method already discussed for MPP search, but introduces further 

convergence checks on the variations, calculated from the last two iterations, undergone 

by the response Z and by the angle between the MPPs (Riha et alii, 2004; Thacker et 

alii, 2004).  
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It consists of the following steps: 

• Construct a linear mean based z-function, Z1, and search for z0 such that 

P[Z1<z0] = fixed probability level. 

• Use MPP of Z1 =z0 and compute Z again. 

• Obtain the new Z1-function around the MPP of Z1 = z0. 

• Repeat the above steps until z0 converges. 

The convergence is reached when: 

• The relative change in Z is less then a default (0.01) or a user defined value 

z_tol 

1

1

_i i

i

Z Z
z tol

Z
−

−

−
≤         (5.32) 

AND 

• The measure of the angle between the MPPs from the last two iterations, θ, is 

less then a maximum allowable ε.  

θ is defined as: 

( )1
1cos i iθ α α ε−
−= ⋅ ≤        (5.33) 

where αi are the direction cosines to the MPP from iteration i. 

 

 
Figure 5.17 – AMV+ Iteration Algorithm for a Specified probability level (NESSUS 

manual, 2001) 

Of course, the accuracy of these methods founded on g-function approximations 

depends on how well the approximate g-function represents the exact g-function 

(Thacker et alii, 2001). It should be cautioned that some nonlinear functions (e.g., a sine 

wave function) cannot be approximated well by low-order polynomials. In practice, 
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when a performance function is implicitly defined and is highly nonlinear, it is difficult 

to assess the error introduced by the polynomial approximation. Therefore, for any new 

type of g-functions, the approximate solutions should be checked using other more 

accurate methods ().  

In Figure 5.18 two typical cases are shown for which application of linear 

approximation methods could lead to serious errors. On the left it is the case of a limit 

state function with a large curvature at the MPP: the first order method overestimates 

dramatically the probability of failure. In the plot on the right, the case of a non 

continuous performance function is presented, where the entire failure region on the top 

left is not considered in the determination of the pf  that results to be underestimated. 

  
Figure 5.18 – First Order methods limits for g-functions not smooth and/or continuous 

5.5 Reliability-based Design Optimization 
In engineering design, the traditional deterministic design optimization model has 

been successfully applied to systematically improve the system design process, yielding 

a reduction of the costs and an improvement of the final quality of the products.  

However, the presence of uncertainties calls for different optimization models that 

can yield not only an improvement in the design, but also a higher level of confidence. 

A reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) model for robust and cost-effective 

designs can be defined using mean values of the random system parameters as design 

variables and optimizing the cost subject to prescribed probabilistic constraints (e.g. a 

maximum on the allowed probability of failure) by solving a mathematically nonlinear 

programming problem.  

The general RBDO model can be defined as: 
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where:  

• the cost function can be any function of the mean values Xμ  of the input 

parameters  

• ,f jP is the probabilistic constraint that can be defined for each failure mode 

and needs to be satisfied. 

To go in details of available robust optimization techniques is beyond the objective 

of the present work. however, it is just the case to underline that as a result, the RBDO 

solution provides not only an improved design but also a higher level of confidence in 

the design (Figure 5.19). 

 
Figure 5.19 – Deterministic VS. Reliability Based Optimum 

In the RBDO approach, the probability of failure for a particular design can be 

estimated using a methodology based on reliability analysis and design optimization 

through probabilistic models of relevant design parameters.  

When using this optimization approach, in fact, the constraint definitions are 

expressed in terms of probability distributions and thus need to be evaluated, for each 

optimization step, within the probability framework. Thus, a reliability-based design 

optimization (RBDO) model for robust and cost effective designs can be defined using 

mean values of the random system parameters as design variables and optimizing the 

cost subject to prescribed probabilistic constraints (e.g. a maximum on the allowed 

probability of failure) by solving a mathematically nonlinear programming problem. 

If the statistical distributions of the input random variables are well established (i.e. 

when all uncertainties or variabilities are reducible (or expected)) then all of the 
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uncertainties have been counted for in the design process and the result of reliability-

based design would be robust in the sense that is least sensitive to the change in the 

statistics of the input random variables (such as the mean, standard deviation and type 

of a distribution) within acceptable range of cost. 
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6 Applications 
The present Chapter deals with the application of the illustrated probabilistic methods to 

vibroacoustic test cases. 

In the first two test examples, a probabilistic approach has been used to describe 

dynamic behaviour of the finite element model of a composite panel coupled to an 

acoustic volume. Statistical distribution of sound pressure field radiated by the panel 

inside the chamber in the frequency range 100-900 Hz has been evaluated once given 

variability of some panel’s material and geometrical characteristics. 

In particular, the first example shows an application of the probabilistic code 

NESSUS, Numerical Evaluation of Stochastic Structures Under Stress, developed by 

Southwest Research Institute, and illustrates opportunity and limits of the code when 

dealing with dynamic analysis.  

The second activity concerns with the application of a Reliability-based Design 

Optimization procedure (RBDO) to address the variability modelling issues of the same 

vibroacoustic problem within the design process loop. In the RBDO approach, the 

probability of failure for a particular design can be estimated using a methodology 

based on reliability analysis and design optimization through probabilistic models of 

relevant design parameters. The commercial code LMS.Optimus has been used, whose 

opportunities and limits are here discussed. 

For the last two activities, the analyzed problem has been the effect of the 

variabilities respectively of boundary conditions and damping material on sound 

transmission loss, calculated with the discrete coordinates approach discussed earlier. 

The probabilistic model has been implemented in an in-house developed code, 

opportunely interfaced with the FE solver MSC.Nastran in order to satisfy the necessity 

to overcome limitation to perform analyses at fixed frequency or with time consuming 

methods imposed by the commercial codes. 

Monte Carlo method and Advanced Mean Value methods have been applied and 

achieved results compared. 

6.1 Analysis using NESSUS 
In the first application, AMV+ and MC methods have been applied to the FE model 

of a composite panel coupled at an acoustic volume with anechoic properties.  
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The software used, NESSUS, has been originally developed by a team led by 

Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) as part of the NASA project entitled “Probabilistic 

Structural Analysis Methods (PSAM) for Select Space Propulsion Components”, that 

allow to effort analytical as well as finite element statistical analyses, being interfaced 

with many finite element commercial solvers, such MSC.Nastran. NESSUS stands for 

Numerical Evaluation of Stochastic Structures Under Stress but actually the code can be 

used to simulate uncertainties in loads, geometry, material behaviour, and other user-

defined random variables to predict the probabilistic response. 

Statistical distribution such as Normal, Lognormal or Weibull can be assigned to the 

input random variables. Many efficient probabilistic analysis methods have been 

devised to alleviate the need for MC (Monte Carlo) simulation, which is impractical for 

large-scale high-fidelity problems. The traditional methods include, for example, the 

first and second-order reliability methods (FORM and SORM), the response surface 

method (RSM), and Latin hypercube simulation (LHS). Methods tailored for complex 

probabilistic finite element analysis include, for example, the mean value family of 

methods (MV, AMV, AMV+) and adaptive importance sampling (AIS). 

The aim of this application was to evaluate the statistical distribution of the sound 

pressure level inside the chamber due to a plane wave impinging on the panel. The 

plane wave has been simulated as concentrated forces spatially and uniformly 

distributed, in the frequency range 100-900 Hz. In the first analyses, sound pressure 

levels have been computed at 7 different fluid points and the spatially average value of 

SPL has been used as performance function for the following probabilistic analysis. 

The panel dimensions were 0.600 m x 0.200 m and the panel lay-up consisted of 12 

composite layers 0.24 mm thick each. The composite laminates was represented in the 

finite element model by 1200 CQUAD4 plate elements having 2D-orthotropic material 

characteristics and PCOMP element properties. The anechoic chamber dimensions were 

1.400x1.000x0.700 m. The fluid inside the chamber was air and it has been represented 

in the finite element model by 7840 CHEXA six-sided solid elements with 3D-isotropic 

material properties and PSOLID element properties. PFLUID has been used in FCTN 

field of PSOLID properties in order to define material properties for fluid elements in 

coupled fluid-structural analysis. 
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Anechoicity condition has been simulated, rather than introducing acoustic absorbing 

elements included in the NASTRAN libraries, imposing an average loss factor to the 

acoustic fluid. This loss factor has been calculated from the following equation: 

60

2.2
fluid f T

η =            (6.1) 

where the reverberation time T60 can be achieved from the Sabine equation (2.112) by 

imposing unitary absorption on the cavity walls. 

Furthermore, coincident nodes of the both fluid model and structure model were 

equivalenced to remove redundant nodes at the junction points. The simulations have 

been carried out with simply supported boundary conditions on the panel edges. 

6.1.1 Complex Modal Analysis results 
For the coupled system (panel plus fluid), a direct complex eigenvalue analysis has 

been performed in the frequency range 100-900 Hz using MSC.Nastran solution 107 

and, for the panel only, a normal mode analysis has been performed in the same 

frequency range, using MSC.Nastran solution 103. Analysis results are shown in Table 

6.1 where the influence of fluid-structure interaction on natural modes can be noted. 

Achieved results have been later used to identify frequencies where to carry out 

probabilistic calculations. 

Panel Mode SOL 103, Panel 
Frequency [Hz] 

SOL 107, Coupled System 
Frequency [Hz] 

1,1 169.19 166.68 
2,1 218.43 215.99 
3,1 308.06 305.35 
4,1 439.48 434.71 
5,1 611.44 607.84 
6,1 752.79 738.86 

Table 6.1 - Panel and coupled system natural modes in the frequency range 100-900 Hz. 

6.1.2 Frequency Response Analysis results 
In order to perform a frequency response analysis of the panel, a dynamic load has 

been applied at all nodes in direction orthogonal to the panel surface. Response in terms 

of sound pressure levels has been evaluated at fluid nodes candidates for the subsequent 

probabilistic analysis. A flat input in the range 100-900 Hz has been obtained using the 

RLOAD2 MSC.Nastran entry. The chosen fluid nodes, highlighted in the Figure 6.1(a) 

and summarized in the Table 6.2, were at the distance of 0.05m from the panel surface. 
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The Figure 6.1(b) illustrates the frequency responses evaluated at the same nodes in the 

range 100-900 Hz. 

Due to the fact that a plane wave normal to the panel excites only odd panel’s 

structural modes, it has been noted that panel displacements had a plane-zx symmetry, 

so 6 virtual nodes have been added to selected set to evaluate the average of sound 

pressure. 

(a)  (b)  
Figure 6.1 - System FE model (a) and Frequency Responses at the chosen nodes (b) 
 

Node x coordinate [m] y coordinate [m] z coordinate [m] 
6381 0.05 0.50 0.35 
6468 0.05 0.60 0.30 
6526 0.05 0.75 0.35 
5888 0.05 0.70 0.30 
7106 0.05 0.70 0.40 
5830 0.05 0.60 0.30 
7048 0.05 0.60 0.40 

Table 6.2 - Coordinates of the nodes used for frequency response analysis. 

6.1.3 Probabilistic FE Analysis 
The probabilistic analysis has been realized describing some of the material 

properties as random variables and assigning them a statistical distribution. The 

composite materials was composed by two types of ply: external ply was called “fabric” 

type and internal ply was called “tape” type.  

Young modulus of composite material plies both along the fibre direction and in 

transverse direction, have been simulated as Normal distributed, with random variables 

named respectively Ef1 and Ef2 for “fabric” plies and Et1 and Et2 for “tape” plies. The 

shear modulus G12 and the density ρ for both types of plies has been described with a 

Normal distribution. The standard deviation for all the variables has been posed to be 

the 10% of the respective mean values. 
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“Tape” material properties variables have been considered to be correlated between 

themselves and the same considerations have been done for “fabric” material properties 

variables.  

Instead, “fabric” and “tape” materials have been supposed separately produced, thus 

correlation coefficients between the different materials have been chosen equal to zero. 

In the following Table 6.3 the correlation matrix is summarized. 

 Ef1 Ef2 Gf12 ρf Et1 Et2 Gt12 ρt 
Ef1 1        
Ef2 1 1       
Gf12 1 1 1      
ρf 0.5 0.5 0.5 1     
Et1 0 0 0 0 1    
Et2 0 0 0 0 1 1   
Gt12 0 0 0 0 1 1 1  
ρt 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 

Table 6.3 – Correlation matrix 

NESSUS, at least for MSC.Nastran interfaced analyses, allows to perform only 

analysis at single fixed frequency. Then, in order to calculate dynamic response at 

different frequencies and for different nodes, it has been chosen to perform a separate 

analysis for each frequency using as performance function the average sound pressure 

calculated on 13 nodes (7 real and 6 virtual nodes). 

In order to investigate the applicability of MPP based methods, it has been verified if 

the performance function versus its variables was smooth and continuous. 

It has been noted that if sound pressure levels are calculated at a frequency where in 

nominal conditions one of the panel resonances occur, the assumptions mentioned 

above are not verified (see Figure 6.2), whereas at frequencies far from panel 

resonances, the performance function has smoothness and continuity characteristics (see 

Figure 6.3) 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.2 - Sound Pressure versus ρt (a) and Ef1 (b) close to a system proper frequency 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.3 - Sound Pressure versus ρt (a) and Ef1 (b) far from a system proper frequency 

The highly non-linear behaviour of the sound pressure at frequencies close to the 

“resonances” can be explained with the fact that the analyses are performed at fixed 

frequencies, identified by the frequencies at which, in nominal conditions, panel’s 

modes in the coupled analysis occur. When a panel’s mode occur, the radiated sound 

pressure has a maximum. Now, if a parameter in the input model, for instance the 

panel’s density, is changed, the panel’s modes will have a frequency shift but the 

analysis will be carried out at the same frequency as before, at which the panel will not 

have anymore a vibrating mode. Its radiated pressure, then, will be much lower. 

On the other hand, preliminary runs showed that, if correctly applicable, AMV+ 

method analysis constitutes a good compromise between accuracy and efficiency.  

Trying to avoid performance function’s sharp behaviour, a subsequent analysis has 

been performed using as performance function the average sound pressure calculated on 

three values belonging to the same one-third octave band and chosen as far as possible 

from panel’s modes frequencies. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.4 - Average sound pressure in third octave bands, MC (a) VS. AMV+ (b) 

With this new aim, it has been tried to apply AMV+ method, comparing the achieved 

results with ones coming from application of the MC, Figure 6.4(a).  

Even if selected frequencies were as far as possible from resonances, some bands 

were not large enough to choose frequencies far enough to obtain the AMV+ method 
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convergence, as it can be seen in Figure 6.4(b). In these cases, MC method has to be 

used. Comparing the results achieved by AMV+ and MC analyses in the one-third 

octave bands centred at 160 Hz and 315 Hz, it appear clear that AMV+ results are not 

reliable. In the 160 Hz band, in fact, the convergence was not reached whereas in the 

315 Hz one-third octave band, CDF monotonicity property has been violated: the 

pressure value at 15th percentile must be absolutely less of values associated to higher 

percentages of probability. 

Relative errors has been evaluated in the analyzed one-third octave bands for 

probability levels between 15% and 85%, to understand significant difference between 

two methods: 

100 AMV MC

MC

SPL SPL
SPL

ε + −= ⋅   (6.2) 

 
Figure 6.5 – Relative errors between AMV+ and MC evaluations 

It is worth to notice that, as it was expected, maximum errors have been achieved in 

the third octave bands where a resonance frequency was present. In the bands where no 

panel resonance occur the errors are negligible. This fact allows to highlight that, for the 

present problem, it is possible to use AMV+ method, with good reliability, if and only if 

the frequency where to evaluate the response is not a resonance frequency or a 

frequency close to it.  

In a more general context it seems that it is possible to integrate AMV+ results, 

achieved where performance function has smoothness and continuity properties, with 

results coming from application of MC method, obtaining in this way a trade-off 

between method predictions robustness and computational effort. 
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Integrating both AMV+ and MC methods results depicted in Figure 6.6 have been 

obtained. It is important to notice that, with a maximum error of 0.2%, using this hybrid 

method is possible to predict the same acoustic levels achieved by MC method. 

 
Figure 6.6 – Mixed AMV+ and MC probabilistic frequency response 

The lesson learned from this first application of probabilistic methods to a 

vibroacoustic finite element model was that a similar approach allows to identify the 

range of variation of the dynamic response in function of possible values undertaken 

from the input variables. It could be also possible to predict maximum vibration as well 

as acoustic levels that can be reached in a given configuration. Some drawbacks of 

advanced mean value methods were highlighted, related to the fact that this methods do 

not give any information about the error and have to be used very carefully.  

Furthermore, the NESSUS code, was not convenient to be used for frequency 

response analyses: a complete probabilistic analysis was requested for each frequency, 

so that computational time was increased by a factor depending by the number of 

frequencies at which analysis was performed., Besides, the need to take as performance 

function the sound pressure behaviour at single frequencies have made the analysis too 

strictly dependent from the frequency chosen. 

6.2 Analysis using OPTIMUS 
Next analysis project has been built around a finite element model of a composite 

aerospace panel with a viscoelastic damping layer embedded, simply supported along 

the edges and coupled to a model of an acoustic chamber (Polito et alii, 2007).  

In this application, other than probabilistic analysis with a Response Surface 

approach, a reliability based optimization has been performed.  
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6.2.1 Deterministic analysis 
The plate and the volume were meshed in order to model the relative wavelengths up 

to 1500 Hz. A frequency response analysis has been performed in the range 100-1000 

Hz, considering a mechanical excitation that simulates a plane wave acting on the panel 

and evaluating radiated pressure in the fluid volume.  

The panel dimensions were 24x8 inches and the lay-up is showed in Figure 6.7. 

Between the two main sub-panels, the presence of a viscoelastic layer 0.2 mm thick has 

been modelled. 

 
Figure 6.7 – Composite panel lay-up structure 

The composite laminates on both sides have been modelled with 4800 CQUAD4 

plate elements having 2D-orthotropic material characteristics and PCOMP element 

properties. The viscoelastic core consisted of 4800 CHEXA six-sided solid elements 

with 3D-isotropic material properties and PSOLID element properties.  

A detailed view of the panel FE model is given in Figure 6.8. 

 
Figure 6.8 – Composite panel FE model: lay-up details 

The use of solid element to simulate viscoelastic core is due to the fact that shell 

elements are not able to reproduce high shear that is present through the thickness. In 

fact, when a viscoelastic damping material layer is embedded in a sandwich structure, 

the difference in the extension of two stiff layers induces high shear levels in the 

viscoelastic layer. 

The coupled model was assembled by using the capability of the MSC.Nastran of 

connecting non matching meshes for the structural-acoustic coupling (ACMODL card 
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with DIFF option). In the following Figure 6.9 a global view of the coupled model (a) 

and a detail of the non-matching structural-acoustic interface (b), are illustrated. 

(a)  
(b) 

Figure 6.9 – Finite Element model of the composite panel and the anechoic chamber 

In the frequency response analysis performed, several positions distributed on a 

plane at 50 mm from the panel have been chosen as target where to evaluate with 

probabilistic approaches, as it will be showed in the following, pressure levels and their 

frequency of occurrence.  

Both the direct and the modal approaches for frequency analysis have been 

implemented. In both cases the highest pressure levels have been reached at the 

frequency where the first panel mode occurs.  

The modal approach, where the frequency response is calculated starting from the 

complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system, has been later preferred because of 

the much lower computational time. 

The Figure 6.10 illustrates the sound field radiated from the vibrating panel in the 

cavity at two different frequencies. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.10 - Fringe acoustic plot of the acoustic pressure at 186 Hz (a) and 290 Hz (b) 
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6.2.2 Probabilistic FE Analysis 
Physical variables have been modelled in the analysis project with probability 

distribution functions in order to characterize the variabilities concerned with the 

material properties of the various layers.  

A total of 8 input parameters have been considered, as reported in the following 

Table 6.4. 

Property Distribution Mean Coeff. Of 
Variance 

Tape E1  Normal Undisclosed 10% 
Tape E2 Normal Undisclosed 10% 
Tape Density Tρ  (rhoT) Normal Undisclosed 10% 
Fabric E Normal Undisclosed 10% 
Fabric Density Fρ  (rhoF) Normal Undisclosed 10% 
Viscoelastic Material Shear Modulus G Normal Undisclosed 10% 
Viscoelastic Material Density Vρ  Normal Undisclosed 10% 
Viscoelastic Material Loss Factor η Normal Undisclosed 10% 

Table 6.4 - Statistically characterized material properties for the composite panel 

The variability of the input parameters has been taken into account with a 

parameterization of the FE model. In fact, in order to perform a probabilistic 

characterization of the response of the system and reliability analysis and optimization 

procedures, the vibroacoustic analysis has been performed a number of times with 

different values of the input parameters. 

The response of the system in terms of the acoustic pressure has been computed in 

the frequency range 100-1000 Hz for each point of the set of locations selected inside 

the anechoic chamber. A mean frequency response function (FRF) has been computed 

based on the FRFs of each point and, from this mean FRF, the maximum value of the 

acoustic pressure, PdB, has been selected as representative of the performance of the 

system, that is, the performance function. Also, the frequency at which this maximum 

occurs has been taken into account. 

Following the previous considerations, the choice of the limit state function is related 

to the selection of a threshold for PdB. For this case, a value of 108 dB has been selected. 

The limit state function can than be written as: 

108 dBG P= −   (6.3) 

With this choice, the G-function is negative where PdB is higher than 108 dB: to 

exceed the fixed sound pressure thresholds corresponds to a “failure”. 
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Also, a design exploration strategy has been adopted together with a response 

modelling approach to speed up the reliability analysis and optimization process. In 

fact, as significant computational effort is required for each vibroacoustic response 

evaluation, a hybrid meta-model/FE strategy has been used to limit the overall CPU 

time. Two DOE plans have been prepared and the necessary computations performed. 

These plans have been designed in order to explore the acoustic pressure response 

within the boundaries of interest. The first plan is a Central Composite Inscribed (CCI) 

that requires 273 experiments for the 8 input parameters. The second plan is a Latin 

Hypercube that samples the input parameters space with 250 experiments. 

Subsequently, a Response Surface (RS) model has been computed based on the DOE 

results. The obtained meta-model has then been used for a first reliability assessment 

and for the RBDO process. 

The outline of the procedure used for the analysis has been as follows: 

1. Compute the response of the structure with 2 DOE plans 

a. Compute the Central Composite Inscribed DOE plan in the range [-3σ,+3 σ] 

b. Compute a Latin Hypercube DOE plan in the range [-3σ,+3 σ] 

2. Compute the least squares Response Model (using Taylor Approximation) 

3. Perform a reliability assessment of the nominal design 

4. Perform an RBDO loop using the RS model and obtain a first tentative 

optimum point. 

It has to be noted that the optimization process implemented is a deterministic 

process with a probabilistic constraint. Thus the result is an optimum point that is also 

robust with respect to the required failure probability. 

 
Figure 6.11 – FRF Variability for the explored range of variation of the input parameters 
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For each iteration of the reliability assessment and optimization processes, the 

evaluation of the performance function at specific values of the input parameters is 

required. Thus a sequence of vibroacoustic analysis (for the present case the 

MSC.Nastran FE solver has been used) is performed, together with results extraction 

and the identification for each evaluation of both the maximum acoustic pressure and its 

frequency. 

Using the results of the DOE plan, two least squares cubic Taylor Response Surfaces 

(RS) have been computed to approximate the system responses. The first response 

surface approximates the maximum acoustic pressure in the frequency range of interest 

(Figure 6.12), while the second response surface approximates the frequency at which 

the maximum acoustic pressure occurs (Figure 6.13). The response surfaces have been 

used as meta-models for the reliability assessment. 

 (a) (b) 
Figure 6.12 - Sections of Response Model (RM) for the Maximum Acoustic Pressure 

 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.13 - Sections of RM for Max Acoustic Pressure’s frequency of occurrence  

For each response model, quality indexes have been computed to verify the fitting 

and prediction accuracy within the limits of the domain of definition of the models. In 

particular, three regression parameters have been computed: R2, R2
adj and R2

press. The 

values of the regression parameters are showed in Table 6.5.  
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 R2 R2
adj R2

press 
Maximum Acoustic Pressure Model 0.9963 0.9946 0.9916 
Frequency of Max Pressure Model 0.9995 0.9995 0.9994 

Table 6.5 - Regression parameters for the two response model 

Values of R2 and of R2
adj close to 1 mean that the model well fits the values of the 

simulation points. The third parameter, R2
press indicates the predictive capability of the 

model. Basically it gives a measure of how good the model will predict values for 

points that were not simulated yet. If the value of R2
press is close to 1, it indicates that the 

model will perform well for points that were not simulated. Further details on the use of 

these regression parameters can be found in (Myers and Montgomery, 1995). 

Using the two response models, a probabilistic characterization of the maximum 

acoustic pressure and of its frequency has been carried out. For this purpose, a Monte 

Carlo simulation has been performed on the RS models using 50000 samples (Figure 

6.14). 
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(b) 
Figure 6.14 - Histograms of the Maximum Acoustic Pressure and of its frequency of occurrence 

6.2.3 Robust optimization results 
The target of the optimization process performed applying the RBDO method was to 

enforce a distance of 5σ from the limit state value of the acoustic pressure of 108dB (see 

equation (6.3)), meaning that the new design found will have, given the scatter in the 

input parameters, a probability of 2.8665·10-7 of having a maximum mean acoustic 

pressure greater than 108dB. 

In the approach used, the probabilistic constraint is enforced since the first 

optimization step. As a consequence, the probability of failure for each step of the 

optimization procedure has to be assessed in order to check that the probabilistic 

constraint is not violated. 

Limit State Value
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The optimization process has been carried out using a sequential linear programming 

(SQP) algorithm and looking for a robust optimum point in the range [-3σ,+3σ] for each 

parameter.  

The results of the optimization are reported in Table 6.6 and are shown in Figure 

6.15. 

SQP Iteration Start 1 2 
Tape E1 0σ  0.4265σ  0.5753σ  
Tape E2 0σ  -0.0717σ  -0.0781σ  
Tape Density Tρ  (rhoT) 0σ  -0.1165σ  -0.1144σ  
Fabric E 0σ  0.0752σ  0.0973σ  
Fabric Density Fρ  (rhoF) 0σ  -0.0516σ  -0.0585σ  
Viscous Material G 0σ  -0.4783σ  -0.6348σ  
Viscous Material Density Vρ  (rhoV) 0σ  -0.0232σ  -0.0278σ  
Viscous Material Damping Coefficient 0σ  1.9040σ  2.3352σ  

Table 6.6 – RBDO results 
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Figure 6.15 - Results of the Reliability-based Design Optimization in the standard normal space 

6.3 Analysis using in-house developed code 
From the discussed applications it appears that explored commercial codes present 

some drawbacks when applied to vibroacoustic test cases. 

The NESSUS, in fact, implements many probabilistic methods but, being suited for 

other applications, allows only for analyses at fixed frequencies.  

On the other hand, OPTIMUS as well as other commercial optimization codes 

implements only the time consuming Monte Carlo and other simple methods, such as 

the FORM and the Response Surface method applied in this work. 

For these reasons, it came out the necessity to develop an in-house probabilistic code 

that could allow to overcome limitations imposed by commercial codes. 
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It has been written a MATLAB code that is interfaced with the finite element 

commercial solver MSC.Nastran. 

The Monte Carlo method and more efficient Most Probable Point based methods, 

belonging to the advanced mean value family methods, have been implemented. 

Depending from the type of analysis method chosen, the code generates a set of input 

files for the finite element external code (.bdf files for MSC.Nastran) based on different 

realizations of input random variables. Results in terms of displacements, stresses or 

natural frequencies can be directly read from each of the MSC.Nastran output files and 

used to perform probabilistic analysis. 

Two applications are presented where a probabilistic analysis has been carried out to 

evaluate the effects of variabilities on calculated transmission loss of a panel.  

In the examples discussed in this work, for each realization of the input variables, a 

FE normal mode analysis of the panel is performed. The results in terms of eigenvalue 

and eigenvectors are then used to calculate the sound transmission loss in discrete 

coordinates, as defined in section 2.2. 

In the first test case, panel’s boundary conditions variability has been simulated 

introducing a non infinite stiffness in the direction of the panel’s normal. This with the 

aim to represent the real case in which the installation of the panel in the TL window is 

not perfectly reproducing theoretical simply supported conditions. 

The second application deals with the prediction of the effects of variable stiffness 

and damping properties of a viscoelastic material, embedded in a composite panel, on 

acoustic performances of the sandwich. 

Before going into details of the applications studied, it is important to evaluate which 

is the degree of correlation between experimental measurement performed in the 

SMARF and TL prediction method proposed. 

6.3.1 TL numerical-experimental correlation  
In order to validate discrete coordinate approach implemented for TL calculations, a 

FE model of the 1.5 mm thick aluminium panel, simply supported along its edges, has 

been realized. The plate was initially very fine meshed with 50x20 elements in order to 

model wavelengths up to 6000 Hz.  

Applying the relation (4.1) for mesh sizing, in fact, it results: 
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By substituting typical values of aluminium alloy elastic and mass properties, it 

results that , 0.0123x y mΔ ≤ . 

Thus, for a panel 0.600x0.200 m, at least 49x16 elements must be used when 

performing analysis up to 6000 Hz. 

A normal mode analysis has been carried out and achieved results used to calculate 

the sound transmission loss in the frequency range 0-4500 Hz.  

Of course, a FE approach was not suitable to numerically predict the TL behaviour at 

higher frequencies, because of the need to overly increase the number of model’s 

degrees of freedom. 

In the following Figure 6.16, the numerical TL obtained, opportunely corrected to 

account for field incidence, is compared with experimental one. 

To allow for comparison, numerical TL, calculated with a frequency resolution of 2 

Hz, has been expressed in one-third octave bands. 
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Figure 6.16 – Numerical VS. experimental TL in one-third octave bands, panel 1.5 mm 

From the numerical-experimental correlation it can be observed that: 

• In the low frequency range there is a discrepancy between the results being 

the sound field not enough diffuse 

• Above 1000 Hz the numerical behaviour fit very well the experimental one 

• No information is available for frequencies less than 250 Hz, that is the range 

where first panels modes occur 
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• No information is available for frequencies higher than 4000 Hz, considering 

that coincidence frequency for the analyzed 1.5 mm thick panel is around 

8000 Hz. 

6.3.2 Effects of boundary conditions variability on predicted TL 
It’s very common that TL numerical-experimental correlation problems in the low 

frequency range deal with panel’s installation in the TL window. 

Although measurement standards as ASTM E90 give specific indications about test 

specimen installation procedure, it can happen that experimental boundary conditions 

do not replicate ones as in the ideal case, that can have an effect on measured TL.  

When the area of the test specimen, for example, is smaller than that of the normal 

test opening, the area of the test opening is usually reduced using an additional 

construction, a filler wall, that can be less stiff of the typical supporting frame. 

Furthermore, presence of gaps or fissures around the periphery of a specimen can occur. 

These are commonly sealed with clay or adhesives, that introduce uncertainties about 

the panel’s operative boundary conditions.  

During the experimental campaign discussed in the chapter 3, it occurred some 

discrepancies between expected and measured dynamic behaviour of an aluminium 

panel 2 mm thick. 

The results of an experimental modal analysis performed on this panel installed in its 

test window showed to be bad correlated with numerical ones, achieved by a FE model 

of the panel itself with pinned boundaries. In this case, panel boundary conditions were 

far to be simply supported along the edges: some positions on the panel perimeter 

seemed to be not constraint at all to the fixture.  

In Figure 6.17 the achieved first two experimental mode shapes are compared with 

numerical ones (a, b) and the calculated Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) index for 

the first three modes is presented (c). 

This latter index, defined in equation (6.5), represents a measure of the correlation 

between experimental and numerical mode shapes (see, for example, Ewins, 1984). 

{ } { }
{ } { }( ) { } { }( )

2

( , ) 100

HT
x p

T HT H
x x p p

MAC x p
ψ ψ

ψ ψ ψ ψ
= ⋅         (6.5) 
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Where { }xψ  and { }pψ  respectively are the panel’s experimental and numerical 

modes. 

A MAC value of 100 stands for perfectly correlated mode shapes. 
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Figure 6.17 - Modal Analysis results, for the aluminium panel 2 mm thick  

For other panels, instead, there was a good agreement between experimental and 

numerical modal analysis results in terms of mode frequencies, mode shapes and MAC 

index, as it can be seen from the Figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6.18 - Modal Analysis results, for the aluminium panel 1 mm thick. 

The question that arises is about if it is possible to simulate the effect of variability in 

panel’s boundary conditions on its acoustic behaviour, trying to address if weak 

constraints in direction of panel’s normal can be responsible of discrepancies from 

expected results. 

Aiming to assess how much the panel’s boundary conditions can affect TL 

behaviour, it has been performed a probabilistic numerical simulation assuming the 

boundary conditions as stochastic variables (Polito, 2007).. 
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Monte Carlo and Mean Value Family methods have been applied to FE model of a 1 

mm thick aluminium panel, calculating variation on TL due to parameters variability in 

the range 0-1000 Hz.  

The model has been meshed with the aim to analyse panel’s modal behaviour up to 

1500 Hz. The choice of using a mesh coarser than the one discussed in the previous 

paragraph was due to computational requirements. 

To allow for simulation of the experimentally evidenced boundary conditions, panel 

translations in the direction of its normal were not completely constrained. This has 

been implemented by introducing, in the panel FE model, spring elements along the 

edges. The springs have been divided in two different groups in order to simulate 

different constraint stiffness, see Figure 6.19. 

 
Figure 6.19 – FE model with springs along the edges 

Being not known a priori the stiffness values to assign to the spring elements, these 

values have been chosen as random variables normal distributed. The simulations 

performed are summarized in the following Table 6.7. 

The minimum value of transmission loss achieved in one-third octave bands in the 

frequency range 40-1000 Hz has been chosen as performance function. 

Run Method k1,2=Mean Springs 1, 2 
[N/m] 

s1,2=Std Deviation Springs 1, 2 
[%] 

1 Monte Carlo 1.0 E+4, 1.0 E+4 5, 5 
2 Monte Carlo 1.0 E+3, 1.0 E+3 5, 5 
3 Monte Carlo 1.0 E+4, 1.0 E+3 5, 5 
4 Monte Carlo 1.0 E+4, 1.0 E+3 5, 15 
5 MV, AMV, AMV+ 1.0 E+4, 1.0 E+4 5, 5 
6 MV, AMV, AMV+ 1.0 E+3, 1.0 E+3 5, 5 
7 MV, AMV, AMV+ 1.0 E+4, 1.0 E+3 5, 5 
8 MV, AMV, AMV+ 1.0 E+4, 1.0 E+3 5, 15 

Table 6.7 - Probabilistic analysis performed 
In the Figure 6.20, the transmission loss behaviours calculated with Monte Carlo 

method are presented. It can be seen that the variations in the TL values are below 2 dB, 

except in the case of the run 4 where the standard deviation for the spring 2 is very high. 
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These higher variations of the calculated TL are, in any case, limited in the very low 

frequency range (f < 150 Hz). For higher frequencies, the stiffness of the springs has a 

small effect on the radiated sound 
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Figure 6.20 - TL results for the runs 1-4 (from the top left, clockwise) 

Even lower are computed variations of the performance function, that, as already 

stated, is the minimum value of the transmission loss predicted in one-third octave 

bands (Figure 6.21) 
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Figure 6.21 - Probabilistic results in terms of CDF, for the runs 1 (left) and 5 (right) 
This is because the main effect of the stiffness variations seems to be a translation 

along the frequency axis of the TL curve more than an amplitude change of the 

minimum TL value. 

The mean value based methods leaded to similar results with respect to MC, even if 

the first methods account for a lightly wider range of variation of the performance 

function, that can be due to an overestimate of performance function’s distribution tails. 
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From achieved results it can be stated that variable boundary conditions due to non 

perfect installation of the test panel could have effects only at very low frequencies, 

where in any case it is not possible to perform reliable measurements with a small 

facility.  

Discrepancies between measured and numerically predicted TL below 1000 Hz seem 

to be due to a modal behaviour of the acoustic chambers, related to a sound field not 

completely diffuse, rather than to the panel’s constraints. In this frequency range the 

SMARF facility can be useful to perform comparison between different solutions (e.g. 

damping treatments) but it appears to be not suitable to calculate absolute quantities. 

A much higher effect can have on the TL the variation of other panel’s properties: in 

Figure 6.22 results obtained introducing as normal distributed random variables panel 

thickness (μ=0.001 m, σ=5 %) and damping coefficient (μ=0.01, σ=5%) are presented. 
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Figure 6.22 – TL behaviour with panel’s thickness and damping variability 

6.3.3 Effects of material properties variability on predicted TL 

The variabilities introduced in the previous paragraph for thickness and damping 

properties are quite large for a metallic panel. Traditional metallic aerospace structures, 

in fact, have very small manufacturing tolerances and their geometrical and material’s 

properties typically do not show an high scattering. 

When composite materials are used, instead, their damping and stiffness 

characteristics depend on temperature and moisture variations. If viscoelastic layers are 

cocured in composite structures to increase the damping performance, the variability in 

manufacturing process increases as well as the lack of knowledge about the assembled 

structure properties. 

Furthermore, the properties of the viscoelastic material itself are strongly dependant 

from operating temperature and frequency. In the Figure 6.23 the typical behaviour of 

shear modulus, G, and loss factor, η, with temperature, T, is shown. 
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Figure 6.23 – Shear modulus and loss factor variability with T for a viscoelastic material 

As it can be seen from the figure, it makes sense to analyze effects related to 

variability of viscoelastic material properties on transmission loss behaviour of layered 

damped composite panels. 

With this aim, a FE model of a sandwich panel has been built with 12 composite 

layers and a viscoelastic layer 0.2 mm thick in the centre of the lamination sequence. 

Panels dimensions were 600x200x2.57 mm and the FE mesh was suited to analyse 

panel’s modal behaviour up to 4500 Hz, in order to predict TL in the range 40-3000 Hz. 

The TL has been calculated with a frequency resolution of 2 Hz, applying the 

discrete coordinates approach.  

In order to take into account damping effects, a complex modal analysis with 

complex Lanczos method (see MSC.Nastran Advanced Dynamic Analysis User’s 

Guide) has been performed and complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors have been read 

from FE code output files and used for later processing. 

In fact, the mode frequencies f and the modal damping η can be obtained from 

complex eigenvalues λ as: 

{ } { }
{ }

Re1 Im ; 2
2 Im

f
λ

λ η
π λ

= = −          (6.6) 

Shear modulus and loss factor of the viscoelastic materials have been introduced as 

random variable normally distributed, as in Table 6.8. 

Property Distribution Mean Coeff. Of Variance 
Shear Modus G  Normal 1.0 E+7 10% 
Loss Factor η Normal 0.6 15% 

Table 6.8 - Statistically characterized properties for the viscoelastic material 
As performance function the minimum value of the transmission loss achieved in one 

third octave bands has been taken. 
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Monte Carlo, MV, AMV and AMV+ methods have been applied to evaluate the 

performance function distribution. 

In the Figure 6.24 the results of different runs of analysis in terms of transmission 

loss are presented. The figure is referred to the frequency range 100-250 Hz. 

It can be seen that the variability of the viscoelastic layer properties causes a strong 

variability of the predicted TL values, mainly in correspondence of the minimum value, 

at the frequency where the first panel’s mode occur.  

It seems there is almost no effect on the frequency of occurrence of this elastic mode, 

that is always around 216 Hz.  

That can be explained with the fact that the damping layer contribution to mass and 

stiffness of the panel is quite low. 
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Figure 6.24 – TL behaviour with panel’s thickness and damping variability 

When looking at the performance function CDF, Figure 6.25, it can be appreciated 

that the range of variation of the minimum TL, is about 6 dB, a value that can make the 

difference between a good acoustic solution and a bad one. 

Or, from another point of view, a lot of weight to be added on the aircraft in terms of 

soundproofing treatments. 

Similar results are achieved from MC method, even if it have to be said that mean 

value and advanced mean value methods account for a lightly wider range of variation 

of the performance function, because of an overestimation of performance function 

distribution tails. 

In the Figure 6.26 the distribution in the space of the random variables G and η of the 

1000 samples generated for a Monte Carlo analysis is depicted, whereas in Figure 6.27 
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the results achieved by applying MC method with 200 and with 1000 samples are 

compared. 
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Figure 6.25 – CDF of the performance function, MV, AMV and AMV+ 
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Figure 6.26 – CDF of the performance function calculated with MC method 
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Figure 6.27 – CDF of the performance function calculated with MC method 
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Conclusions 

This thesis is collocated in the framework of a consolidated experience acquired 

from the Vibration and Acoustics Group at Department of Aerospace Engineering of 

University of Naples in the field of vibroacoustics of transport aircraft during last 25 

years. This topic in the past has been faced from a numerical point of view, except for 

the participation to experimental campaigns that took place in collaboration with 

industry. The present work and, in general, the activities of its author in last four years, 

contributed to build a laboratory where, other than the acoustic behaviour of small 

panels here presented, it is possible to measure impedance and absorption coefficient of 

soundproofing materials as well as dynamic complex modulus and loss factor of 

damping materials and treatments. 

A small TL facility presents two main and conflicting properties i) the capability to 

perform fast and cheap measurements in order to evaluate different candidate solutions 

and ii) a careful analysis of the low frequency region results is required. It has been 

shown that, despite the announced and measured frequency limitations, the SMARF is a 

valid support for any engineering investigations and/or academic and research activities 

involving the group. Good numerical-experimental correlation achieved paved the way 

to improvements that soon will be made to the SMARF as possibility to perform 

measurements in presence of pressurization and temperature gradients. 

The gained capability to perform experimental measurements allowed the group to 

enter the world of uncertainties and to broaden its view identifying the necessity to 

integrate traditional numerical approaches with statistical methods. 

Well assessed numerical methodologies aimed to vibroacoustic prediction have been 

integrated with emerging probabilistic ones, also developing an in house code that gave 

the possibility to overcome limitations presented by commercial softwares available and 

that will be further used for research purposes. Achieved results confirmed the 

opportunity to apply probabilistic techniques to acoustic problems underlining the 

necessity to overcome traditional approaches when modelling parameters can have high 

variability, e.g. viscoelastic damping treatments, whose properties are strongly affected 

from manufacturing process and environmental conditions. 
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Appendix A – Plate flexural vibrations 
 

Equation that determines bending vibrations of a plate descends from equilibrium of 

moments in direction x and y and of forces in direction z. 

 
Figure A.0.1 – Force and Moments definition 
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, directed along z, is the inertial force. 

By deriving the first equation with respect to x and the second equation with respect 

to y and then substituting in the third one, it can be achieved: 
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The relation between moments and curvatures can be obtained considering that, 

following lamination classic theory, membrane and bending behaviour of the plate are 

uncoupled for a symmetric laminate. 
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Where D is called bending stiffness matrix of the laminate and the curvatures κ are 

related to the derivatives of the displacements from the following relations: 
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By substituting the (A.6) in the (A.4), the equation of the bending vibrations of an 

orthotropic plate is achieved: 

( ) ( )
4 4 4 4 4 2
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If the bending and twisting stiffnesses of the laminate are uncoupled, it results that 

D16=D26=0 and the laminate is called to have the property of special orthotropy. The 

analysis of laminated plates is simplified if the conditions for special orthotropy are 

satisfied. Also, because end load and shear, and bending and twisting moments, are all 

uncoupled, distortion during manufacture is minimised. 

In the hypothesis of special orthotropy, the previous equation becomes: 
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The homogeneous form of equation (A.8) can be solved by imposing for the flexural 

displacement the steady state form: 

( ) ( ), , , j tw x y t W x y e ω=  

With W(x,y) that satisfies boundary conditions. 

If the plate is simply supported along the edges, these conditions are: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ],0 , 0, , 0 , ,W x W x b W y W a y x y a b= = = = ∀ ∈      (A.9) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ],0 , 0, , 0 , ,x x x xM x M x b M y M a y x y a b= = = = ∀ ∈    (A.10) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) [ ],0 , 0, , 0 , ,y y y yM x M x b M y M a y x y a b= = = = ∀ ∈    (A.11) 

We can choose for the spatial displacement an expression as: 
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That, if kx and ky are correctly chosen, satisfies also the boundary conditions 

introduced for the bending moments. In fact, it results: 
2 2
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That, by substituting for w(x,y,t) the expression of the generic mode shape becomes: 
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( ) ( )2 2
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Then, if the expression found for W(x,y) satisfies the boundary conditions for the 

displacements, all the others are satisfied in the same manner. 

Considering the generic mode shape: 

( ) ( ) ( ), sin sinmn x yW x y W k x k y=       (A.17) 

and applying the boundary conditions (A.9) leads to the relations: 
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From where it can be achieved that: 
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with kx and ky bending wavenumbers. 

By substituting in the (A.12) it results: 
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From where it descends that the solution of the homogeneous equation of the 

bending vibration of a plate can be expressed as: 
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1 1

, , sin sin sinmn
m n

m nw x y t W x y t
a b
π π ω

∞ ∞

= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

∑∑     (A.21) 

By substituting the generic eigenfunction in the equation (A.8) with p=0 leads to 

relation: 

( ) ( )4 2 2 4 2
11 12 66 222 2 , 0x x y y sD k D D k k D k W x yρ ω⎡ ⎤+ + + − =⎣ ⎦     (A.22) 
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From where it can be achieved the expression of the bending natural frequencies of 

the panel: 

( )4 2 2 4
11 12 66 222 21

2 2
x x y ymn

mn
s

D k D D k k D k
f ω

π π ρ
+ + +

= =     (A.23) 

That, for an homogeneous panel 11 22 66 12; 0D D D D D= = = = is in the well known 

form: 

( )22 2 2 2 2 21 1
2 2 2 2

x ymn
mn

s s s

D k k D m n D m nf
a b a b

ω π π π
π π ρ π ρ ρ

+ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = = + = +⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

 (A.24) 

If the complete form of the equation (A.8) is considered, it can be derived the modal 

forced response of the panel in terms of superposition of mode shapes, opportunely 

weighted. 

The generic solution can be expressed in modal coordinates as: 

( ) ( ), , sin sinmn mn mn
m nw x y t W x y q t
a b
π π⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
    (A.25) 

Where qmn(t), called modal coordinate or generalized coordinate, is non dimensional 

and takes into account temporal behaviour of the displacements. By using the property 

of orthogonality of the eigenfunctions, the equation (A.8) can be expressed in the form: 

( ) ( ) 2 mn
mn mn mn

mn

Pq t q t ω
γ

+ =&&        (A.26) 

Where Pmn, given by the relation: 

( ) ( )
0 0

, , sin sin
a b

mn
m x n yP t p x y t dxdy

a b
π π⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∫ ∫     (A.27) 

is the generalized forcing pressure and γmn is the generalized mass: 

2 2

0 0
sin sin

4
a b s

mn s
abm x n y dxdy

a b
ρπ πγ ρ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∫ ∫     (A.28) 

By solving the equation (A.26), the forced response of the panel can be achieved as 

sum of the response to individual modes: 

( ) ( )
1 1

, , sin sinmn mn
m n

m nw x y t W x y q t
a b
π π∞ ∞

= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

∑∑     (A.29)

response to individual modes: 

( ) ( )
1 1

, , sin sinmn mn
m n

m nw x y t W x y q t
a b
π π∞ ∞

= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

∑∑     (A.30) 
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If the property of special orthotropy is not verified, the derivatives: 
4 4

16 263 3;w wD D
x y x y
∂ ∂
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

 

are not equal to zero, then the solution can not be expressed anymore in terms of 

Fourier series. In this case variational approaches, as Rayleigh-Ritz method, can be 

used. 


